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Foreword

Musk Appreciation for High School has been designed to meet the
needs of students in the senior high schools. It contains subject matter
of considerable scope, including the music of various cultures, bibli
°graphics, sample lesson plans, a section of audio-visual materials, and
other pertinent instructional aids. Because of the broad, comp:.hensire
nature of the course of study, it should be used flexibly by different
schools to suit their purposes. The variety of approaches to instruction
and the extensive utilization of audiovisual aids s;iould be particularly
challenging to schcols which are introducing innovaticns into the
matrix of the music appreciation program.

SEELIG LESTER

Deputy Superintendent of Schools
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Introduction
This syllabus outlines the course in Music Appreciation and can best

be administered when that course is given for a full term, five periods
a week. Schools observing any other type of schedule may adjust the
course by reducing the number of unit:: covered and the time allotted
for each unit. The syllabus is divided into seventeen univt, arranged to
provide articulation with lower levels, use of student-preferred ma-
terial, increasing order of complexity, and coverage of the most
essential aspects ,af instruction. The units are not necessarily arranged
in the order of importance so that the sequence of urrits may be shifted
to suit the preferences of the department or of the teacher.

With regard to articulation with the lower levels, it seems advisable
to utilize the knowledge and skill already present at the very begin-
ning of he course. Since singing is the primary activity in the earlier
grades, it is emphasized in the arrangement of the first six units.

1 his arrangement of units it also based on the prefe. 'nee of stu
dents. After the Unit on Patriotic Song, the studentpreferred units on
Folk Song and Music of the Theater are presented. (The Unit on
Voice Types is, hovccer, introduced before the Unit on Music of the
Theater because it is a preparation for the latter unit.) Then, begin-
ning with Unit 7, the instrumental phase of the syllabus becomes para
mount and increases in complexity, through Unit 10.

For those favoring a chronological approach to the entire syllabus,
Units 14, 9, 10, 7, 17, 8, 12 may be studied in that order and the others
ad libitum. In this syllabus, the chronological method has been used
only in limited circumstances, that is in Units II, 12, and 14.

The syllabus is an expansion of Music for Grader 19.12 (Curriculum
Bulletin No. 6, 1955.56 Series) and follows its ideological approach.
It is also a continuation of a new syllabus for the intermediate schools,
now undergoing field testing. In fact, most unit titles are similar to
those in the intermediate syllabus, but instruction is carried on from a
different perspective. Many of the subject areas in the recent New

1
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York State pamphlet "Teaching General Music" are likewise covered,
but it is felt that the techniques of instruction recommended in this
syllabus are particularly suited to the high schools of New York City.

Time allotment lot each unit :5 based on estimated importance.
Since, at best, even a full term of Musk Appreciation will scarcely
suffice to cover this syllabus, it is possible to discuss only the high
points in accord with the objectives listed above. Flexibility in time
allotment for each unit based on local condittnus is recommended;
where there is insufficient time, units may be eliminated or condensed
at the discretion of the department. Ctass time may be div:ded be-
tween singing and listening and their related activities. Although it
presents certain problems in modern times, the singing experience still
remains the most active form of class participation and should be en-
couraged. By the same token, the listening experience slit uld be eller
gized by means of a wide variety of correlated activities

Much reference is made in this bulletin to material in the Nes,' York
State and New York City intermediate school syllabi. However, in
v;ew of the limited time available in Music Appreciation and ihe fact
that high school represents terminal education for many, the ,.evail-
ing point of view in this syllabus is to emphasize the emotional and
psychological aspects of music rath.r than the technical and profes-
sional; the latter are introduced only to enhance appreciation.

With the growing variety and abundance of audio-visual devices
and materials and with the increased visual - mindedness of our pupils,
it is strongly recommended that teachers use every opportunity to
present subject :natter th,ough autlio.visssal aids such as recordings,
tapes, transparencies (or overhead protector, illustrative material (or
opaque projector, filmstrips, and films. References to biblio,;raphical
and audiovisual sources within each unit are given, and a n ore sub-
stantial listing may be found in the Appendix. However, it is a pri-
mary responsibility of each department and teacher to seek out and
use tre mar.v additional sources of materials available today.

Each unit w;11 include a sample lesson plan, generally, covering the
first or an early lesson within the unit. The lesson plan, while more
specific and it:tailed than the unit outlines, nevertheless is rm. de-
tailed enough to be considered a r,dnuteby.mioute working plan; w
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establish the latter, the teacher must develop the pla:i by adding
working details. The teacher must also determine the time allotment
for each activity as well as the sequence of activities in the plan. For
those who have the opportunity to indulge in wider activities, a
General Music linit Planning Form of expanded scope is given in
Appendix E. This is the form used in General Music for htermediate
Schools and Junior High Schools, the recently develoxd syllabus
mentioned above.

Although most units have onl:r one lesson plan, at least five units
have alternate plans. If these do not suffice, the teacher may devise
another kind of lesson that will cover the material and mce; the needs
of the class. Since there is great variance among schools with respect
to pupils, physical facilities and materials, this syllabus is not to be
regarded as a prescription for all, but rather as a guide pointing to
possible alternatives. However, to establish a degree of uni 'ormity, it is
recommended that the subject matter of at least ten units be taught.

Titles have been selected according to the frequency with which a
particular piece is so designated; thus, Afternoon of a Fahn instead of
L'Apres-tridi dune faune, but Die Fledermaus instead of The Bat.

The fundamental aims of the course of study include the develop.
went of desirable musical interests and attendant skills, and the culti-
vation of a lasting regard for good musk in daily living ant in leisure-
rime activities. Developing purposeful listening technique: applicable

all musical experiences and nurturing the ability to work with
others in group activities ere additional purposes of this syllabus. The
remaining aims are cultivation of the spiritual, emotional, rod social
values inherent in good music; the discovery, encoura,!,a.ment, and
development of musical talent in high school students; the apprecia-
tion of other L-ultures through acquaintance with their music; and the
stimulation of interest in American music through study is origins
and development.

Teaching Procedures

Notebooks

Suitable provision for work in etas: should be nude. Some teachers
require separate notebooks, but most permit the use of a Jusignater:
section of any notebook for musk notes. (Music notebooks with staves
may be used in selected classes.)

3
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The reacher must provide help a_id direction in maintaining the
notebook. (For useful practices see Section entitled At the Beginning
of the Period, pp. 6-7.)

An index or outline of the term's work distributed at the opening
session is a gcod way to start the notebook

A workbook in the style of Rensin's Bash Course in Music will be
found very useful; such a workbook may be drawn up locally.

Rexugraphed or mimeographed work sheets may also be used and
provision shou'd be made for preservation of this material.

Pupil Inventory

This form may be filled out early in the term after the register is
complete. Pupils should be encouraged to feel that it has a serious,
constructive purpose. It may even be desirable to precede the question-
naire with a discussion of music in the conmunity, home, or school.

GETT:NG TO KNOW You

Name Herne Rm. Age - _ J.HS.

Do you like to sing? Where'

WAsId you like to sing in our school chorus?

Have you sang in a chorus previously?

Do you play a musical instrument? _ _ Which one,

Have you ever taken lessons? _ -

M school? _ What grades? Private Lessons?

Does anyone at home play an instrument? _ _

Were you a member of an All-Sesro group?

Chorus? _ _ Voice Part? Band? Orchestra? _

Have you evtr been to a concert, opera, or play lit Lincoln Center?_.____.

Have you ever seen a traveling company from Lincoln Center: .

Describe the performance _ _ _
Which radio or T.V. r ograms do you best, _ _

If you need more room to answer, use other side.

4
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Information gained from the questionnaire may be useful in plan-
ning lessons and in locating potential recruits for elective musk
groups.

Each music department may develop its own inventory form to
obtain indications of individual interests as well as the general char-
acteristics of the class. A sample form is provided as a guide. The
questionnaire may also be used at the end of the term to measure
growth.

Performers Recognition :est

if you recognize any of the following names, write the word that
best describes the activity (singer, actor, writer, etc.) of the person
named.

Dave Brutyx k Aaron Copland Dick Van Dike ....
Shirley Verrett James Baldwin Joan Sutherland ...
Barbra Streisind Cann, iball Adderley . Jascha Ifeifetz
Arthur Fiedler Bob Dylan Dick Gregory
Peter Ustinov Carol Chai ning Jimmy
Leonard Bernstein , Skitch Henderson

How Well Do You listen?

Teacher plays about 50 seconds of the second movement of Sym-
phony no. 94 (Surprise) by Haydn, TWICE.

Firs! Hearing: Listen and check the p-oper sentence.

1 he music begins with a simple melody played at a mod.
crate speed.
The music begins with an exciting, fast melody.

Second Hearing

String instruments have the most important part.
It is difficult to select one outstanding melody.

Teacher plays about 50 seconds of the first movement of Sympl-ony
c.o. 3 by Beethoven TWICE.

First Hearing: listen and check the proper sentence.

...... A loud chord, repeated mice, begins the movement.
...... .A graceful melody played at mod,.rate speed is heard at

the %ery beginning
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Second Hearing

The movement continues fast and brilliantly.
This is restful music, melodious and singable.

Teacher plays. about 50 seconds of the second movement of Sym-
phony no. 9 (New World) by Dvorak, TWICE.

First Heark en and check the proper sentence.

The first melody is heard almost alone, with a solid ac-
companiment.
In place of a principal melody, a series of chords is heard.

Second Hear. ,:g

It is exciting musk, military in sty le.
A calm, beautiful melody is heard.

(Note: This sample inventory is drawn from material used in various
schools. Parts of may be extracted as the department sees fit. Be sure
to provide the th:pil with a clearly printed copy, allowing plenty of
room for written answers.)

At the Beginning of the Period

In a rol.,,ber of schools, recorded music of high quality is played as
the class assembles, e.g., the Adagio for Strings (Barber) or the 2nd
movement of Symphony No. 7 (Beethoven). This is done (Cr the
pupose .4 settling the class or of establishing a serious mood. Ques-

s based on his music may be placed on the boird prior to the
playing to help accomplish this purpose.

In slitable classes, records may be played with the theme(s) shown
03 the board or chatted but with the tiths kept secret for rwo or
three days (mystery tunes).

Records or tapes on such subject as The Sounds (EA" catalog, 3T1.
686) or Humor in Music, Bernstein, (EAV catalog, 378.10) may be
played to introduce subjects which will be discussed later in the

6
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period. The device must be employed with discretion since it may
interfere with the usual procedures for settling the class; it is also
subject to criticism because there is no advance preparation or design
for listening to such selections.

Another way of beginning is to project a prepared transparency or
slide on a screen with the understanding that this material is to be
copied in notebooks; attendance is checked while the class is so occu-
pied. An example of such material with sentences to be completed is
given here:

INSTRUMENTS OF THE ORCHESTRA

The Ilebrewy used a _ , a
made from 2

The trumpet was only' a _
the century.

TRUMPET

trumpet-type of instrument

rit.e until the beginning of

It was not until _ that the
on the present-day trumpet, was invented b
Trumpet tone can be described as

piston vale, like that used
y -

This type of note-taking insures uniformity of format and aids
spelling.

Another plan involves the use of prepared material based on b:ck-
ground information associated with a particular record. For example,
Int itation to Music, Siegmeister (Folkways FT 3603), provides pro-
gram notes to be used as the basis for class levo:ts. The notes may
be duplicated on 111/2 x 11 paper, one column to a page, leaving suffi-
cient room for note-taking in class. Such material may be used in
whole or in part to suit a given situation, providing the pupil with
reference notes while the music is being played.

Excerpts from opera libretti ii the original :anguage and in trans
lat;or may be duplicated and distributed to the class for inclusion in
notebooks; pertinent notes about the opera, composer, and the cast
may also be issued. The pupil may thereby be Intel!, ually prepared
to listen to the record, whether it is in the original language or in
trantiation.

14



Activities in a Music Appreciation Class

Singing

Class singing in most cases should constitute one of the major activi-
ties in Music Appreciation because it is a highly satisfactory, experi-
ence which permits smooth articulation with music programs in ele-
mentary and intermediate schools and is the most direct route to ap-
preciation of vocal music. The selection of songs and choice of keys
should fv? made very carefully since a judicious combination of the
two constitutes the main ingred;ent for success in singing. In this
connection, pupils' present interest in folk song, folk-rock song, and
popular music in general may be the starting polar for a campaign to
involve every pupil in vocal activity.

Types of Song

Descants, rounds, and ant;phcnal songs of a simple nature should be
employed to make old, familiar songs interesting, to enhance repeti.
tion, to further the harmonic sense, to develop part independence, and
to promote reading readiness.

Familiar songs often lend themsehes to descant versions. These need
not always be in a high register (such as the customary soprano des-
cant for "America, the Beautiful''); a step -wire bass line with good
melodic appeal may be created.

Rounds are ar. elementary form of part singing. As such they re-
quire good intonation, balance, rhyth,nic precision, tone quality, and
awareness of the other part (s), thereby constituting an important step
in the development of reading ability.

Antiphonal songs may be of the variety in which a soloist and
chorus respond to each other, or in which two or more chorus sections
are the respondents.

Chording may be done by humming or chanting the I and V chords
as backgroumd to a melody sung by a soloist or a small group. Finger
signals may be used to indicate chord changes.

A basic song list is provided later in this book. The list includes
songs in several different categories, aod it is assumed that a repre-
sentative selection from each category will be made. Most of the songs
may be uses' in the average classroom, and the teacher should decide
which songs to present based on class composition and preference,
but always with ,esthetic and pedagogical considerations in mind.

8



Because of the lack of unanimity among schools in selecting texts and
because most texts have a short life span, the specific source for each
song is not given. However, these songs have appeared on preferred
lists in various educational publications and are therefore probably
available.

Certain songs have traditionally held a place in American life and
should be part of each' pupil's general knowledge. But traditions are
changing, and the teacher must use his own discretion with regard to
the suitability of such songs. In any case those that have proven to be
worthwhile should be emphasized and even memorized. This can be
accomplished more readily- if such songs are mimeographed and bound
to form a school songbook.

Instrumental Activities

Instruments may be Lsed to support and embellish singing in several
ways: in chording, instrumental interludes, imitation of sounds in
nature, and regular instrumental accompaniments. Among the instru-
ments tha' may be used in this fashion are the piano, accordion, auto-
harp, gtutar, ukulele, recorder, resonator bells, drums, claws; ts,,,racas,
tambourines, and other melody and percussion instruments. From time
to time, player from the orchestra or band may be brought in to
accompany inging or for purposes of demonstration.

Instrumental chording may accompany singing, in some cases by
using only the I and V chords. With one or two players at the piano
keyboard, one or two at autoharps, several at percussion instruments,
one at a string bass of which the or:n strings (played pizzicato) are
tuned to the prime and fifth of the scale, such songs as the following
may be enlivened:

Alouette Hokey, Pokey
Chopsticks La Cucaracha
Clementine Mexican Hat Dance
Down in the Valley Oh Dear, What Can the Mauer Be
Pail, Hail, the Gang's All Here Swing Low, Stsctt Chariot

Of course, adding the IV chard will make many more songs avail.
able.

Listening Activities

Listening activities must cons'itute an important portion of every
normal lesson. Where singing is essential to the lesson as in the first

9
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six units, listening must be considered as important as singing. In
Units 7-10 and 13, units of a predominantly instrumental nature,
listening probably would become the main feature of the lesson.

As much care and effort should be put into the choicr of records
and tapes for listening as in choosing songs for singing; the right
music can insure the success of the lesson. In addition, steps should
be taken to ensure that the music is well reproduced whether played
on the piano, phonograph, or tape recorder.

Because of the relatively passive nature of the listening process
various procedthes must be employed to stimulate pupils and to acti-
vate the lesson. These may be summarized as follows:

Attention should always be directed toward elemen:s in the music
that are significant for the lesson. Often, questions, lists, and facts
relevant to the music should be placed on the board or in notebooks
in order to focus attention on key points. There should be appropriate
follow -up class discussion.

Visual aids should be used wherever indicated to enhance listening.
Films, filmstrips, pictures, and any other materials that add another
dimension to listening should be used. (See discussion about proper
use of audio-visual aids on pp. 161.170.) When concentration on the
music alone is desired, visual aids will of course be omitted.

In many instances the music chosen will be too long for class use.
It is generally advisable to play as much as is needed to make the poir
intended. When possible, complete pieces may be played. For lessons
which require several excerpts, the tape recorder should be used. In
fact, the problems of place.finding, timing, excerpting, and discussing
music seriatim probably render the tape recorder the instrument of
choice for the classroom.

All kinds of activities may be associated with listening: providing
background information; telling a roty; reciting poetry or prose;
acting out a scene; dancing; engaging in rhythmic activity; using
current musicals, historical and other events, to provoke thought;
relating musk to art, science, mathematics, and other subjects; etc.
M will be seen later in connection with the lesson plans, most lessons
are motivated by problems: comparing one form of musk with an-
other; tracing the derivation of one form of music from another,
musically and historically; comparing musical styles with styles in art,
literature, and dancing; relating music to the interests of pupils, etc.

10



Rhythmic Activities

Rhythmic activities in a Music Appreciation class may take the form
of clapping, beating, walking, dancing, conducting, recognizing rhyth-
mic patterns (with or without notes), and using rhythm instruments
in conjunction with singing or listening. While they are of limited
application, these activities do have a place in some lessons, as indi
cated from time to time in the lesson plans.

Current Events

Even though Current Events is not a separate unit, it is well to in
elude current events in almost every lesson. The fact that significrnt
musical events like the summer performances of opera and symphony
are taking place with more and more frequency makes it imperative
that the teacher prepare the way for proper appreciation of these per-
formances. Television shows also feature serious artists; these should
be publicized and supported.

Due to the proliferation of inferior music and performers in much
of the mass entertainment media, it becomes the duty of the teacher to
try to establish and maintain sr,ndards in every way possible. The
threatened submergence of the art of musk by profiteers who feed
upon the youth and gullibility o! our public presents a very serious
challenge to the teacher and one that can be met only by sincere and
untiring effort.

Basic Song Lists

The following lists contain songs which are classified rs types rang.
ing from light recreatio ial songs to art songs. The lists have been
derived from many sourcesearlier syllabi, lists provided by the
New York State Department of Education and the Music Educators
National Conference, and current textbooks. Naturally, these lists do
not include all worthwhile songs, and the teacher is free to add any
song he has found useful to the repertoire. This is particularly apropos
in the case of current "hits" which are musical and which appeal
strongly to pupils.

For reasons given in the section on Activities in a Music Apprecia
tion Class, specific sources for each song are not provided, but songs in
the local school text which are similar to those on the lists are worth
teaching.

18
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Basic Song List

{Wok and Service Songs

Air Corps Song
America (stanzas 1, 4)
America, the Beautiful
Anchors Aweigh
Caisson Song
Marines' Hymn
Semper Paratus
Star.Spangled Banner, The

(stanzas 1, 4)

Our National Heritage

Battle Hymn of the Republic
God Biess America
God of Our Fathers
Hail to the Chief
Navy Hymn (Eternal Father)
Taps
This Land h Your Land
This is My Country
You're a Grand Old Flag
When Johnny Comes Marching

Home
Yankee Doodle

American Foil, Songs and Ballads

Aloha Oe
Billy Boy
Blow the Man Down
Blue Tait Fly
Cindy
Clementine
Down in the Valley
Drill, Ye Terriers, Drill
Erie Canal
Home on the Range
Jetin Henry
O Susanna
Old Chisholm Trail
Red River Valley
Shenandoah
Turkey in the Straw

Spirituals

Dry Bones
Go Down. Moses
Ile's Get the Whole World in His

!lands
It's Me, 0 Lord
Joshua fit the Battle of Jericho

12

Lil' David, Play on Your Harp
Listen to the Lambs
Nobody Knows the Trouble I've

Seen
One More River
Sometimes I Feet Like a Mother-

less Child
Swing Low, Sweet Chariot
When the Saints Go Marching In

Songs and Ballads horn Other lands

0 Marie
All Through the Night
Annie Laur'e
Ay, Ay, Ay
Believe Me, If All Those Endear-

ing Young Charms
Chiapanccas
Cielito Undo
Ciribiribin
Come Back to Sorrento
Coming Through the Rye
Danny Boy
Drink to Me Only with Thine

Eyes
Flow Gently', Sweet Afton
Funiculi, Funkula /A Merry Life)
Greenslecv es
How Can I Leave Thee?

Take You Home Again,
KathIcan

Juanita
Kerr) Dances
La Cucaracha
Loch Lomond
Marching to Pretoria
Nfarianina
Men of Itarlech
O No, john
0 Sole Nfio
Santa Lucia
Zum Gali Gali

Songs of brotherhood

Give Me Your Tired, Your Poor
House I Live In, The
Hymn for the Nations

Bite tho) en )
Hymn of Brotherhood (Brahens)
No Man h In bland
One lirottd
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Songs for Recreational or Community
Singing

Band Played On, The
Bicycle Built for Two, A

(Daisy Bell)
Hail, Hail, the Gang's All Here
In the Evenin , by the Mocnligh.
I've Been Working on the

Railroad
Let Me Call You Sweeth-srt
Tell Me Why
Vise L'Amour

Standard Popular Songs

Bells of St. Mary's, The
Beyond the Blue Horizon
Count Your Blessings
Give My Regards to Broadway
Happy Wanderer, The
Ile
I Believe
Through the Years
When Day Is Done
With a Song in My Heart

Songs from Opereitas and Musicals

Climb Every Mountain (The
Soma rf Music)

Do Re Mi (The Sound of Music)
Donkey Serenade, The (The

Firer))
Gypsy Love Song (The Fortune

Teller)
Hello, Young Lovers (The King

and 1)
If I Loved You (Carousel)
I Talk to the Trees (Paint Your

U''egon)
I Whistle a Happy Tune (The

King and 1)
It's a Grand Night fot Singing

(State Fair)
Oh, What a Beautiful Morning

(Oklahoma)
June Is Busting Out All Over

(Carousel)
My Hero (The Chocolate Soldier)
Oklahoma ( Oklahoma)
Only a Rose (Visgak lnd King)
Over the Rainbow (The Wizard

of Os)
Policeman's Chorus (Pirates of

Penzance)

Somewhere (West Side Story)
StoutHearted Men (New Moon)
Summertime (Porgy an Bess)
Tonight ((Vest Side Story)
We Sail the Deems Blue (1IMS

Pinafore)
Whistle While You Work

(Snow White)
Without a Song (Great Day)
You'll Never Walk Alone

(Carousel)

Seasonal Songs

Auld Lang Syne
Deck the Halls
Easter Parade

Wish You a Merry Christmas
Jingle Bells
Prayer of Thanksgiving
hck:k of Ages (Chanukah)
Twelve Days of Christmas, The

Sacred Songs

Bios This House
Dona Nobis Pacem (round)
For the Beauty of the Earth
Heaven' Are Telling, The

Beethoven )
Lord's Prayer, The
Mighty Fortress Is Our God, A
Old Hundred
One God
Se' d Out Thy Light
Thou Wilt Keep Him in Perfect

Peace

Art Songs, Familiar Serious Ssr gs, and
Songs by Great Comp:mu%

Barcarolle (Tales of Hoffman
Offenbach)

Calm (Still) as the Night
(Boehm)

Finla ndia ( Sibelius) several
vocal versions

Home Road, The I C.rpenter)
Land of Hope and Glory Vox)
Lost Chord, The (Sullivan)
Liebestraum (Liszt)
Linden Tree, The (Schubert)
Lullaby (Brahms)
May Song (Schumann)
Ode Triumphant ( Brahms)
Onward Ye People (Sibelius)
On Wing. of Song (Mendelssohn)
O Rest in the Lord (Elijah

Nfendelssohn)

2 0
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Panis Angelicus (Franck)
Prayer Perfect (Speaks)
Pilgrim's Chorus ( Tannho:::er

Wagner)
Recessional (DeKoven)
Soldiers' Chorus (Faust.

Gounod)
Sylvia (Speaks)
Toreador Song (CarmenBizet)
Trees (Rasbach)
Where'er You Walk (Seine le

Handel)

Gam. Songs and Rounds

Alouette
Fevre Jacques (Are You

Sleeping?)
Hey, Ho! Nobody at Home
llokey Pokey
Mexican Hat Dance
Oh How Lovely Is the Evening
Orchestra Song
Row Your Boat

14
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She'll Be Coming 'Round the
Mountain

Skip to My Lou
Sumer Is Icumen In
What Did Delaware, Boys?

Sentmenfof Songs

Beautiful Dreamer
Green Cathedral, The
Home, Sweet Home
I Lose You Truly
In the Gloaming
Jeannie With the Light Brown

Flair
Love's Old Sweet Song
May the Good Lord Bless and

Keep You
Now Is the Hour
Perfect Day, A
Sys eet and Low
Vt.ya Con Dios

hispering Hope



Puriotic and School Songs

To begin the term in an area familiar to pupils, patriotic aid schoc.
sorgs are presented first. Several should be learned and motorized.
Evan though later unir plans make no reference to these soTs, it is
unlerstood that they are to be presented or reviewed continually.
TI-ose which are always being sung at assemblies or at other
functions should constitute an important part of the repel to.

ro help with the memorization of songs, the following f roced u re
is suggested.

The words are projected on a street, via transparencies cr slides
(usually the tune is familiar). The class sings the en be song.

Next time around, the light on the screen h darken, d in the
i'.e song, but the class continues to sing.

With each repetition the screen is darkened earlier unti the song
is memorized.

As a final step in memorization, a prepared chart which ists all of
the songs is displayed (see next page). When a song is sut g compe-
tently from memory, that fact is recorded for this clay; and tillers to
see and compare. Class pride is generated.

Using the above procedures and stimuli, a class should he able to
build a basic repertory in good time without requiring drill. Test
questions giving the individual lines of songs and requiring corre-
sponding titles provide an effective method for measuring he cumu
lathe success of this app:oach.

At about this time the school song(s) may be introducxl. H pos-
sible, a record or tape of the sorg(s) sung by the schocl chorus

15
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should be used, and the class may then sing along, following words on
the screen or in the school larmdbook

BASIC SONGSCHECK-OFF CHART

basic
song
Tales

America
v.

BASIC SONGS TO BE MEMORIZED

Music Classes

pd. 1 Pd. 2

need
help

almost mem. need
help

almost mein.

Pd. 3

need almost
help

rnenl.

America

Star-Sp.
Banner v.1

V

Auld Lang
Sy m

List extended to include all patriotic songs on the basic lists.

Aims and Objectives

To encourage love and respect for patriotic and school songs.
To trace the origins of our national anthem.
To give pupils an understanding of the nature of patriotic songs.

Vocabutory

anthem types eulogistic, narrative
nati,mal anthem
patriotic song

Suggested Lesson Topics

Our National Anthems (See Sample Lcss.n Plan, pp. 18.19.)
National Anihems and School Songs (memorization)
National Anthem: of Other Co mules ("God Save the Queen,"

"1 f a rseilla is c," "0 Ca ..Ida," "Buriele,b)nine," and "Moat ob.")

:6
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Alternate Lesson Topics

Other National and Patriotic Songs (See Basic Song List.)
Other School and Service Songs

Procedures

Relate origins of The Star-Spangled Banner" and "America." Trace
their ascendancy to the status of national anthems.

Compare the original N,:rsions of the anthems with present versions.
Present other anthems and songs in terms of their historical back-

grounds or reasons for being.

Summary Concepts

All nations have patriotic songs.
Patriotic songs serve to unify the nation, to promote the spirit of

patriotism, and to lend dignity to gatheriNgs.
Many of these or nave interesting historical r.nd artistic origins.
The songs are of different types some dramatic, some narrative,

some eulogistic, some descriptive.

References

(For complete bibliographic information, see pp. 173-179.)
Griffith, E. National Ara/mires, pp. 11.15, 24-29, 36-51.
Grose's Dictionary', article on national songs.
Nettl, P. National Anthems, pp. 1-51, 67-78, 138-139.
New York St-Ite Education Department. Teaching General Musk.
Shaw, M., and Colema 1, II., eds. National Anthems of the World, pp.

51, 136, 1 if, 368.
Sonneck, 0. G. The StarSpangled Banner.

Avrii4-Visual Materials

Anthems of All Nations (Folkways FP 8.1).
National Anthems A ,rend the World (Mercuey l 205).

La ,tiarrrillaire (Vic. 430.123).
National Apothems Latin Amc ca (Vic. AVL 3271).
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Sample Lesson Plan

Topic: OUR NATIONAL ANTHEMS

Aims

To encouv.se appreciation of our national anthems.
To 1.1-4.1-e :he origins and development of our national anthems.

Objertires
To show how "The Star - Spangled Banner" and "America" were

derived from foreign sources.
To show how they became the national ar ..herns.
To poirtt out changes in the original tunes in keeping with the

cu-rent poems.

otiration
Singling or playing "The StarEpanghzd Banner" and "Amer:ca" in

thr.:r original forms with different words should crerte interest.
The ensuing discussion, based partly on pupil experience, should

bring out the variety of forces and events that shaped the prz..set,t,
versions of the anthems.

Presentation
The teacher sings or plays (piano or tape) the original version of

To Anacreon in Fleaaen" (p. 174), followed by an atcount of its
metamorphosis into "The Star.Spangled Banner." A simi:ar procedure
may be used for "America." Words of all songs may be projected on
a screen or issued in mimeographed form.

Artirities

Singing
Teacher and/or class may sing
"To Anacreon in Heaven" and
"The Star - Spangled Banner."
This is also done with "God
Saw the Queen" and "America."

Plating
Teacher tliay accompany the
singing on the piano or on tape

18

Questions

1. Are there any melodic dif-
ferences between the British
tunes and our present.dti
American anthems?

2. Are our anthems o: the same
type as their predecessors?

3. What are the historical ori
gills of our anthems?



Activities Quegions

(a tape may be used for the
sung versions of "To Anacreon
in Heaven" and "God Save the
Queen").

Lisle sing

As in the section above, a tape
recording of "To Anacreon in
Heaven" and "God Save the
Queen" may be used; if neces
sary, a tape or phonograph re.
cording of "The Star-Spangled
Banner" and "Ameri.a" may be
used to demonstrate good sing.
ing.

Summary

Discuss questions 3.8.

4. Does a borrowed anthem lose
in emotional impact? Ex.
plain.

5. What are the pirposes of na-
tio cal anthems?

G. Which of our anthems
sung by the military in war-
time?

are

7. WI-at role have our anthems
played in British-American
relations?

8. What are the characteristics
of a good national anthem?

Alternate Lesson Plan

Topic: OUR NATIONAL ANTHEM'

Aim

To encourage love and respect for patriotic songs.

Objerii,

To improNe classroom and assembly performances of "1 he Star-
Spangled Balmer" and other standard patriotic and school songs.

To encourage full class participation in singing activities.

Motif ation

1 he teacher may play recordings of "T:k. Star-Spangled Banner" by
different singers, asking students to point out strengths and weak
nesses of the different versions.

The teacher may ask the students to criticize the assembly per-
formances of the National Anthem in their school.

26
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Presentation

TSe teacher leads the class in singing "The Star-Spangled Banner,"
using the standard assembly routine. The students are asked to suggest
ways in which the singing may be improved- (Starting and stopping
together, pronouncing words correctly, breathing at proper places.)

The teacher points out that singing quality is improved if the words
are pronounced clearly and emphatically. Difficulties caused by the
high range of the middle phrase ("And the rockets' red glare," etc.)
are reduced by emphatic pronunciation of the explosive conso-
nants, keeping the chin down when reaching for high notes, and
singing with energy.

The teacher may demonstrate the conductor's beat for the attack,
fermata, and release, so that the class may have practice in starting
and stopping together.

Activities

Singing
The National Anthem
Listening

Recorded versions of the N.
tional Anthem

Rhythmic Response
Students may practice the con-
ductor's beat for attack and re-
lease.

Notebook
List tvays in which school per-
formances of the National An.
them may be improved.

Questions

I. What are some of the diffi
culties in singing "The Star.
Spangled Banner"?

2. What musical qualities should
a satisfactory performance of
"The Star Spangled Banner"
have?

Suninta, y

To improve school performances of The Star-Spangled Banner":
Follow the conductor for starts and stops.
Sing with energy.
Pronounce words clearly,

20
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Sample Worksheet

Our National Anthem

How can we improve the singing of 'The Star-Spangled Banner" in the
assembly? List your suggestions.

What three things must be kept in mind when you folicw .i. conductor?

Do you feel that "The Star-Spangled Banner" should be sung by the crowd
at ball games and other public occasions? Give reasons for your answer.

28 21
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Folk Songs
America and Other Lands

Folk song may be defined as a type of song of either known or
unknown origin which has caught popular fancy for various reasons
and has been widely sung. Thus the song may stem from the skilled
pens of composers like Schubert or Foster or from the momentary
inspiration of a nameless worker or minstrel. Whatever the source
if the song satisfies the needs of a large number of people over a sub-
stantial period of time it may be called a folk song. This definition
of course conflicts with that of the purists who would honor with the
cognomen "folk song" only those that were not written down and
were sung freely. But there is so much overlapping between the com-
posed (or recorded) folk song and the "free type that the distinction
no longer seems valid.

Particularly characteristic of folk song are its variety and spon-
taneity based on many phenomena in the lives of a people: roml.ace,
tragedy, games, lullabies, and even nonsense rhymes. There are also
sor,gs about many different occupations which serve to make work less
tedious and to pass the time more quickly. In this category are the
plantation songs, railroad sons, sea shanties, cowboy songs, and
marching songs of armies.

In the United States, curler t interest in folk music has result -A in
the spotlighting of areas where traditional songs have survived the
South and Southwest. Although folk songs, ctpecially work songs, are
popular in other sectir,is of Ow. country and have considerable len
gev ay, .t is in the Southern Appalachian Mountains that the influence
of our early settlers is most strongly reflected. Some of the songs are
sti.1 sung much as they were in the British Isles hundreds of years ago.
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Songs of the South and Southwest

TYPE TITLE

Answering Song Deaf Woman's Courtship
Ballad Barbara Allen
Dance Song Skip to My Lou
Humorous Song Old Joe Clark
homantic Song Down in the Valley

One of the most abundant .rums of folk song in this country and
one that is exerting considerable influence on music today is the music
of the Afro-American. It is a highly personal form of expression co-
vincingly portraying the meaning of the text. Syncopation is common,
as are the pentatonic stile and the flatting of the third and seventh
tones of the scaleas in "blues" music. As indicated by the Tall-
madge time chart on pp. 100-101, African and Semitic influences are
strong.

Songs of Afro-Americans

TYPE OR CHARACTERISTIC TITLE

Blues St. Louis Blues
Freedom Gong We Shall Overcome
Lining Out Go Down, Moses
Pentatonic Scare Swing Low, Sweet Chariot
S)ncopation Every Time I Feel the Spirit
Spiritual My Lord, What a Morning
Work Song Water Boy

Other examples of AfroAmerican musk illustrating both genres
api technical features may be found in later units on American and
African musk.

When some of the inhabitants of the Appal.ici,ian region went west
in the nineteenth century, they wok their music with them, an.1 many
cowboy songs are paraphrases of, or bear strong rcsemblznze to, the
songs of the mountaineers,

Songs of Appalachia

TYPE TITLE

Ballad Tne Ballad of Jesse James
7 he Cow bos's Lament

Dance Song Cindy
Work Song Night Herding Song

Old Chisholm Trail
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Of the countless folk songs front foreign sources, only a few can be
included here, enough to show the universality of feAlr song genesis.
Though they may have been influenced by geographic co.velitions,
nationalistic traits, and musical tendencies, the songs show kindred
manifestations of feeling associated with romance, tragedy, work,
sorrow, and joy.

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN FOLKSONG

COUNTRY OF
ORIGIN FOLKSONG

France Au Clair de la lune Italy Come Back to Sorrento
Frere Jacques 0 Marie

Germany Die Lorelei Santa Lucia

flow Can I Lease Mexico Carmtn, Carmela
Thee? Cielito Lindo

Great Britain La Cucaracha
Eng fano Drink to Me Only

with Thine Eyes
Russia Dark Eyes

Pedlar, The
Greens lees es Volga Boatman

Scotland Annie Laurie South America
Auld Lang Syne Brazil Ti tu, Maramba
Loch Lomond Chile Rio, Pio

Wales All Through the Night Spin 1^ PaInma
Deck the Halls

Ireland Bend,,,,eer's Stream
Londonderry Air

ri-ak song has always exerted an :nfluence on the work of profes
sional romposers, even on those w dealt with the most complicated
nd rtfired forms of composiCun. Below is a partial list of compose...
and works in which folk song plays a significant role:

Costrostit

Beethoven
Brahms

Copland

Cowell
Dohnanyi
Dubensky

2

TITLE OF COMPOSITION

String Quartet op. 59 no. 2, 3rd "nJ,ement
Academic Fs stis al Oserture
Hungarian Dances
Appalachian Spting
El Salon Mexico
A Lincoln Portrait
Old American Country bet
Variations on a Nursery Tune
Variations on -Pop Goes the Weasel"
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COMPOSER

Gardner
Gould

Harris
[yes

Liszt
Moore
Moussorgsky
Mozart
Powell
Siegemt istec
Still
Tchaikowsky
Thomson

Aims and Objectives

TITLE OF COMPOSITION

From the Canebrake
American Salute
Cowboy Rhapsody
Lincoln Legend
When Johnny Comes Marching Home
Symphony no. 2
Hungarian Rhapsodies
The Devil and Daniel Webster
Boris Godu nov
Variations on "Diraije martian
Negro Rhapsody
Ozark Set
AfroAmerican Symphony
Symphony no. 4, 2nd movement, 4th movement
The Plow Thi broke the Plains

To develop an awareness of the role of folk music in the cultural
life of America and other countries.

To develop an awareness of the contributions to folk music by
immigrants.

To reveal the natur and scope of folk music by samplings from
different sections of this country and from other countries.

To show how music history and composition are involved with folk
music.

To build a repertoire of songs useful for group singing.
To satisfy the spiritual, emotional, and aesthetic needs of pupils

through the singing of the finest types of folk song.

Vocabulary

answering song
ballad
impros isa .ion
lining a t
minstrel

religious folk song tune
secular folk song %soil: song
spiritual
sncopation
fext

3t)sa
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Content

The literature of folk song is so enormous that it would be wasteful
to attempt a compilation here. Teachers should simply provide enough
variety in choosing the songs so that all of the categories listed in the
introduction ro this unit are represented. Adeitional selections may be
made from the list of basic songs beginning on p. 12; from pp. 4i, 51,
55, 58, and 67 of the New York State Syllabus; from Unit II, Sec. HI
of General ,ifutic for Intermediate Schools and Ji.nior High Schools,
1.1-% el I; and from any school text. (See References, pp. 171-172.)

Suggested Lesson Topics

Folk Ballads (See `ample Lesson Plan, pp. 28-29.)

Famous Folk Sing.2rs

Forms in Folk Song (strophic, strophic with refrain, three.part song,
etc.)

Humor in Folk Song
Folk Songs in the Concert Hall (composers who have based corn

positions on folk song)

Alternate Lesson Topics

The Composed Folk Song (Schubert. Brahms, Foster)
Contrasts in Folk Songs "Erie Canal" and "Volga Boatman"; various

versions of "Barbara Allen"
Comparison of the Folk Song and the Art Song (See Unit 6.)
Comparison of the Folk Song and the Popular Song

Procedures

Find pairs of songs which are related in style or melody, e.g., -Bar-
bara Allen.' and "'F he Ballad of Jesse James," "Vilikins and His
Dinah" and Sweet Iktsy from Pike." (..-ice pp. 28-29.)

Sing them or have the class sing them (a recording may also be
used), and draw comrarisems between them. 'With -Barbara Allen,"
for example, it may he shown that the song came from Britain to the
Appalachians and that the ballad form was used later in the West.
The tune of -Vilikins and Ills Dinah" was used later for "Sweet
11,:tsy from Pike."
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2omparisons among songs may likewise be made with regard to
ca egory (work song, dance song, etc.); historical ol. sociological moti-
va ion ("Battle Hymn of the Republic" and "We Shall Osercorne"),
ac thetic values (lyrics, musical seating of text), and relative merit of
songs of known and unknown composers.

St mmoi y Concepts

Folk songs have varied emotional, historical, and aesthetic origins.
Many folk songs have crirsed political boundaries and have been

usxl by different nations in :csponsc to need or appeal; many others
have been adapted for purposes different from those of the original.

Folk songs may be written by a known composer or they may be
handed down by word of mouth, but they all share the distinction of
having been found w,,rthwifile by many people over a considerable
period of time.

They all have merit and appeal du' to one or more of the following
factors: test, melody., rhythm, style, or the purpose which they serve.

References

Board of Education, City of New York. General MII:ir for lnkuniceli-
alc Schools and Junior WO Schools, Level I, Unit 11, Sec. HI,
List of recordings, Unit 11, p. 3.

Lomax, A. The Folk Songs of Nrril America, pp. 597-600.
New York STOIc Education Department. Tcaching Gcncral Music,

pp. 53.5f. Lists of audiovisual materials, pp. 49, 54, 57, 60, 141 -
I67.

Audio - Visual Materials

Falk Millet's Vic. LPN' 513
PbjrC the Man Dou n Vic. LM 2551

Gallons Song 1.yr. 1166
John lion) V ic. 1.(X: o006
Sbcn int/wt., Vic. 1.1)1 230)
Sir( ((S of I aocdo Vic. CM, 67
'fa.te of 11,ur Cip. ST kO.,)
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Sample Lesson Plan

Topic: FOLK SONGS

Aires

To promote understanding and appreciation of folk songs.
To encourage understanding of foreign cultures through their folk

songs.

Objectives

1'o show the character and deris':tion of three folk songs.
To prove that the folk song has inherent aesthetic value.
To show the traditional and international character of the folk

song by demonstrating the relationship between "Vilikins and
His Dinah"' and "Sweet Betsy from Pike.

Motivation

A r_cord of "A Taste of Honey" (old English song) sung by the
Beatles is played.

Discussion of its merits and appeal follows.

Pre,c ntation

Folios\ ing the playing of "A Taste of Honey," "Vilikins and His
Dinah" and "Sweet Betsy from Pike" are pry sensed and compared.
The trail of the latter is traced from the West back to the Appa-
lachians and finally to England.

rl Nit itics

Singing
All three songs mentioned abose
may he sung.

Plating
Accompaniment can be provided
by teacher or pupils (piano,
autolmrp, guitar, bass, etc.)

Questions

1. How does it happen that a
centuries old song like "A
Taste of 1 foney" has ree:nily
been revived?

2. Do you know any other songs
derised from old melodies?

3. Where are the oldest folk
sings in the United States?
Hale you ever heard them?

err p.
,'k Con 1th) er tt., ,Stp4. iii Cori! rrr..11 I aosurgr INtv. York: Sirs cr

Burdett. 195 1, p. 1-S. Record. Col. (.I-2 t 16,
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Ari rities

Listening
"A Taste of Honey" may be
played using the Beat le record.

The other songs may be pl. yed
but playing should be con-

fined to a few Verses.

Rhythmic Response
Rhythm instruments or clapping
may be used in accompaniment
to "Vilikins" and "Sweet Betsy."

Creative Response
After pointing out the nature of
the folk song, the teacher may
encourage the class to compose
such a song tune, lyrics, or
both.

Summary
Discuss questions 3-9.

Questions

4. How did "Sweet Betsy" get
to the West?

5. 44::. were any diff'rences be-
tween "Vilikins" and "Sweet
Betsy"?

i. Why is no composer's oarne
given for either song?

7. Does the tune fit the words?
How and why?

8, List the attribtres ' a folk
song that enable it to survive.

9. What were the -ircumstances
that brought abc ut the crea
tion of the three tongs in this
lesson?

Alternate Lesson Plan

Topi:: For /4: BALLADS

Aims

To promote understanding and appreciation of folk songs.
To encourage understanding of foreign cultures through their folk

songs.

0 bjc car er

To become acquainted with typical folk ballads.
To recognize various forms of folk ballads.

Moth ation
The teacher sings or plays recordings of the °pealing stanzas of

scscral folk ballads, asking students to discover ways in which these
songs a.-e alike. (All are folk ballads, i.c , folk songs that tell a story.)
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Prese, :aka
The teacher presents at least one example cif each of the following

three types of folk ballad:

I) Ballads which use the same music and basically the same words
for each stanza:

Evers body's Welcome
Farmer in the Deil
FiddleI.Fee (I Bought Me a Cat)

Ilangman's Tree (Ilangin' Tree or I langsman )
Paper of Pins (Madam, Will Ycu Walk?)
Pay Me My Money Down
Pcg an' Awl

Ehe'll Be Conlin* 'Round he Mountain

2) Ballads which use the same music with different words for
each stanza:

Barbara Ails.. (Barberry Ellen',
Billy the Kid

John Henry
Lord Randall

-.Streets of Laredo (D)ing COVI 1,0 )

3) Ballads which have a refrain or phrase which recurs at regular
intervals.

Blow the Man Down
Cape Cod Girls
Desi Vs Nine Questions
Quaker's Courohip
Rio Grande

Shenandoah
Three Young ladies
TPJ Sisters

Actititics Questions

Singing 1. Do most folk baliai!s haw
Examples from the song lists, happy endings? Why?

wing full class or student solo- 2. What sort of characters are
is( s. folk ballads about?

Suggsstod for class singing.
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Activities

Playing
Most ballads can lae harmonized
on piano, autoharp, guitar, etc.,
with a few basic chords.

Listening
Recordings or teacher perform-
ances of songs from above lists.

Questions

3. Does the music of 3 folk bal-
lad change its character to fit
the words as the story pro-
gresses?

4. Why are folk ballads a popu-
lar type of folk song in al-
most all countries?

Summary

Mention three types of folk ballads, with examples of each.

Sample Worksheet

Folk Ballads

What is a folk ballad?

!low do folk songs and folk ballads differ?

Can )ou name some historical characters that appelt in for; ballads?

Gise an examplz of a folk ballad in which the singer repeats the same musk

end basically the same words (or each stanza of the song.

Gise an example of a folk ballad in which different words arc used for esery

Aanza, although the music rcmain the same.

Gise an example of a folk ballad which ha, a refrain or chorus that recurs at

oge.lar inorsals
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Types of Voices

Although the nominal purpose of this unit is to demonstrate differ-
ences among voice types, a major effort should be made to inculcate
L3od singing habits through the presentation of outstanding voices.
At once the most expressive and easily perverted instrument, the Noice
still represents the shortest route to the furthering of musical and
aesthetic values and to an understanding of the vocal repertory. At a
time when singing in large groups such as assemblies and public
gatherings seems to be at an ebb, it is more import-int than ever to
show pupils the beauty and expressiseness inherent in the human
voice and to check the tide of indifference to good singing. Too, the
grossing admiration for careless socalizatir-n in much rock-androll
singing should be countered by demonstrations of highly trained
Singing.

In order to give the teacher latitude in choosing recordings for the
lessons that follow, a list of the nine principal voice types is provided.

1. Colorotwo Sopron*

Mad Scene (lull./ di 14wrncrmoor)
Rejoice Great!) 131esti.h)

2. lyric Soprano

I Ltne 1 hce (Gricg)
Dpi chianiano Mimi (14 (*bone;

3. Dramatic Soprano

Absaculit her. NO (.1!SE du (riddiO)
Brunnhitdc's Battle Cry (Die lir()

4 Memo-Sop,ano

armin)
llr .Shail I at. d Ills 11100, (Mr; ;.d.)
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5. Contralto or Alto

0 Rest ia the Lord (Elijah)
Stride la vampa Troratore)

6. lyric Tenor

Che gelida manina (14 Boberne)
Flower Song (Carmen)
La donna e mobile (Rigol cite)

7. Dramatic Tenor

O Paradiso (L'Africaine)
Prime Song (Die Meistersinger)

8. Baritone

Largo at factotum (The Barber of Seville)
Toreador Song (Carmen)

9. Bass

In These Sacred Halls (The Magic Flute)
Mephisto's Serenade (Tdust)

Aims and Objectives
To teach appreciation and understanding of vocal music along with

the presentation of voice types.
To enable pupils to recognize voice types on the basis of timbre,

range, and expressive quality.
To present outstanding examples of the main vocal types and of

their characteristic uses in vocal works.
To familiarize .upils with some of the great names in singing.

Vocabulary

alto mezzosoprano tet,or (lyric)
baritone range timbre
bass soprano (dramatic)
coloratura soprano (lyric)
contralto tenor (dramatic)

Suggested Lesson Topics

A Comparison of Trained and Untrained Voices (See Sample Lesson
P!-"1, PP. 35.36.)

T)pes of Female Voices
Types of Male Voices
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Alternate Lesson Topics

Great Contemporary Singers

A Comparison of Singers: Folk, Popular, Musical Comedy, Opera.

Procedures

Present songs or arias after describing their backgrounds; choose
recordings of grear artists.

Present pupils' soices live or on tape; compare with each other or
with artists'.

Explore relationship of "nice typo to the music being sung regard-
ing expressise character.

Explain essentials of good vocal production and demonstrate with
re:ordings. Compare socal types of popukr vocalists with those of
classical artists. /Note differences in vocal styles for popular songs, folk
songs, and opera.

Summary Concepts

Each Voice type has different timbre and emotional impact.
It is possible to express every emotion within each voice type.
Trained soices are callable of producing beautiful tone, of under-

lining the meaning and emotion of words, and of meeting any tech-
nical demands made by the music.

Legitimate singing as exemplified by the artists in the recordings is
aesthetic, expressive, technically, interesting, a.id saried.

References

Board of Education, City of New York. General ,ifusir for Interme-
diate and junior High Schools, Level I, Unit VI, p. 4. List of
recordings.

Kagen, S. Music for Voice. Lists of songs for each Voice type.
Music Educators National Conference. ,ifroir Education Materials, pp.

62,63, 66.67.
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Sample Lesson Plan

Topic: A COMPARISON OF TRAINED AND UNTRAINED VOICES

Ai p1

To teach appreciation and understanding of vocal music in con-
junction with the presentation of voice types.

Objectites

To teach pupils to distinguish between male and female voices with
respect to timbre, range, c.nd expressive qualitiv.s.

To enable pupils to identify their own voice types.
To present examples of artistic singing for purposes of imitation.
To compare and contrast professional and amateur singing.
To te2:4 appreciation of one or two songs.

Motivation

Recore pupils' voices and compare them to professional voices.

Presentation

A list of the nine voice types included earner in the unit is p;oced
on the board or on a scam,

The class sings "Down in the Valley"' t.r another song of similar
appeal and brevity (for taping).

Ole recording or port of a recording by a. professional female
OC list and one by a professiontl r.ale vocalist are played, preferably

of the same songs sung by the class; the class is asked to identify the
voice types.

The same songs are sung by a female and a male pupil, and the
voice types are identified by the class.

Comparisons are made among the presentatims with respect to voice
quality, enunciation, and other vocal re.inements.

The teacher resolves questions of voice types of pupils by pointing
out the characteristics and final development of the changing voice.

Flown in the Valli) vi; tkr (rt.,/ fottgargr, p. 9; record
Sit hAtd fl )t. rit.nr,tt on his nnn label. Oshcr clamplcs t,f professional sing.
ing arc: I ondon 5920 hIccn rarrcll - Sous! ..rrIrric. 1 rr) and London
55003 f Robt rt NI( rrin mcrirdni).
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Acliritiec Questions

Singing
"Down in the Valley" and/or
another song.

Play big

Pupil (s) or teacher may accom-
pang the song(s) on piano,
autoharp, etc.

Listening

Phonograph and tape recordings
are used as described under
Presentation opposite.

1. Identify the voice types on
records.

2. Do you notice any differences
between Professional and
pupil voices?

3. How do you account for
these differences?

4. What is your own voice type?
5. What are some things pro.

fessionals do to produce ar-
tistic singing?

6. What will become of your
voice when you grow up?

7. Is one voice type better than
.mother? Why?

8. What must you do to develop
particular voice type?

Suriniar)

Questions 2, 3, 5, 7, 8.
List voice types according to register, together with characteristic

qualities and music for each type.
Play recordings and have pupils identify di, voice types. Discuss.
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Music of the Theater
Musicals, Ballet, Broadcasts,
Films, Operetta, Opera

By musk of the theater is meant music that accompanies any type
of theatrical demonstration involving the drama, dancing, and other
mimetic forms of art. (The term drama is used to encompass a wide
variety of stage presentations, such as opera, operetta, the musical,
ballet, and the play or screen showing with in Alental music.) What
is common to all of these is a story sine or unifying idea that or
ganizcs the work and gives it breadth and substance. Also present is a
certain a'rount of movement and action that render the work theat-
rical as contrasted with the immobility of presentations such as the
oratorio or poetry readings with background music; for this reason
the latter, although following a plot or idea and imbued with con
siderable dramatic fervor in its realization, are excluded from this unit.

Very e,rly in man's history music was used in .. ;sociation with a
story or dance to help emotionalize its meaning. Primitive forms
of opera and ballet undoubtedly existed in the earliest civilizations as
they exist in tIto most primitive tribal societies today. With the begin-
nings of recorded history we find dear evidence of such manifestations,
for example, Miriam's dancing in the Bible and the dramma per musica
of the Greeks.

It was the attempt to revive the latter art form that led Pcri and
Rinuccini of the Florentine Camerata to produce the first fully notated
opera, Fu 'hike (c. 1(00). Based on the assumption that the Greek
drama employed musical declamation to enliven the text in the manner
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of ancient c-ators, the Canacrata developed monody in a way that led
to ariosi (Monteverdi) and arie the keys to the future of opera.
The acceptance of opera in this and succeeding centuries was sure
testimony to the validity of the new art form and stimulated com-
posers throughout Europe to write in the genre.

The next century saw the development of the bel canto manner of
singing, the efforts of Gluck to reclaim opera as a dramatic vehicle,
and the creation of the Ilandelian and Mozartean masterpieces.

In the 19th century, a veritable boom in opera brought \Veber,
Rossini, Bellini, Donizetti, Meyerbeer, Bizet, Gounod, Verdi, and
Wagner to the fore. M a reaction to the Italian tendency to subor-
dinate the plot to the music, Wagner set about creating a Gesamt-
kuusteerk in which all elements peculiar to opera would have equal
status; unconsciously, however, he had the orchestra play so dominat-
ing a role that it has become an extremely important, if not the most
important, feature of opera ever since.

In our own century, the names of Strauss, Stravinsky, Berg, and
Britten stand out, and in American opera, those of Gershwin, Moore,
Barber, and Menotti. But, because of the difficulty experienced by
modern composers in reconciling dramatic realism with euphonious,
rounded song, and because the operagoing public is roluctant to
forego melody, very few modern works have held the stage; much of
the effort heretofore expended on opera has gone into the making of
less demanding, less intoned creations. This has enabled the serious
musical a cross between opera and the flighty operetta of the early
I900's to make great headway in the theater. Works like The King
acrd I and Swish Pacific outnumber new operas by far.

Whatever the direction of the future, opera, as one of the tsso most
highly developed musical forms (the symphony being the other),
should be enthusiastically presented. Rather easy to sell to pupils by
virtue of its stories and its multi faceted appeal, opera should con
stitutc the greatest single segment of this unit. Indeed, the growing
possibility of seeing Use performances of opera, thanks to the flower
ing of summer festivals, opera workshops, and touring companies,
makes it imperative that the teacher inculcate in pupils greater ;Tyre.
cation and desire for opera.

To assist the teacher in selecting material for this unit. the follow
ing list is offered:
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Opera (*with bailer)

*Aida Madame Putterfly
*Amahl and the Night Visitors Marriage of Figaro, The
Baited of Bab> Doe, The Meistersinger, Die
Bo. 's Godtrtov Ore llo

*Carmen Porgy and Bess
Don Giovanni *Tannhauser
Down in the Valley Three.Penny Opera, The

*Faust

Jperello

Desert Song, The Patience
Fledermauc, Die 11.M.S. Pinafore
Mikado, The Red Mill, The
Merry Widow, The Rosemarie
Orpheus in the Underworld

Serious tel sisals

Lrigadcxm Oklahoma
Carousel Sound of Music, The
Golden Boy South Pacific
King and I, The We,' Side Story
My Fair Lady

Light Musicals

Fidd er on the Roof
Fletser Drum Song
Gu>s and Dolls

Hello Dolly
1sfusic Man, inc
Pajama Gam:

Ballets 14 indicates in musical)

Appalachian Spring
131115 the Kid
Copptlia
Daphnis and ( hloe
Fan() Tree
Firebird, 1 he

tividental Music

Bourgeois Gentilhomme, lc
VArlesic nits: Suite
Nfid,urnmtr Night's Dream

Nutcracki r. The
4On the Tors n
Rite of Spring, 1 he
Rodeo
Sleeping Beaut), The

Music Irom Motion Pictures

rath..andkr Ntvskt
Cireatcq :.'iror) Fs tr T-0,1. 1 he
liens) \'
Prow 1 hat Broke the Plains,

1 he

Peer G>nt Suite
St hool for Scandal, The

Riser. lie

11..1.101') at Sea
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Aims and Objectives
To teach app.-eciation and unelersrand;iig of all types of music of

the theater opera, operetta, ballet, the musical, and the play
with musk.

lo acquaint pupils with the workings of the musical theater, its
purpose, structure, and development.

To introduce significant works of the theater and their composers.
To trace the development of trends and movements in the theater.
To inform pupils about current developments in the musical theater

to riaak them patential theater-goers.

Vocabulary
aria leitmotiv pTit,:a donna
ballet libretto prologue
bel canto music drama prompter
choreographer overture recitative
chorus prelude realism ( verismo)
conductor prima ballerina score

Suggested Lesson Topics

Introduction to Music of the Theater (See Sample lesson Plans,
pp. 43-48.)

Music and the Dance (Ballet)
Incidental Music for the Drama, TV, and Radio
Music and the Motion Picture (See Sample Lesson Plan, pp. 45-46.)

Operetta (Offenbach, ). Strauss, Herbert)

Gilbert and Sullivan (I)
Gilbert and Sullivan (11)
The Modern Light Musical
The Modern Serious Musical
Verdi
Wagner
Mozart

Puccini
Bizet

An American Opera
Historical Origins of Opera
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Alternate Topics

S:ene from an Opera (recitative, aria, ensemble, chorus, ballet,
orchestra)

Ballad Opera (Beggar't Opera)
Opera Overtures

Other Ope.-atic Composers

Procedures

liay. the class sing a song or two from the most recent school Sing
or musical; if not applicable, choose a song from a current Broadway
musical.

Show how the elements of singing, dancing, instrumental and
choral music, plot development, costumes, and scenery all play a part
and interact.

Trace the devsilopment of the production through the early stages
to the performance itself, bringing out the problems encountered and
their resolution,

Recount the story of any of the pertinent pieces on the list of works
for this unit and show how music and dancing serve to highlight
ca riot s episodes in the story.

Proceed from the simple musicals in the early lessons of this unit
to more complicated works like operas. Apportion the time so that
opera is well represented.

Use the filmstrip projector liberally s ice a considerable number of
musicals and ',set-as have been put on ilmstrips. If the filmstrips do
not base prep,o-cd scripts which synchronize with the music, prepare
a script and put the music on tape to synchronize it with the film.

Summary Concepts

Music of the theater is musk that is written for works that have a
story line and which insolse motion and action.

Slusic serscs the purpose of intensifying and highlighting various
episodes in the story; not all episodes arc suitable for musical setting
(ergo tecitalise and the spoken portions of the Singspirb.

Dancing is an imegrai part of the musical theater, and some of the
finest music his been written for the ballet; however, sonic ballet
music has 1,-.ien written without a story.

' I
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Diff?rent emotional situations call for a variety of means of exptes
sion; ^11 resources of poetry, vocalization, orchestration, melody, har-
mony, ;ictiPg, dancing, scenery, costuming, and lighting (stage effects)
may be used in the service oF expression.

There ;s a distinction laetwetn lighter forms of musical theater as
represented by the musical and operetta iNd more serious forms as
represented by opera; the oistinctioa is more one of ,.omplexi:y and
avorkwaship than of procedures.

A further Liistinction is made between Broadway musicals sonic
serious and some light. This is based on the moral or "message" to be
gotten from the show.

There ;5 a long-standing conflict between the advocates of realism
in the theater and those echo would subordinate action to the music;
this battle is now being fought in operatic circles and will contitr.e
to be fought for many years to come.

Reference,

Educational AudioN'isual, Inc. .1mlio.1'i5nal Teaehini, ,Ilatelials:
Filmstrips and recordings, pp. 2.5, 7-9.

Gro! diefionm). A -tide on Opera. (13ackgro; ad)
New York State Education Department. caebing General Muck

Lists of recordings, pp. 77.78, 81. Selected references, pp. 147-167.
%%Olson. (irruing u i1G Alusic, Book 7.

Audio-Visual Materials

Arrtil ChOrtlf Vic. LM 1936
Carmen Jr //CS Dec. 9021
Ilabancia Vic. LM 1749
La donna a mobile Vic. LM 110 1

Uri bcl di Vic. I M 2391
14/ (hi-mire 2315 6743
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Sample Lesson Plan

Topic: INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC OF THE THEATCk (1) *

Aims

To teach appreciation and understanding of music of the theater in
most of its artistic manifestations.

To chow the role, organization, and development of different forms
of musical theater.

Objeriif es

By means of familiar material, to show how a musical (e.g., a school
Sing, school musical, or current Broadway musical) is put to.
get her.

To teach the function, mode of composition, and effect of the corn.
ponents of a musical plot, music, dancing, staging, scenery, etc.

To involve pupils in the performance of part of a musical.
To indicate the family relationship of musical, opzretta, and opera.

Moils ation

The class sings and cr the teacher plays a song from the latest
school Sing or musical from a familiar Broadway musical.

The plot is related in brief, and the function of the song xisa.sis
the plot is explained; likewise, the function of the other components
is briefly explained.

Various devices, involving melody, harmony, rhythm_ and o-ches
!ration, used by composers to illustrate the text (librePo) are ex-
plairled and discussed. A second song, preferably of a different type,
may be presented and its raison d'are elucidated.

.efrtiririrs

Si 'ging
One or two songs from a Sing
or musical.

Playing

Sor.ss may be accompanied on
the piano, on tape, or by instru-
ments.

Qiersiims

I. Why are the words of a pas.
sage sung rather than spoken?

2. What harpeas to the action
while the song is being sung?

3. What purpose does dancing
serve in a musical?

Dc.tau,c of the wide s<op.: of this unit, two sample Eason plans as nt/l as
an alternate plan arc prosidLd.
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Aril t it ies Questions

Listening

Songs chosen for presentation
may be played on records or t,n
tape.

Creative Response

The class may be asked to devise
a story, lyzics, and music for a
musical.

4. How does the composer illus-
trate the text melodically?
Harmonically? Rhythmically?
Through instrumental color.
ing?

5. Do you feet that music and
dancing improve a story?
Why?

G. Do all stories lend themselves
to musical treatment? Why
or why not?

7. Name some plays and novels
that have been converted into
musicals or operas.

8. Write a story that would be
suitable fo. musical setting.

Summar)
Discuss questions 2, 5.8.
List the most important elements of an opera or musical and the

function of each.

Sample Lesson Pion

Topic: INTROtrUCTION TO Mt is OF TUE TIIFATIH (B)

Anusins

To teach appreciat..an and understanding of music of the theater
in most of its artistic manifest, tions.

To show the role, organization, and development of different forms
of musical theater.

4f
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Objectives

To show how music is used to support a story; in this instance, the
movie So IFild with music by Copland.

To explain a composer's motivation, his method, and the means used
to carry out his intention.

To demonstrate how background music for a story can be made into
instrumental music for listening.

To indicate that the supportin:, of music is more emotional
than pictorial.

Synopsis of the story of So Wild:

1 he story concerns tvo persons vho lire in a squalid section of
Manhattan, a young gill from out of tovn and a native New Yorker
mho can't find himself Although he has saved her front committing
suicide aid has taken ber to live with him, he cannot gat the type of
job that swill lift them out of the slum. Ile drinks heasily. During one
of his drunken bouts, she blinds him in one eye as he attacks her.
Thereafter, she stays with flint more out of pity than lose. Esentually
they arc married, and there is a child. But they are never able to quit
the enstronment, and the picture ends on a note of resignat1on.

The score 1)) Copland accompanies parts Of the 11)011C. but I: ht. Stilt('
which he partially. extracted from the score Muth- for 61 GreJ1 City
(CBS 32 II 00001) has nthing to do with the human aspects of the
story. Rather it concerns itself v ith fettr aspects of the city and with
the feslings assr.v.iated with these aspc.cts, (Sec record jacket for the
composer's espination.)

3fouration

An outline of the plot of the film is narrond. Ake, 3 problem in
musical identification is posed.

Prescutation

The teacher issues mimeographed sheets listing the scenes invohsd
(or fists titles of the scenes on the board) in random order.

The class is told that Music for a Great Cit) (suite by Con land,
based partly on So iri/d) describes few r of the scenes listed previously.

The teacher plays a portion of each movement of the suite, and the
class is asked to select the scene or title in the order played.

Class chokes arc then listed on the board and discussed.
After resealing the intentions and techniques of the composer in

each scene, the reacher announces the correct order.
Similar instances of musical portraiture on the mos ie or television

screen may be elicited.
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Asti cities

Singing
One or two songs previously
learned in this unit are sung.

Plajing
The teacher may play selected
passages from the score.

Listening

Portions of each movement of
the suite are played; (if taped,
they need not be in the same
order as the record).

Creative Response

Pupils may be asked to write
mood music (with the teacher's
assistance) based on the techni-
cal means mentioned in qu;stion
6.

Summit.)

Discuss questions i, 2, 3, 6.

Qnertions

I. Why did the composer choose
to illustrate only four scenes
from the movie in his suite?

2. Why did he choose these par-
ticular scenes?

3. What are some of the devices
(melodic, harmonic, rhyth-
mic, instrumental) used in
these scenes?

4. Are these devices standard
practice for other composers
as well? Give examples.

5. Could music have been used
in other situations or scenes?

6. List the musical devices used
to create emotion and the
effect of each.

Alternate Lesson Plan

Topic: INTRODUCTION TO Music OF ME THEATER (OPER!)

Aims
To introduce opera as a form of music for the theater.
To introduce the operatic voice as a vocal type.

Objet irrs
To show students that operatic n-usic is a familiar and appealing

part of the eN eryday wort.] of music.

To cite familiar examples of operas and their composers
To introduce the operatic voice in familiar music.
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Atruiration

The teacher briefly explains the wordassociation test as a type of
psychological t,.rsting: an individual responds with the first word he
thinks of after hearing the test word, and an analysis of his responses
gives information about his thought processes. The teacher then asks
students to respond with the first word that i ,rnes to mind when they
hear the word opera,

Presentation

Student responses are listed and in tura analyzed to show which are
and which are not based on misconceptions. (E.g., opera is sung by a
"screaming" soprano, is exciting, is in a foreign language, is "long-
haired" music, is beautifol musk, is hard to sing.)

The teacher makes sure that the students know exactly, what an
opera is: a drama in which the actors sing their roles,

The teacher asks students to cite examples of operatic music. Some
students dl not respond. Proceed from student suggestions to the
most familiar examples of operatic melodies ("Un bel di," "Ha-
banera," "Toreador Swg," "Anvil Chorus," "La donna e mobile,"
etc.) and to popular songs based on opera (see pis, 148.153) as well
as current opera thmes used in television commercials. End with the
finale to the William Tell Overture, which many students do not
associrste with opera.

Arlin icier

Singing

Coroner Jones version. 3f the
Toreador Song.

List ,ning

Recordings or tapes of Miss
America singing "Un bel or'. as
well as other recordings by pro.
fessional singers and orchestras
of music cited abo.e.

RilailViC Re 5POnfe

Impro%isc sound effects for the
"Anvil Chorus."

Questions

1. What is an opera?

2. \X'hat is the difference be-
tween the M ly an opera tells
a story and the way a folk
ballad tells a sway?

3. Why do you think opera has
become one of the most pop
ular forms of serious music?

4. When a drama is turned into
an opera, what contribution
does the music make?

5. Why are operas frequently
sung in a foreign language?
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Summary
The teacher points out that today's lesson has demonstrated that

every student in this class is familiar with music from opera even
though he has not always been aware of the origin of the music.
Examples of pupils' experiences of opera should be listed.

Sample Worksheet

Opera

As the class discussion for today's lesson progresses, list the names of operas
which contain music that you are familiar with. Place a check mark to indicate
any music listed which yuu are familiar saith, but which you did not know
came from opera.

What is an opera?

llow is an opera like a folk ballad?

How does an opera differ from a folk ballad?

aR
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Choral Music

The unit on choral music aims to acquaint pupils with the great
masterpieces of the choral art. Howeser, with the introduction of more
difficult and highly complex chord music, there will be a distinction
between that music which can be sung and that which will only be
listened to. Since it is difficult to sing the latter, the singing portion
of lessons in Music Appreciation mul be confined to simple two-part
and three-part songs, whereas the listening portion may be escalated to
the level of the mass or oratorio.

At first the teacher may present choral renditions of simple songs in
order to establish a sy rnpathL..: reaction to the choral medium. There-
after, in the listening portion, he nvy proceed to the masterpieces.

Where there is any doubt about the meaning of the text either
because of unfamiliarity, poor enunciation, or contrapuret syllahle-
crossing, every effort must be made to clarify the text so that the real,
poser's skill in the setting will be apparent. This aspect of choral
writing must constantly be kept in the foreground on the premise
that the very existence of choral music is based upon its power to
intensify the text beyond declamation and, in certain respects, esen
beyond the solo song.

As far as the history of choral music is concerned, it is sufficient to
point out that the choral idiom existed in ancient times, but that its
first serifiable presence occurred in the niinuscripc writing of the
ninth and tenth centuries (also the earlicet r of that intervals other
than the octave were used/. Ile el'Aniiun of tn 0.1,3 rt writing to
three and four parts should be indic ed. as %%ell AS die deselopment
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of small forms into the huge polyphonic choral forms of the Renais-
sance and subsequent periods. Finally, some mention of the relation-
ship of opera, oratorio, and liturgical music after 1600, as welt as the
relationship between vocal and instrumental music, should be made.

The lists of two-part and three-part songs below are intended for
use in singing, whereas the lists of "Small Choral Works" and "Large
Choral Works" are intended for listening. Whenever a record may be
used to help support class singing, it should be used even if it is not
on the listening list. (See Lesson Plan, pp. 56-57, List of Basic Record-
ings, pp. 171.172, and Schwann Long Playing Record Catalog.)

Most of the songs on the two-part and three-part lists are arrange-
ments of solo songs, arrangements which can be found in school texts,
or which can be made easily by the teacher. (Since many arrange-
ments are in four parts, it is often possible to reduce these to three
or even two parts by changing a few notes in the alto part without
significant loss of the harmonic effect.)

Lists of Part-Songs

Two-Port

All Around the Mountain
Aupres de ma Blonde (French)
America, the Beautiful (descant)
Arta Alinu (tfehrese)
Balm in Gilead
Bonnie boon
Boll Wee. il, The
Buffalo Gals
Clementine
Come floc': to Sorrento
Does n in the Valley
Trie Canal
f:sto Night When the Sun

Goes In
(its e Ms Regards to Broadway
)(and Mc Dose n Walking

Cane
llcnristta's Daughter
lie), look Me (het
Dome on the Range
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Johnny's My Boy (counter-
melody I

Kanon ( Mozart
Laredo
Lonesome Road
Man on the Fly ing Trapeze
Mary's a Grand Old Name
Me Gustan Tedas (Spanish)
Memorial Day
Metronome, The
Nile Ill;
O Angelique
Old Buttermilk Sky
o No, John (antiphonal)
On Top of Old Smoky
(1 Wondrou light (round)
Puttin' on the Sole
Rai Riser
'any Anno
Say Au Resoir



Setnper Pa.atus
Sentimental Journey
Serenade (Schubert)
Shepherd, The
Song of the Sea
So Long
Strike Up the Band
',tout.] [carted Men
Sweet Betsy from Pike

lvie

Three-Par,

Are You Sleeping (round)
At the Fountain
Ay, Ay, Ay.
The Bell Doth Toll (round)
Blom, the Man Down
Caissons Go Rolling
Camptown Races
Carmen Carmela
Christmas Is Coming
Co NN boy's Lament
Dear Love, Now I Must Leave

Thee
Go Down, Moses
In the Gloaming
In the Good Old Summertime

Tell Me Why
There's Music in the Air
Turkey in the Straw
Wade in the Water
Wait till the Sun Shines, Nellie
While Strolling in the Park
When Johnny Comes Marching

Home
Yankee Doodle (descant)

Juanita
Kitty Magee
Marines' ibrvin
Merry Life, A
Merry Bells of Homburg (round)
Nobody Knows the Trouble I've

Seen
O Susanna
Old Man Noah
On Wings of Song
Spanish Guitar
Spin, Spin, Spin
Swing Low, Sweet Chariot
Three Blind Mice (round)

Choral Arrangements (For Listening)

Barbershop Songs

Barbershop Ballads (Mills Brothers)

Calypso Songs

Calypso Songs (Belafonie Singers)

Carols

Here We Come ACaroling (Ray Cenniff Singers)
Joy to the World (Columbus Boys Choir)

College Songs

College Memories (Fred Waring)
College Spirit (Univ. of Michigan Men's Glee Club)
Whiffcnpoof Song (Dc Pauw Infantry Chorus)

Devotional Songs

Beloved Choruses (Mormon Tabernacle Choir)
Concert (Vienna Boys Choir)
Great Sacred Choruses (Robert Shaw Chcrale)
I rouse of the lord (Robert Wagner Chorale)
Songs Of Devotion ( Fred Waring)
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Folk Songs

American

America the Beautiful (Robert Shaw Chorale)
Songs of the North and South (Mormon Tabernacle Choir)
Songs of the South (Norman Luboff Choir)
Songs of the Nest (Norman Luboff Choir)
Song of America (Fred Waring)
'li his Land Is Your Land (Mormon Tabernacle Choir)
Traditional Music ar Newport 1961
Voices of the South (Robert Wagner Chorale)

Foreign

Ls e-ing., of Folk Songs (Trapp Family Singers)
Folk Songs of the Old World (Robert Wagner Chorale)
Songs of the World (Norman Luboff Choir)

Latin - American

Latin-American Songs (Robert Wagner Chorale)
Songs of the Caribbean (Norman Luboff Choir)

rnstrurrienlol Songs

Barh's Greatest flits ISaingle Singers)

Modliges
Elirabethan and Jacobean Ayres, Madrigals, and Dances

(N.Y. Pro Nfusica Antigua)

Popular Song!

Great Nits (Mills Brothers)
Say is with Music (Ray Conniff and His Singers)
Today (New Christy Minstrels)

Sea Songs

Sea Shanties (Robert Shaw Chorale)
Sea Shantics (Robert Wagner Chorale)

Service Songs

Long Gray Line (West Point Glee Club)

Songs of Nolure
In the Evening (Charles Ray Singers)
Summertime (Charles Ray Singers)

Songs or Srmimem

Love's Old Sweet Song (Ames Brothers)
Sing Along with Mitch (Mitch !stiller
With Love from a Chorus (Robert Shaw Chorale)

Spirituals

Deep River (Robert Shaw Chorale)
Golden Chariot (Golden Gate Quartet)
Negro Spirituals (Tuskcgce institute Choir)
Spirituals (Fisk Jubitce Singers)
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Small Choral Works

Title Composer Title

Adoramus Te Palettrina
Adoramus Te, Christe Lasso
Adoramus Te, Christe Mozart

Thompson
Angel and the Shepherds Kodaly
As Dew in April le Britten
As Torrents in Summer Elgar
Ave Maria Victoria
Ave Veruri Corpus Mozart

Ballad of 13rothellmod
Balu

Cherubim Song
Cherubim Song
Choral arrangements

of folk songs
Choral selections
Crucifixus

Dco Graias
David's Lamentation
Death of General

Washington, The
Dirge for Two

Veterans, A
(text by Whitman)

Exultate Deo

Fair Phyllis I Saw
Flora Gate Me Fairest

Flowers

General William Booth
Enters into Heaven
(text by Vachel
Lindsay)

Geographical Fugue

J. Wagner
Britten

Borniansk3
Tchaikovsky

Bartok and
Kodaly
Brahms

Lotti

Britten
Billings
French
Hoist

I lassler

Farmer

Wilbye

Ives
and James

Toth

Harvest Home Chorales,
Three

lloliday Song
I lespodi Pomilui
Hungarian Duets

(two part songs)
!hinter, The

I Am the Rost of Sharon
I Bought Me a Cat
In the Beginning

Listen to the lambs
Lo How a gO5C E'er

Blooming
Lullaby, My Sweet Little

Baby

Madame Has Lost Her
Cat

hfagnificat
Matona, Lovely Maiden
Miserere

O Haupt volt Blut
and Wunden

0 Magnum Mysterium
Onward Ye Peoples

Psalm 150
Psalm 150
Psalm 67, Psalm 100,

Psalm 150

Comps:sr

lives
Schuman
Lvov sky

Kodaly
Brahms

Billings
Copland
Copland

Dett

Practorius

Byrd

Mozart
Byrd
Lasso

Allegri

Bach
Victoria
Sibelius

Bruckner
Franck

Ives

Song of toy, A Gretchaninoff

Tan Ta Ra Cries Mars

Vcre Languores Nostros

When David Heard That
Absalom Was Slain Tompkins

Wolcum Vole Britten

W'eelkes

Lotti

Note: A good source of recordings of small choral works is Victor
LM 7043, First International University Choral Festival (Lincoln
Center).
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Large Choral Works

Title Composer Title Composer

11-Minor Mass Bach Coronation Mass Mozart
St. Matthew Passion Requiem Mass
Jesu, Joy of Man's

Desiring (from Carmina Burana Orff
Cantata no. 147) Missa Brevis Palevtrina

Mass in D
Last Movement of

Beethov en Alexander Nevsky Prokofieff

Choral Symphony Mass in G Poulenc

Ceremony of Carols Britten The Bells Rachmardnoff
War Requiem

Gesang der Geister Schubert
Israel in Egypt Handel uber den Wassern
Judas Nfaccabeus Mass in A-flat
Messiah Psalm XXIII
The Creation Haydn Abraham and Isaac Stravinsky
The Seasons Symphony of Psalms

Psalmus Hungaricus Kodaly
Threni

English Folk Songs Vaughn.Psalm XIII Liszt Serenade to Nfusic Williams
Elijah Mendelssohn Requiem Mass Verdi

Madrigals Nfonteverdi Belsbazzar's Feast Walton

Aims and Objectives

To develop an awareness and appreciation of choral literature.

To develop understanding of the mechanics of part singing and
some skill in performalce.

To show the interdependence of text and music and the composer's
skill in setting the text.

To familiarize pupils with important choral works, their relation.
ship to the composer's total output, and their place in musical
history.
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Vocabulary
a cappella
antiphonal
cantata
canon
contrapuntal
homophonic
madrigal
MISS

oratorio

Suggested Lesson Topics

Introduction to Choral Problems (See
56-57.)

Experience in Part-Singing
Characteristics of Good Choral Singing
Handel's Choral Music
Bach's Choral Music
Other Great Choral Music

partsinging
recp.iem mass
round
sacred
secular
standard arrangements

(SSA, SAB, SA1 B,
TTBB)

unison

Sample Lesson Plan, PP.

Alternate Topics

Early Choral Music (organum, conductus, gruel, fauxbourdon)
Choral Musk in the Renaissance
Elizabethan Madrigal
Modern Choral Music (Stravinsky, Orff, Poulenc, Britten, Kodaly)
Great American Choruses (Mormon Tabernacle Choir, Robert Shaw

Chorale, Robert Wagner Chorale, Tuskegee Institute Choir)

For the singing portion of the lesson, several songs from the lists of
parr songs may be chosen; for the listening portion, records corre-
sponding to the songs, sung, or selections from the lists of "Small
Choral Works" and "Large Choral Works" (pp. 53.54). At least one
of the latter should be presented.

Procedures

A unison song both familiar and appealing to the class is sung; this
is followed by a choral record of the same song.

The class is asked to compare the solo and choral versions for char-
acteristics and emotional impact.
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Where feasible, part-singing is attempted and compared to profes-
sional renditions of the same music, until the nature and demands of
the choral idiom are well explored.

Summary Concepts

Choral musk is universal and p lbably constitutes the greatest single
body of composed music.

It fulfills certain functions, both sacred and secular.

The requirement of singing in parts poses many prohlems for both
chorus and conductor.

Choral music exerts an appeal not transcended by any other form.

References

Educational Media Council, The Educational Media Index, ol. 3,

pp. 187, 190-194, 197, 204, 213. (Films.)

Music Educators National Conference. Music Education 'Materials, pp.
43-63, 66, 67, 123-126, 131-139.

New York State Education Department. Teaching General Music,
pp. 141-167.

Sample Lesson Plan

Topic: INTRODUCTION TO CHORAL PROBLEMS

To develop ai preciation and understanding of choral music through
the presentation of some outstanding works.

Objectives

To teach pupils some of the skills inwked in part-singing.
To present the song "Juanita" in unison and in two parts.1
To indicate the role played by the conductor of a chorus.

I "Juanita," Ttg ire 55 Broom Bock (ENanston, 111.: Sunitny-13irchard, 1957,
p. 34); RCA Victor EM 1815.
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Motivation

The teacher makes a comparison of unison and choral singing and
elicits interest in achieving competence in part-singing.

Presentation

The class sings "Juanita" in unison; the singing is taped.

A record of the songs sung by a choral group is played. Comparisons
of the unison and choral versions are made.

The class learns "Juanita" in two parts.

Activities

Singing

"Juanita" in unison and in parts.

Plcoing

Teacher or pupil plays ac-
companiment (piano, autoharp,
etc.).

Listening

Tape recording of class singing;
choral record.

Creative Response

The class may select appropriate
chords for harmonizing follow-
ing advice by the teacher (I, IV,
V chords).

Summary
Sing "Juanita" in two parts.
Answer questions 1, 2, 7.

Questions

1. List some of the problems en-
counteed when singing in
harmony.

2. Is unison or choral singing
better? Why?

3. What part does the conductor
play in teaching a chorus?

4. What part does the accom-
paniment play in choral sing-
ing?

5. Is two -part harmony just a
succession of thirds? What is
a third?

6. Is the harmony used in popu-
lar music tike the harmony of
this song?

7. List the solutions to the prob-
lems mentioned in question 1.
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The Art Song

As used in contemporary dialogue, the term art song is generally
considered to mean "a song of serious artistic intent written by a
trained composer" and independent of a larger work. Its leading prac-
titioners were Schubert, Schumann, Brahms, Franz, and Wolf. With
these men the art of setting a text became so highly refined and Vari-
egated that the art song established itself as one of the leading branches
of music, perhaps comparable in importance to the string quartet.
One of the refinements leading to this elevation of the art song was
the accompaniment, which in the hands of the aforementioned corn-
posers attained particular significance.

Some might object to the inclusion of minor songs on the list of
art songs, but if the definition of the art song given above is found
acceptable, all of the songs on the list would qualify. A further cord
plication ensues when songs like the "fledge Rose" of Schubert,
which have the currency and style of folk songs (VoIkslieder) are
also placed on the list. But it is felt that simplicity of structure should
not disqualify a song from being called an art song.

To assist the teacher in choosing songs for use in class, the list of
art songs has been graded A, 13, C from the least to the most difficult.
Normally it is desirable to present the same songs for both singing
and listening eYcept where a difficult or highly sophisticated song
is chosen for listening by the teacher in order to show something of
the ultimate reaches of the art song.
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An aspect of the art song worthy of particular note is its text. Par-
ticularly beautiful passages from Shakespeare, Goethe, Heine, have
inspired composers to try their hand at composing music to match the
beauty of the poetry. When this is successful, a nest' dimension is
added to both poem and music. Indeed, it is sometimes impossible
thereafter to remember one without the other. When the name of
the author is known and the text is outstanding. his name has been
included in the list of art songs below.

Art Songs*

rLevel of
Dif ficulty Title

Author of
revs

Composer
of Music

B Agnus Dei Bizet
B All Soul's Eve Strauss
Id At Dawning Cadman
C At Parting Rogers
B Ave Maria Schubert

C Banjo Song, A Homer
B Bird of the Wilderness tiorsntan
C Blacksmith, The Brahms
C *Blow, Blow Thou Winter Shakespeare Quiller

Wind
A Brown 3ird Singing, A Wood
A By the Bend of the River Edwards
A By the Waters of Minnetonka Lieurance

B Calm {Still) as the Night Boehm
C Cargoes Dobson
B Cato's Advice Huhn
B Cradle Song Schubert
C Cradles, The Faure
A *Crossing the Bar Tennyson Buck

B *Danny Dees er Kipling Dantroscb
B Dance, The Rossini

B Death and rite Maiden Schubert
B Dedication Franz

Selections starred are suggested for use in lesson topic, The Union of Great
Poetry and Music, p. 62.
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Level of
Difficulty Title

Author of
Teat

Composer
of Music

C *Erl King, The Goethe Schubert

C Farewell to the Forest Mendelssohn
C Farewell, The Beethoven
C For Music Franz
C From the Land of Sky-Blue Cadman

Water

C *Gretchen's Spinning Song Goethe Schubert

C *Hark, Hark the Latk Shakespea,e Schubert
A Hedge Rose, The Schubert
A Homing Del Riego

B *I'll Not Complain Heine Schumann
C *1 Hear an Army James Joyce Barber
3 I Love Life Mana-Zucca
A I Love Thee Grieg
C I Love You Beethoven
C In the Boat Grieg
B *lnvictus Henley Huhn

A Linden Tree, The Schubert
C Longing for Spring Mozart
B Lord's Prayer, The Malotte
B Lost Chord, The Sullivan
B Love's Philosophy Shelley Quilter
A Lullaby Brahms
B Lullaby Mozart

B hfaitinata Leoucavallo
C May Night Broths's:

C Mignon's Song Goethe Beethoven, Liszt,
Schubert,
Schumann, trlolf

B My Love in Song Would
lie Flying

Victor Hugo Hahn

B Morning Speaks

C Nightingale and the Rose,
The

Rimsky-Kortakoft

C Negro Speaks of Rivers, The Langston Hughts cleanson
C None But the Lonely Heart Go: the Tcbaik 01'lky

C 0 Lovely Night Ronald
C Open Your Heart rut
B On the Road to Mandalay Kipling SPedh
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level of
!Nile

Author of
Text

Composer
of Music

B On Wings of Song Meadelssch
C One Tone Cornelius
C *Orpheus with His Lute Shaker,/ care khumatr,

Sullivan,
Vaughn-1:71 hieing

B *Perfect flour, The Verlaine Hain
C Phi lomel Mendelss7in
C *Pretty Ring Time Shakespeare Warlock

B *Rug Out, Wild Bells Tennyson Gounoa
A Rosary, The Nevin

A *S-Ily Gardens, The Yeats Britten
C Sea, The MacOou elf
C S:a C.f n1 Schubert
C *S ta Fever Masef,eld Ireland
B .1.enade`i' Schubert
C *Slent Noon Rossetti Vaugh n-W
C S:gh No More, ladies Sullio an
B Leigh, The Koun es
C lumber Song Gretchas,ir'off
C 4'; alveig's Song Ibsen Grieg
C :ant; of the Flea Mousse,. sib
C !ong of the Pilgrim Tcbaiko' any
B I cogs My Mother Taught Me Dt crak
C ! pring Grieg
C ! ylvia Speaks

A 'rherc Is No Death O'Hara
A *'hou Art So Like a Flower Heine Schema,. is
A 'co a Wild Rose MacDo u elf
B o Music Schubert
A * cress Kilmer Rasbach
B ['rout, The Schubert
B *Fwo Grenarliers, The Heine Schumann

R. Waver
C Velvet Shots Thompar

C Violet, The Mozart

C Wanderirg in the Wools Grieg
A *Whither Must I Wander Shakespeare Vaughte' ',Matto;
B Who Is Silvia? Shakespeare Schubert
C *With NI ruing % First GI Pushkin Prokofid
C 'Year's at the Spring, The Browning Beach
C Yung-Yang Bantork
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Aims and Oblectives
To develop appreciation of the art song and of its rote in the history

of music.
To promote understanding of the subtleties inherent in the compo-

sition of an art song.
To show the interrelationship of text, harmony, rhythm,

instrumental des ices, and accompaniment.
To present art songs of different types strophic, throughcom

posed, narratise, representational, etc.
To develop a degree of skill in singing art songs.

Vocabulary
accompaniment song cycle
art Eong strophic setting
chanson text
lied/lieder throughcomposed

Suggested Lesson Topics

Appreciation of the Art Song (See Sample Lesson Plan, pp. 64.66.)
The Union of Great Poetry and Music (See Note, p. 59.)
Great Singers of the Art Song (Fischer.Dieskau, Schwarzkopf, For-

rester)

Alternate Lesso:i Topics

The St,ng Cycle: Schubert, Die St-bone Mullerin; Schumann,
Dkhlerliebe

A Comparison of the Art Song with the Operatic Aria
A Comparison of the Art Song with the Popular Song
A Comparison of the Narrative Art Song (e.g., "The Erl King")

with the Folk Ballad (e.g., "The Street, of Laredo," "Barbara
Allen")

Procedures

The stork!, of ''The Erl King" and "The Two Grenadiers" may be
narrated or dramatized in English by pupils coached in advance; the
music follows.

Under direction of the teacher, pupils should list all elemeni_ com-
bined in the creation of an art song; ibis may serve as a guide to
original composition of a song by the class.
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Criteria for judging the merits of a song may be developed jointly
by the teacher and class through discussion; these may be .red
determine the relative merits of two settings of tha same poem or of
original class compositions.

The composer's skill in using technical devices to illustrate key
words of the text should be demonstrated, as should the singer's role
in portraying the meaning of the text.

Summary Concepts

The art song combines the resources of boil, poet and composer.
Not all poems are suitable for musical setting. Generally speaking,

those of a lyrical nature or those with strong emotional associations
are preferable.

Many devices melodic, harmonic, rhythmic, coloristic are avail-
able to the composer, and the skill with which he uses them will deter-
mine the artistic level of the song.

Singing an art song gen?rally requires more professional training on
the part of both singer and accompanist than -,inging folk songs or
community songs.

References

Educational Media Council, The Edwational Afedia Index, vol. 3.
Lists of films, pp. 187, 195, 217.

Grove's Dictionary. Articles on Brahms, Franz, Schubert, Schumann,
Wolf.

Music Educators National Conference. Music Education Alate(ials, pp.
62.65, 80.88, 92-95

New York State Education Department. Teaching General Music, pp.
141.167.

Audio-Visual Materials

Death and the Afaiden. Ang. COLH 131.
Erl King, The. Vic. LM 2781. Design for Understanding Music by

Wilson (text, themes). Making Music Your Orin, Book 7, by
L. Eisman, et al., OP. Growing uith Musa', by Wilson, Book 7.

lch ,rolle nicht, Lon. 4261,

Lost Chord, 'The. Vic. LM 2760. American Singer, Book 8, by W. C.
Bridgman, O.P.

Two Grenadiers, The. Vic. LM 2781, Growing with Music, Book 7,
by Wilson.
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Sample Lesson Plan

Top::: APF:ECIATION OF THE ART SONG

Aim

To develop appreciation and understanding of the art song, its
underlying principles, and the techniques of composition involved.

Objectives

To develop appreciation -3nd understanding of a fine exarnpl!. of the
art song, Schubert's The Ed King."

To show how the composer uses melody, harmony, rhythm, tempo,
dynamics, timbre, register, and other devices to accentuate the
narrative.

To compare and contrast the act song and the folk song.

Moth all on

The s.c.ry of The Erl King" is read dram.....cally either by the
teacher or by a pupil coached in ad,aace; or it may be dramatized by
having different pupils play the three leading roles. Another possi-
bility is to present the barest outline of the story anci have the class
fill in imaginary details.

Presentation

After this performance of the music, a list of the technical elements
atrady mentioned and the way the composer uses them to intensify
the )tory are discussed.

Activities

Singino.

May be attempted in above -
avet ge class with different sec
tions singing different rol-s.

64

Questions

1. List all of the devices where.
by mwic can help to tell a
stcry.

2. What kind of poetry is best
suited to the art song?

Phu g 3. Can the accompaniment be
Teacher or pupil demonstrates used to develop the story?
various fine points in the core. How?

position melody, harmony, 4. How is background music
rhythm, etc. used today?
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Activities

Listening

Recording is played; episodes in
story may be outlined and pupils
made aware of progress of the
story.

Creative Response

Another dramatic poem may be
selectei and pupils encouraged
to provide a musical setting.

Questions

5. In what way does each of the
devices listed in question 1

further the purposes of the
art song?

6. Compare this type of song
with a simple folk sang in
regard to form, musical re-
sources, musical purposes, and
the accompaniment.

7. Does the music of the art
song represer.t nature re.'is-
tically?

Sumnigry

Questions 5, 6, and 7 may be written on the board. One or two of
these questions should be answered by pupils in their not,:books as
the music is replayed.

Alternate Lesson Pan

Topic: APPRECIATION OF THE ART SONG

Aim

To develop appreciation and understanding of the art song, its
underlying principles and techniques of composition.

Objectives

To introduce the art song as a type of vocal music.

To show how the art song differs from the folk song or popular
song in purpose or technique.

Mutilation

With the question, Are thesc songs alike?" the teacher presents
brief excerpts of a popular song, a fe.k song, and an art song. Tile
students discuss the differences they hear.

Presentation

Using comparison chart and worksheet (see p. 68),
reviews the characteristics of the words and music of a typical popular
song.

the class
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In a similar manner, the class reviews the characteristics of the
words and music of a typical folk song.

The characteristics of the art song are presented and discussed:
musical sophistication, -.vide range of artistic expression, text fre-
quently, based on great poems, harmonic and melodic inventiveness,
artistic accompaniment. The presentation indicates that the music in
many art songs is progressively changed to express the meaning of
tl.e text.

Examples: ''Death and the Maiden" and The Erl King" Schubert
"Ich grolle nicht" and "The Two Grenadiers"Schumann
The Lost Chord"Shilfran

Activities

Singing

A typical popular song in ABA
form, a folk ;ong which may be
selected from Unit 2, and an art
song as indicated above.

Listening

Re:ord?.d performances of rep.
resenteite art songs, The stu-
dents should have a copy of the
text,

Notebook

Preparation of Com pa riso it
Chart, (See p. 67.)

Creative Response

Choose a text for an art song and
describe the king of music
which should be used in its
setting.

Summary

See Comparison Chart, p. 67.
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Questions

1. Which type of song makes
the biggest demands on the
hearer? Why?

2. What are important differ-
ences between an art song
that tells a story and a folk
song (bailad) that tells a
story?

3. In which type of song is the
accompaniment of most musi-
cal importance? What does
the accompaniment contrib-
ute?

4. In a folk song, which is more
important: text or music?
Why? In a popular sc.ng) In
an art song?
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Sample Worksheet

Arl Songs A Study Outline

Populor Song

What is the basic purpose of popular moil:? (Why do we have popular songs?)

Is popular musk primarily fo: listening?

Give reasons for your answer.

Why do composers of popular songs usually choose contemporary ly.ics for
their texts?

What is rock poetry?
What does ABA form mean?

Folk Song

Generally speaking, is the folk song more important to the person who sings it
or to tie person who hears it sung?

Give a reason for your answer.
What is the diffetence between a folk ballad and a popular ballad?

What is meant when the words of a folk sang are described as idiomatic?

What does stn-phic mean?

Besides folk songs, what other type of song is frequently stroohic?

Art Song

What does aesthetic mean?
Why are some ; rt songs immediately acceptable to teenagers? What is the
advantage to the ..pager in making an effort to understand the more difficult
art songs?

U'hat does through-composed form mein?

Name a famous poet whose worth have been used in an art song.

Name a famous composer of art songs.
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Instruments
of the Band and Orchestra

The history of music has been largely conditioned by instrumental
music from the seventeenth century on. At that time a great expansion
in the nueuer and variety of instruments brcught about a vast in-
crease in the volume of music written for those instruments. Indeed,
it is safe to say that instrumental music has been on a par with vocal
music eeer since.

Because of its size, infinite variety of tone color, and ability to
express any emotional state, the orchestra has come to appeal to all
listeners, trained and untrained. Even the uninitiated who do not
respond to the refinements of great orchestral music generally react to
the corder stimuli of instrumental timbres (as manifested by the
impact of electronic effects on our youngste:s). This may also account
for the fact that this unit is probably one of the two most popular
units the other being the unit on folk song in courses of study.

07ith the proliferation of instruments and orchestras, large bands
also came into being. Given considerable impetus by the introduction
of nearastern percussion instruments toward the beg;nning of the
nineteenth century, bands in the West grew in sir. until they assumed
the proportions of the gigantic bands of today. As a result of this
Intensified band movement, composers have been writing more band
music both for marching slid concert purposes than ever before.

Aims and Obiectives

To teach pupils to recognize instruments of the band and orchestra
by sight and sound and to understand their functions in music.
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To enable pupils to understand the manner of tone production.
To teach understanding of the distinctive qualities of different

instruments.
To show the relationship between instruments and voices with

regard to their employment in composition.

Vocabulary
Families of instruments
Names of instruments
Positioning of performers

Strings Woodwinds Brass Percussion

arco bell bell mallet
bow embouchure mouthpiece roll
bridge key mute rudiments
mute reads single overtones sticks
Peg
pizzicato
tuning

double tubing
valve

Suggested Lesson Topics

Introduction to Instruments by Sight and Sound
History and Characteristics of the Strings
History and Characteristics of the Wopdwirds
History and Characteristics of the Brasses
History and Characteristics of Percussion Instruments
Composition of the Band and Orchestra (See Lesson Plan, pp. 72.75.)
Electronic Instruments, the Fifth Pamir),

Alternate Topics

Folk Instruments (guitar, banjo, recorder, harmonica, mandolin,
etc.)

Keyboard Instruments (piano, harpsichord, organ)
The Conductor of the Band (Orchestra)
A Comparison of the Orchestra (Band) ) aid the Soloist, e.g., in

Pictures at an Exhibition
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COMPARISON OF /INSTRUMENTAL AND VOCAL SCORING

Procedures

Demonstrations of at least one instrument in each family (strings,
woodwinds, brass, percussion) may be given by teacher or pupil.

Records of instruments in each family may be played.
Records of each family grouping (all strings, all brass, etc.) may

be played.
Two or three songs relating to instruments (e.g., the "Orchestra

Song" or "la; perdu le do sur ma clarinette") may be sung.
Audio-visual materials should be used (charts, posters, filmstrips,

etc.)
The role of the conductor should be discussed.

Summary Concepts

Each instrument has its own peculiar tone quality; each instru-
mental family likewise has an individual quality.

The orchestra and band have certain similarities and certain dif-
ferences.

The phenomenon of a vibrating body underlies all tone production,
vocal and instrumental; tone is produced in a different manner on
different instruments.

Composers hale taken advantage of different tone qualities of instru-
ments to produce a tremendous variety of emotional and ideational
effects.

References

Emporia State Research Studies A Comparison of the Effectiveness of
Two Methods of Teaching General Music in the Junior High
School, Lists of recordings, pp. 18, 19.

Educational Media Council. The Educational Media Index, vol. 3.
Lists of films, pp. 210, 211, 214, 218, 224.

Music Educators National Conference. Music Education Materials.

1 3irchard Music Series, Bk. 7 (Evanston, 111.: Summary.Bitchard, 1959). p. 134.
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Sample Lesson Plan

Topic: COMPOSITION OF THE BAND AND ORCHESTRA

Aim

To acquaint pupils with the characteristics and manner of employ-
ment of instruments of the band and orchestra.

Objectives

To compare band and orchestral music for instrumentation.
To show the similarities and differences between band and orchestra

with regard to timbre, emotional effect, and usage.

Afotivatio 11

Class sings attractive "Orchestra Song."1

Scl:cted tapes from recordings of the Light Car:fry Overtare2
played by a band and then by an orchestra are presented. The teacher
has previously listed five or six questions involving the recordings,
which the class is expected to answer. Among these might be: Which
instruments stand out most? Which instruments are found in the band
and not in the orchestra? Which organization is more suitable for
performing this music? Which makes a greater emotional impact?
How are the instruments used vis-a-vis the "Orchestra Song"? Etc.

Presentation

As indicated above, the class sings the "Orchestra Song."
Band and orchestra records of the Light Cavalry Overture are

played in part.
The questions listed by the teacher are placed on the board or the

screen, and answers are supplied after the music has been played.
Class discussion ensues, and answers are placed on the board.

Activities

Singing

"Orchestra Song"

Questions

L Which instruments did you
hear most on the band rec-
ord? On the orchestra record?

"Otchestra Song" (trad.), York: G. Schirmer, 1943.
2 Light Cavalry Ot erture (orchewl version ); RCA Victor 1M 2439; (band

version) RCA Victor FPM 103.
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Activities

Pluing

Teacher demonstrates various
points in the lesson theme,
register, tone color, etc.

Lisle 11 in.

Recordings of the Light Cavalry
Ch.ertilre.

Questions

2. Which instrument; did you
hear on the band sword that
you did not hear Qs he other
record?

3. Which instruments did you
hear on the orchensa record
that you did not ear on the
band record?

4. Which record wai more ex-
citing?

5. Do you think the band was
more appropriate for this
type of music? 'Nhy?

6. Which record did you prefer?

7. Did you notice a Nether any
instruments were used as they
are in the "Orcbeitra Song"?
Where?

8. ` ;hat is the outstanding dif-
ference in overall effect be-
tween the hand s nJ the or-
chestra?

Sunniary

Listing of the questions and answers on the board.

Re hearings of portions of the music if necessary.

Alternate Lesson Plan

Tope:: COMPOSITION O.' THE BAND AND ORCHESTRA

Aim

To acquaint pupils with the characteristics and momer ,,f employ-
'tient of instruments of the band and orchestra.

Objelives

Tc hear music which demonstrates expressive qualities of orchestral
nscruments, singly and its related families.
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To review the identification of instruments by sight and sound.

To hear a concert composition in theme-and-variations form with
concluding fugue.

Mot.ivation

The title of the selection to 'se heard is written on the board: The
Young Person's Guide to the Orchestra (variations and fugue on a
then e of Purcell) by Benjamin Britten.1 Problems: to identify instru-
ments as they are heard (on instrument charts) and to learn the
meaning of the terms theme, variation. fugue.

Presentation

The teacher plays a recording of the first section of The Young
Person's Guide to tke Orchestra in which the Purcell theme is played
by the full orchestra and by each family of instruments. Class discus-
sion underlines the change in the expressive quality of the music as
it is played by different instrumentation (heaviness, peacefulness,
smoothness, bombast, etc.)

The class is asked to discover the meaning of variation in music as
the teacher plays the second section of The Young Person's Guide.
The ensuing discussion again stresses the expressive qualities of the
individual instruments for which the variations were composed.

The concluding fugue is then played. The students are asked to
point out what happens in a fugue. Comparis,:n with familiar rounds
like "Row, Row, Row Your Boat" and "Are You Sleeping?" ("Frere
Jacques") may be made.

Activities Questions

Playing 1. What determines which in-
strument the composer will
use for any section of his corn-
position?

2. What happens to the charac-
ter of a musical phrase if it is
played first by strings and
then by brass? By wood-
winds?

Teacher and/or pupils demon-
strate various instruments.

Listening

The Young Person's Guide is
played in two versions: (a) with
narration; (b) without narra-
tion.

1 wing Person's Guide to the Orchestra. Col. ML 5768. Vic. LM 2977.
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Questions

3. Can all instruments play all
kinds of music? If not, why
not?

4. What instruments are nut in-
cluded in the Britten compo-
sition? Why do you think
they are omitted?

Summar),

As the fugue is replayed, indicate the instruments in the order in
which they appear.

Sarnplt Worksheet

Composition of the Band and Orchestra
The Young Person's Guide to the Orchestra was composed 1p, Benjamin Britten
in the form of it:Hallow and fugue on a theme by Henry Purcell.

In music what is meant by theme?

In music what is meant by variation.

How is a fugue like the round "Row, Row, Row Your Boat" or "Are You
Sleeping" ( Frere Jacques)?

Fill in the black lines below with the names of the instruments.

Pring Wcodwind

Ire" Percussion
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Program Music

Program music is music that tells a story or describes some natural
scene or layman emotion or experience. As musk is not literally de-
scritnive, the teacher should supply as much background 1.late,ial as
possible to explain this type of music. Sometimes an analogy to art
or an explanation of how the artist selects certain elements to express
a particular mood or situation is helpful. Although program music
existed to some degree prior to the 19th century, this study will be
confined t, the period of its flowering in the 19th and 20th centuries.

It will be seen in the listing of program music that four major cate-
gories are present programmatic pieces, the programmatic overture
(nut associated with opera), programmatic symphony, and program-
matic suite. In the first category are included pieces with fairly explicit
stories (Strauss's Don Qvixote) as well as those with only faint out
lines of a story (Sibelius' Finlandia), the latter type g..-teraliy out-
numbering the first. In the second category are found pieces which
depict mood; rather than events.

The programmatic symphony again is a sequence of moods, rather
than a literal base for a story, but the modern suite varies from spe-
cific musical descliption as in the Carnival r4 Animals to vague tone
painting as in Scheherazade. The teacher must always remember that
the true power of music is not representational as manifested by the
inscription Beethoven wrote at the beginning of the Pastorale Sym
phony, "More the expressicn of feeling than Tinting."

A few selections in this unit were originally written for piano but
have been so successful in orchestral transcription that they may be
considered full-fledged pieces for orchestra, e.g., Pictures at an Exhi
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bition, Also, some of the music in this unit, e.g., the Arlesienne Suite
and the Peer Gynt Suite have been included because they are played
more frequent! in concert than as .ccompaniment to the theatrical
works for whica they were originally written.

Because most of this music is to be played as recordings, teachers
must use it judicio 'sly. A work like La Mer should not be played in
too for most class(.;, but rather only at sufficient length w show how
Debussy represented some aspects of the sea in music. Put another way,
any movement exceeding four or five minutes in length should be so
attractive musically or programmatic;lly that the average class will
not be taxed even assuming that the listening has been directed.

Fin .Ily, to assist the teacher in selecting music suitable to different
hearing levels, each composition listed in this unit as been designated
A, B, or C according to the degree of Jifficulty in comprehension with
A the least difficult.

Lists of Program Music

Programmalic Pieces

TITLE COMPOSER TITLE COMPOSER

B Night on Bald C Nocturnes Debussy
Mcuntain Moussorgsky A en the Steppes of

B Au Clair de la Lune Debuzsy Central Asia Ippoliv.w.
A Danse Macabre Saint-Saens Iwanow

A Don Quixote Strauss A Pacific 231 Honegger
C Enigma Variations Mar C Pleasure Dome of
B Fetes Debussy Kubla Khan, The Grilles

A Finlandia Sibelius C Prelude to the After-
A Flight of the neon of a Faun Debussy

Bumble Bee Rimsky-
Korsakog

A SorceLer's Apprentice,
The Dukas

A Funeral March of
a Marionette Gounod

A Spanish Caprice Rims 14-
Korsakoff

A Invitation to the
Dance Weber

B SI-nl.en Cathedral,
The Debussy

B Isle cf the Dead Rachmaninoff B Swan of Tuonela Sibelius

A Italian Caprice Tchaikowsky A Till Eulenspiegel Strauss

C La Mer Debussy B Va lse Triste Sibelius

C Ls Preludes Liszt C White Peacock, The Gages
A Moldau, The Smetana
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Overtures (Nog arnmatict

TITLE COMPOSER TITLE COMPOSER

B Overture to B Overture to
Coriolanus Beethoven Francesca da

B Overture to Egmont Beethoven Rimini Tchaikowsky

B Fingal's Cave A 4-P:enure: 1312 Tchaikowsky
Overture Mendelssc hn B Romeo and Juliet

Overture Tchaikowsky

Symphonies thogrOmmatici

TITLE COMPOSER TITLE COMPOSER

C
B

Harold in Poly
Rustic Wedding

Symphony

Berlioz

Goldmark

B

C

Symphonic
Fantastique

A Faust Symphony
Berlioz

Liszt

Modern Suites (Programmatic]

TITLE COMPOSER TITLE COMPOSER

A Carnival of the A Peer Gynt Suites
Animals Saint-Saens 1, II Grieg

A Caucasian Sketches Ippolito
kanov

A Pictures at an
Exhibition Moussorgsky

B Indian Suite MacDovy ell A Scheherazade Rimsky-
A L'Arlesienne Korsakoff

Suites I, II Bizet B The Birds Respighi
Il Ma Mere L'Oye Ravel

A Nutcracker Suit,
The Tchaikowsky

Aims and Objectives

To foster appreciation and understanding of program music.

To ipresent outstanding program music of the 19th and 20th cen
tunes.

To clarify the nature of music associated with a program, text, or
scene.
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Vocabulary
concert overture (programmatic) symphonic poem
descriptive music text illustration by music
modern suite (programmatic) tone painting
program musk rone poem

Suggested Lesson Topics

What Is Program Music? (See Sample Lesson Plan, pn. 80-82.)
The Tone Poem (Symphonic Poem)
Program Music Based on Literature (drama, poetry)
Descriptions of Nature in Music
Historical Fsents in Program Musk (See Unit 17.)
Programmat,.: Overture (not from opera, e.g., Fingal's Cave Over-

ture)
Liszt, the Man Who Invented the Tone Poem
Ric%ard Strauss, Giant of Orchestral ?rogram Music

Alternate Topics

Characteristics of 19thC,entury Romanticism as Exemplified in Pro-
gram Music

A Different Approach to Program Music (teaching program works
such as Les Preludes or Romeo and Juliet through thematic de
velopment and emotional quality without specific reference to a
program)

Procedures

The procedure used in the following lesson plan outline on Pictures
at an Exhibition may be used with all program music that is divisible
into episodes or subtitles.

In some cases, a bare outline of the story may be given and the class
asked to fill in the details upon hearing the tousic, e.g., Till Euler,-
spiegel. With pieces like the Enigma Variatio.is or the Carnival of
the Animals they may be asked to identify the chaucteristics of the
persons or animals involved.

Much of this music lends itself to correlation with art, literature,
history, and the dance, and activities involving; these areas should be
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mentioned in the music class (see suggestion for art correlation in
Sample Lesson Plan pp. 80-82,. When a particular poem, story, idea,
painting, or scene is the source of the music, it should, of course, be
introduced.

Summary Concepts

Program music derives from extra-musical sources are, literature,
the dance, ideas, nature, history.

The composer resorts to a host of musical devices to achieve the
effects required by the program.

Program musk forms a large part of the musical output of the 19th
and 20th centuries, sometimes as concert music which originated in
the theater.

References

Musk Educators National Conference. Music Education Materials, pp.
80-85, 90.95, 134.139. Lists of recordings, pl., 104.108, 110-112.

New York State Education Department. Teaching General Mush pp.
147.155, 157-167, Lists of recordings, pp. 93.94.

Sample Lesson Plan

Topic: WHAT Is PROGRAM MUSIC)

Ain;

To inspire appreciation and understanding of program music.

Objectives

To teach the meaning of program music through Moussorgsky's
suite, Pictures al an Exhib ion (orchestral transcription by
Ravel)

To reveal some of the techniques used by the composer in tone-
painting.
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Motivation

Tides of the ten pictures in the suite are placed on tLe board out of
order and copied in pupils' notebooks. (The art depattment may be
asked to make up pictures corresponding to the titles since the orig-
inals have been tug.)

Pupils are asked to list the titles in the order in which they appear
or the record.

Presentation

The teacher relates the history of the composition a -d gives a short
descript'on of evh "picture" in the order on the board.

The cless is told that the pictures on toe record appear in a different
order from that on the board and that as the record is played, they
are to list the correct order in notebooks.

Activities

Singing

Continuation of song material
from prev;ous units.

Playing

Teacher or pupil plays themes
from the suite after the record is
play ed; the "promenade" theme
may be played in ...avance.

r.Wening

Perhars Eve of the "pict4res"
arc: played, the rest, the next day.

Creative Response

Pupils may be asked to sketch
pictures as the music is played,
using the tides on the board.

Questions

1. List the titles of each picture
being played in the order on
the record.

2. For each picture listed, men-
tion two or three devices used
by the composer to illustrate
the subject of the picture.

3. How does the composer u..e
instruments to describe the
nature of each picture? Give
at least one example or each
picture.

4. Do you feel that this version
is superio, to the piano ver-
sion) Why? (Piano version
on Vic. LM 2357.)

5. Has the composer adequately
described each picture through
music? Explain.

6. Are some pictures more skill-
fully realized than others?
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Activities Questions

NoteReadiug

Reading from score in Music in
Our Heritage.

7. Which pictures are more real-
istically represented than the
others?

Interesting notational and ex- 8. Can you think of any pictures
press;ve features pointed out by you know that might fit the
teacher. music of the suite?

Summary

List picture titles elicited from the class in the order played on the
record.

State reasons for choosing this particle' it order.
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Form

The Architecture of Music

Form is an aspect of music usually manifested by a certain regu-
larity of structure. This regularity consists of the statement of a theme
or themes and their repetition, along with the bridge or connecting
passages linking them together. An unde:standing of the structure
and interplay of themes facilitates understanding and appreciation
of composition, especially of large and complex works.

However, themes, like great monologues in a play, should not be
glamorized to the point where other aspects of a work emotional
characteristics, for instance are neglected. The method of teaching
appreciation by having members of the class raise their hands every
time a theme appears has some validity but also limitations. It must
not be forgotten that form in its present guise, i.e., largely theme-
crientei, did not appear until the second third of the nineteenth
centory, or after Moan and Beethoven Lad passed on.

It will not be possible within the limitations of this unit to dis-
tils!' all of the forms develored during the course of musical history.
Therefore, only forms in 'a.,hich many important compositions or
parts of compositions were clothed will Le introduced here.

Finally, it should be mentioned that the unit on form ippears at
this poi It because it is essential to an understanding of the unit on
absolute music that follows.

Aims aria Objectives
To show that works or movements of works generally follow cerr.in

patterns of organization which may be designated by using letters.
To show that the letters may be used to designate both small units

of a movement like phrases in a melody and larger 'mks 1:4e a
Minuet and Trio or e. n a full-fledged sonata-allegro movement.

To indicate, by using examples from various genres of composition
and at all levels of complexity, that form is a factor in all West-
ern music.
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Vocabulary
A (A') BA fugue sonva-allegro form
answer imitation song form
binary motive stretto
contrast period subject
counterpoint phrase ternary
countersubject recapitulation theme
development repetition variations
exposition rondo

Suggested Lesson Topics

Three-Part Song Form (See Sample Lesson Plan, pp. 86.87.)
Theme and Variations
Fugue

SonataAllegro Form
Rondo

Alternate Topics

The FourMovement Symphony: Sonata for Orchestra (Compare
Unit 10.)

The Sonata

The Concerto: Sonata for Solo Instrument(s) and Orchestra

Examples of each of the above forms follow:

A (A or A') BA form: "Home on the Range," "Blue Skies,"
"Dinah," "I Dream of Jeannie," "0, Susanna."

ABA form (instrumental): Minuet from Don Giovanni, Bocche-
rini Minuet.

Theme and Variations: Haydn's Emperor Quar et (2nd move-
ment), Haydn's Surprise Symphony (2nd movement), "Pop Goes
the Weasel."

Fugue: "Fugue for Tinhorns" from Guys and Dolls; Bach's
Fugue in G minor, the Greater.

Rondo: Beethoven's Pathelique Sonata (last movement), Haydn's
Surprise Symphony (last movement).

SonalaAllegrf. Form: Beethoven's First Symphony (1st move.
ment), Mozart's Piano Sonata, K. 545 (1st movement).
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Procedures

Beginning with the most common song form, A(A)BA, the class
is shown the function of repetition and contrast in music.

The basic ABA form has been extended to encompass entire sec ions
and movements.

The them: and variations, fugue, rondo, and sonataallegro forn is in
their broadest aspects are introduced. (They will be taken u, in
greater detail in the unit on Absolute Music.)

Summary 1:oncepts

The use o' certain regular patterns in music stems from the need :*or
variety and repetition.

Several de velopments in music such as the period, the ABA f arm,
and the rondo may be traced back to poetic sources; regularity in
music also stems from the dance.

The literal patterns apply to both short passages and to large sec-
tions the underlying principle is the same.

Use of fox mal designs to categorize music may 'oe regarded as just
another way of analyzing ni.,sic and should not become the predomi-
nant approach to listening; emotional, spiritual, and musical v dres
should preva I.

Referer cis

A F Alan c. Design hi Music. Background.

Educ,..ional AudioVisual, 1nc. Audio.Visual Teaching Mate,lals,
Mn ic. Lists of recordings, pp. 12, 1' , 17.

Ifodeir, A. Fort.:s hi Music, pp. 27, 30, 43, 83, 88, 93, 94, 119,, 143.

Music Educators National Conference. 3fusic Education Mateo
P. 100

Wilson, L. L'esign for Understanding, p. 100.

Audio. Visual Mtderiole

Boccherini Minuet Turn, 4094
(from Quintet in E)

Horne G n the Range Vic. 1.°M 1130
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Sample Lesson Plan

Topic: THREE-PART SONG FORM

Aim

To show that certain regular patterns which may be designated by
letters constitute important o.-ganizing factors in music.

Objectives

To show the similarity of melodic structure between classical and
popular musk and between vocal and instrumental music.

To demonstrate how the principles of variety and repetition are
basic to all types of composition.

To show how, within certain forms, composers are able to achieve
great originality and productiviry.

Motitation

Singing a familiar song like "Home on the Range" and a popular
song like the recent "My Love Is Blue."

Posing a problem in the form of a structural-formal comparison
between songs and instrumental mt sic.

Preen ,di tion

Aft r the class has sung both songs, the teacher elicits from the
t lass the fact 'rat both follow the pattern A (A )B A with A' substi-
tuting for A at time5.

The teacher asks the class to narre other songs with similar structure.

An instrumental reco of the Minuet from Don Giovanni is

played, and the class is a,ked to rotice the resemblance to the songs.

A minuet and trio in ABA form (in augmentation), e.g., the .Minuet
from the String Quintet in E by Each,,l'ni, is played; the kinship of
the ABA and AABA forms and the use of the ABA form in instru-
mental music in large dimensions are e' plained.

A die ilk.;

Singing

As indicated under Motivation.
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Questions

1. In what way are the melodies
of "Home on the Range" and
"My Love Is Blue" alike?



Activities Questions

Playing 2. How do they resemble the

structure?
Accompaniments and demonstra- Minuet from Don Giovanni

ton passages by teacher or pu izt

pil. 3. What is the musical or psy-
chological explanaticn for

Listening this type of writing?

An instrumental piece in ABA
form (see I-.-esentation).

Minuet and Trio in ABA form
(see Presentation).

Creeive Response

Composing a song in AABA
form.

Summary

Discuss questions 3.7.

4. In the Boccherini Minuet,
how would you describe the
operation of form?

5. Are the principles of repeti-
tion and variety used in arts
other than music? What is
their purpose?

6. How is form expressed in
poetry? In dancing? In paint-
ing? In sculpture?

7. How has form in poetry and
in riw dance affected form in
music?

9 4
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IQ

Abr Mute Music

The term "absolute music" refers to a type of music that is theo-
retically devoid of imagery et narrative content. It may be said to
possess a program of sorts in that it is usually invested with dramatic
and 1;,rical qualities that in another context mic,ht serve to embellish
a text, scene, or aLtion. In teaching this music, therefore, it is of the
utmost importance that its affective content be thoroughly exploited,
and that the composer's skill in establishing and changing moods, in
building climaxes, and in using instrumental color for these purposes,
be highlighted.

In other words, a certain regularity in construction may make abso
lute music a perfect medium for explanation in terms of form, but the
main emphasis should always be on emotional effect, on what it does
to and for the listener.

Thus the archetypes of absolute music, the symphony and the sonata,
should be expounded against a background stressing effects like
tfoizati, crescendi, disLords. and sudden changes A mood. The type of
explanation based on thc refetition, alternation, and development of
themes is also valid, and in fact, is the approach used in the first lesson
of this unit, but it should normally be thought of as a secondary way
of presenting absolute music. Because of its importer .ce as a separate
gente, chart-diet musk, which is essentially absolute music, is given a
separate unit.

Because it does not contain programs to help sustain interest, the
music chosen for the list below should be carefully screened for me-
lodic 1--1.1 rhythmic appeal. (The A, B, or C label for each work
indicating progressive difficulty in comprehension is intended as a
guide rather than a final qualification; in general, even with bright
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classes, only part of a work or movement should be played at a
given time )

In addition, devices that may be used to hold attention in lieu of a
program are: pro;'iding background information about the composer
and the music; mentioning artistic and expressive touches in melody,
harmony, rhythm, and orchestration; pointing out themes and the-
matic developmt t; and describing the operation of principles of
form.

inally, since very little sons material can be correlated with this
unit, it may be presented mainly through listening lessons.

Aims and Ob!qctives

To develop appreciation and understanding of absolute music for
the purpose of training future patrons r.nd practitioners.

To pro_note familiarity with the masterpieces of absolute music of
the Baroque, Classical, Romantic; and post-Romantic periods.

To cl..monstrate the skill exercised by the great composers in com-
posing absolute musk, in particular by pointing out felicitous
touches in melody, harmony, orchestration, etc.

To teach some of the principles upon which absolute music is based,
including principles of form.

To emphasize the significance of absotite music in total musical
c-ulture.

Vocabulary

brass rrcapitulation
corcerto sonata (piano, violin)
dance movement strings
development section suite
form symphony
fugue theme
instrumentation thematic develokiient
movement tone color
overture woody. Inds
percussion
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Suggested Lesson Topics

Some Aspects of Form in the Symphony (See Sample Lesson Plan,
pp. 93-94.)

The Fast Movement in a Symphony Expressive Aspects
The Slow Movement in n Symphony Expressive Aspects
Instrumental Music and the Dsnce (mazurka, waltz, polonaise,

abstract ballet, gavotte, etc.)
Cla-sical, Romantic, and Modern Styles in the Symphony
The Solo Sonata (Compare Unit 9.)
The Concerto (Compare Unit 9.)

Alternate Topics

The Baroque Instrumental Suite
Devices Used by Composers to Create Emotional Effects

Procedures

The first lesson involving the first movement of Beethoven's Fifth
Symphony offers an outstanding example of the use of a thematic
fragment to build an entire movement; for this reason, thematic de-
velopment is made the central feature of the lesson. The teacher points
ou, use of the fragment for the entire "rst tierte, part of the second
theme, the bridge passages, and the development section; the teacher
also shows how it is sounded in different regisers and by &lb-rent
instruments.

The variety of music in this unit invites a variety of modes of
presentation, from pupilplayed selections at the piano to class read-
ing of line scores (e.g., Music in Our Heritage) or film presentations
of the orchestra (Young Peoples Concerts of the New York Phil.
harmonic).

In the first and subsequent lessons in this unit, the emotional aspect
of music in this genre could be brought out by analysis according to
the character of e.,ch passage. Key words descriptive of emotional
states (calm, joyful, agitated, violent, playful, etc.) are placed on the
board, and the class is asked to identify each passage in order (only
part of a movement need be done at one time). Then the teacher elicits
from the class the manner in which the composer and performer have
cleated the emotion. This involves discussion of Volume, accentuation,
unusual harmony, and anything else that contributes to the result.
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Absolute Mush

LEVEL OF
DIFFICULTY COMPOSER TITLE OF WORK

13 Bach B Minor Suite for flute and strings
B D Major Suite for trumpets and strings
C Toccata and Fugue in D Minor

A Beethcven Moonlight Sonata
B Sonata Pathetique

AB Symphonies nos. 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9
(selected movements)

B Bizet Symphony

B Brahms Academic Festival Overture
A Hungarian Dance no. 5
B Variations on a Theme by Haydn

B Chopin Etude Op. 10, no. 3
A Minute Waltz
B Raindrop Prelude
B Rerolutionary Etude

A Dvorak New World S) mphony

C Franck Symphony (2nd movement)

B Handel Water Music (selected movements)

A Haydn Clock Symphony (2nd movement)
A Surprise Symphony (2nd movement)

A Mendelssohn Italian Symphony
B Violin Concerto

A Mozart Overture to The Marriage of Figaro
n Piano Concerto in A, K. 48S
A Piano Sonata in C, K. 545
B S) mphony no. 40 in G Minor, K. 550

B Prokofielf Classical Sy mphony

A Rossini Overtures to The Barber of Sea ille, The
holies. in Algiers, The Thieving Magpie

A Schubert Llhfini.tbrd Symphony

B Shostakovitch Symphony no. 9

A Tchaikowsky Piano Concerto in B-flat Minor
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In this and later lessons, the designs studied in the unit on Form
may be used to assist in understanding the symphony, sonata, Loc.
certo, suite, fugue, etc.

Instrumental timbre and the characteristic use of instruments may
be rev iewed here (compare Unit 7) in connection with their functions
in absolute musk.

Summary Concepts

Absolute music, in spite of the character implied by the name, mus;
always be played or listened to with the emotional elements pre-
dominant.

The great skill of composers in providing comic uous emotional
titillation via many musical devices should be demonstrated.

The symphony (sonata) as the most highly developed form in
absolute music follows certain designs both within the movements
themselves and in the interrelationships of movements.

The symphony underwent continuous developiaeut which we in li-
caw by the terms classical, romantic, post-romantic, and modern;
each period has chmacteristics traceable to previous periods and also
some which set it off from the others.

The forms of absolute music were developed over many hundreds of
years, and there was much borrowing from one by another: the sym-
phony borrowed from the classical suite, the Italian and French over-
tures, the sonata and concerto, and even from vocal forms like the aria.

Thematic recognition is an important aspect of appreciation, but it
should not become the be-all and end-all of absolute music. Thematic
development is equally important.

References

Educational Media Council, The Educational Media Index, vol. 3.
Lists of films, pp. 210, 211, 214, 218, 224.

Educational Audio-Visual, Inc. Audio-Visual Teaching Materials:
Music. Lists of filmstrips and recordings, pp. 3.7, 8.19, 22.26.

McKinney, H. D., and Anderson, W. R. Discovering Music, pp.
544-546.

Music Educators National Conference. Music Education Materials, pp
8.88, 90-95. 98.100, 102-117, 120.122, 123.128, 129.131, 134-139.

New York State Education Department. Teaching General Music,
pp. 140.170.
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Audio-Visual Materials
Films of Young Peoples' Concerts of the New York Pblharmonic

and others, available from Ford Motor Co., 16 East 52 Street,
New York, N.Y. 10022; New York Telephone Co., 140 West
Street, Net! York, N.Y. 10007.

Sample Lesson Plan

Topic: SOME ASPECTS OF FORM IN THE SYMPHONY

Aim

To develop greater understanding and appreciation of absolute
music.

Objectives

To foster appreciation and understanding of one of the master-
pieces of the symphonic literature, Beethoven's Fifth Symphony.

By presenting the first movement of this symphony, to show how
the sonata-allegro form is realized.

To show the process of thematic development.

Motivallon

The teacller relates how the first motif of the movement became the
BBC call during WW II and that it corresponds to the Morse code
V (victory).

The reference to fate knocking at the door may also be mentioned --
even if it is of doubtful authenticity.

Presentation

The teacher plays the first and second themes either on the piano
or on a record (tape). (The first theme may be considered to include
measures 1-33 and the second theme measures 59.91.) He tlivr. tells
the class to listtn to the exposition, noting huw many t;nies the first
and second themes appear, and the character of the themes. These
points are discussed briefly.

The teacher then repeats the exposition, askin the class to note the
number of times the first mot:f of four notes is repeated both me-
lodically and rhythmically. The omnipresence of the motif .1nd its
transformations is pointed out.
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The developtne. t section is played, and the class is asked to observe
how the fou .note motif is transformed.

The recapitulation is played (m. 248-346) together with the expo-
sition (m. 1-94), and the class is invited to note similarities and
differences.

The teacher summarizes form of the movement based on repetition
of the themes and thematic development throughout the movement.

Artirities

Playing

Teacher or pupil plays themes
or portions of the movement as
required to illustrate a point.

Listening

As in Presentation.
Various teaching points are put

-1 tape and played at the right
moment.

Summary
See final paragraph of Presentation.
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1. How is the first theme of this
movement constructed? Thu
second theme?

2. What do we mean by the-
matic repetition in the so-
nataallegro movement of a

symphony?

3. What is meant by thematic
development?

4. What are some musical de-
vices used in thematic devel.
opment?

5. Do you know of any other
composition in w hich a few
notes are used recurrently
throughout an entire move-
ment?

6. How does Beethoven provide
variety and contrast in this
movement?

7. Do you consider the themes
beautiful? Why does Bee-
thoven use such themes?

8. Why has the symphony prov-
en to be the most popular of
all time?
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Music in America
A Suruey of Our Heritage

Development of music as an American product parallels the rise of
the United States to world leadership. Up to the time of the Spanish-
Ame.ican War, America was a musical dependency of Europe; not
unt'l the works of Edward Mac Dowell were heard abroad f c. 1890)
was a serious American musician accepted internationally.

World War I brought many political and artistic changes; the
United States became a world power. In the 1920's, a bumper crop of
writers and musicians appeared, some at home anti some in the con-
genial artistic climate of Paris. In this postwar group may be listed
such corposers as Copland, Gershwin, Harris, Moore, Ives, Thomson,
Sess;ons, Piston, Hanson, and Cowell.' They wrote in all styles and
genres of composition; neo-classic, neoromantic, programmatic, ab-
stract, nationalistic, experimental, etc.

Following them came a very active group, a "younger" generation,
consisting of men like Barber, Menotti, Bernstein, Schuman, Mennin,
Creston, Dello Joio, and Persichetti. As wit:. their predecessors, they
composed for the most part with due regard for to.lality or tonal
cente-s, bur. their vise of scales, chords, rhythms, and foreign tones
provided sufficient tension to satisfy even advanced listeners.

All of the above mentioned composers worked with serious forms,
but at least three --Gershwin, Copland, and Bernstein found so
much that was em;aging in jazz that they incorporated jazz elements
into serious composition.

Although outstanding composers like Stravinsk), Schoenberg, and lfilhaud
became American citizens, they are not included he.. because their work is
rooted in the European tradition. They are represented in the units on Music
of the Theater, Program Music, Absolute Music, and Music of the 20th
Century.
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ja-ez is the one branch of musk reputed to be uniquely American.
While it has borrowed most of its components from earlier sources
spirituals, blues, "classical" harmony it is in performance, in its
improvisatory style that a real distinction can be made. In this area the
contribution of the American Negro is of inestimable importance.

When jazz departed from its prime function as dance music, it
became more cerebral and esoteric, moving into the concert hall in
the form of sophisticated arrangements for big bands and socalled
"progressive" jazz. It also moved in the other direction, toward
extreme simplification of harmony and rhythmic accompaniment
(melody remained somewhat complex due to its jazz rhythm and
"through-composed" form), the "rock-and-roll" period. This move-
ment is now undergoing a "baroque" era as trained composers intro-
duce variety and complication.

Although there is interlocking jurisdiction between this unit and
the units on Folk Song and Music of the Theater, this may be a good
place to highlight folk musk again, especially since some of its ele-
ments have been combined with rock-and-roll elements to account for
a substantial amount of popular music being written today "folk-
rock" music. Some material from the unit on Musk of the Theater
may also be re-introduced here either for reinforcement or to provide
a balanced estimate of the nature and importance of the American
contribution.

In any case, neither folk song uor jazz should be allowed to domi-
nate the unit to the exclusion of serious composition. Since most
music written in the lighter vein has only transient importance, the
statu E serious music as still representing the best hope for immor-
tality should be upheld and even promoted.

On the Tallmadge Chronological Chart following (pp. 100.101), ten
musical manifestations having much influence on American musical
history may be seen: psalms aid hymns (17th cent.); Irish-Scotch reels
and jigs (17th cent.); English ballads (17th cent.); spiritualsSouth.
ern (c. 1800); the minstrel show Stephen Foster (c. 1840); the
blues (c. 1870); ragtime-jazz (c. 1900); popular songs and .nusicals;
the band movement (c. 1900); and serious composition McDowell
(c. 1880). The dates given are approximate starting date; of each
manifestation.
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One of he most striking aspects of the chart is the high degree of
interrelationship among the many developments in American music,
e.g., amo,g psalms, hymns, ballads, spirituals, blues, ragtime, and
jazz. It is as if the seeds sown by the tirst three typts listed in the
preceding paragraph sprouted in ever-widening circles until the orig-
inals are 1 ardly visible in their modern manifestations; but the rela-
tionships r re there and can be traced through actual music.

The ten musical developments do not encompass all of the musical
phenomen t in our history. For example, they do not include the early
attempts at serious composition by the newly emancipated citizens of
the repuNlic, nor do they include the thousands upon thousands of
dances, topical songs, and other "popular" songs of the 19th century,
but they cover a major portion of the American musical effort, and
they account for most of the American music being performed today.

The contents of this unit should therefore include samplings of
music in each of the ten categories listed below. Time does not permit
much more than the presentation of one example in each category,
but additional emphasis should be given to jazz, musical comedy (and
its modern progeny, the serious musical), and serious American music.

American. Heritage Songs

1. Psohns and Hymns

Netherlands Hymn
Old Hundred
5.1 indsort

2. Irish.Scetch Reels and Jigs

Irish Washerwoman (English "Dargason")2
Turkey in the Straw
'Waring of the Grccn, The

3. English 134/lads

Barbara All:n
Gallows Tree, The
Paper of Pins, A
SA; etc Betsy from Pike

Chase, America', Music (New York: McGrassAbill, 1966), Chap. 1.
2 C Sharp. English Folk Songr (London: Methuen, 1954), p. 61
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4. Spirituals

Deep River
Go Down, Moses
Ile's Got the Whole World in I lis Hands
Roll, Jordan, Roll

5. The Minstret Show

Camptown Races
Carry Me Back to Ole Virginny
My Old Kentucky Horne
Oh, Susanna
Old Folks at Home

6. The Blues

Joe Turner
Memphis Blues
St. James Infirmary
St. Louis Blues

7. NagtimeJall

Alexander's Ragtime Band
Blue Moon
China Boy
Honeysuckle Rose
In the Mood
his Dance
Mood Indigo
Rhapsody in Blue
Somebody Stole My Gal
Stardust
Tiger Rag

8. Popular Songs and Songs from Musicals

As Time Goes By
Beyond the Blue llori.on
I Can't Gibe You Anything 'hit Love
Little White Lies
Lose Walked In
Moonlight Becomes You
Stars Fell On Alabama
Tenderly

Songs from Musicals
1890 0 Promise Me (Robin Hood)
190f Give Pty Regards to Broadway (Little Johnny Jones)
1905 Kiss Me Again 011/e, Modiste)
i910 Ah. SNL'it M)si..11 of Life (Numghty 11,1(11
1918-0h, How I Hate ID Get Up in the Morning

(rip. Yip, Yphnk)
1921 Row-Mark. 1 Los c You (RorMirie)
1927 - -Ole Man Riser Wore 1301)

Only Make Believe IShoit Bo1)
1929 Without a Song (No, No, Nalli He)
1930 Strike Up the [land (81riir it( Band)
1932 Nicht And Day (TN Guy Dir once)
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1943 Oh, What a Beautiful Mornirg (Oklahoma)
1915 11 I Loved You (Carouse!)
1946 They Say Its Wonderful (Annie Gel Your Gun)
1949Some Enchanted Evening (South Pdrific)
1951 Gelling to Know You (The Kiag and I)

-- lello, Young Lovers (The King and I)
1954 M,ck the Knife (ThreePenny Opera)
1957 Till There Was You (The Music Mar;)
1959 Do-Re.Mi (The Sound of Musk)
1960 A Lot of Livin' to Do (Bye, Bye, Birdie)
1961 1Iello, Dolly (Dello, Dolly)

Songs from the Movies

Anniversary Song (The Jolson Story)
Bahy, Ifs Cold Outside (Neptune's Daughter)
Don't Fence Me In (Hollywood Canteen)
Do Not Forsake Me (High Noon)
Love and Marriage (the TV production of ()yr Town)
More (Mond° Cane)
My Foolish Heart (Sly 16olish heart)
Olt Buttermilk Sky (Canyon Passage)
Pocketful of Miracles (Pork d ful of Miracles)
'Yhtee Coins in the Fountain (Three Coins in the Fountain)
Zip.aDeeDoDa (Song of the South)

9. The Bend Movement

Stars and Stripes Foresee, The
Washington Post March, The

10. Compositions in Ciosskot Forms

Barber Adagio For Strings ( 1936 )

Bernsteinfin-no/a!) Symphony (1913 )
Chichester Psalms 11965/

Copland El Salon Nlesico (1936)
Billy the Kid (1938)
Lincoln Pcrtrait, A (1912)
Appalachian Spring (1944)

Griffes White Peacock, The (1917)
Pleasure Dome of Kubla Khan, The (1919)

ht's Symphony no. 2 (1897-1902)
IslacDossell Piano Concerto in 1) Minor (1890)

Woodland Sketches (1896)
Menotti -- A mah I and the Night Visitors 11951/
MooreBallad of Baby Doe, 1 he 11956)
Schuman American Festisal Os saute, An (1939)
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Aims and Objectives
To develop appreciation and understanding of the American musical

heritage aid of the factors contributing to its growth.
To dealop awareness of our widespread creative activity and im-

portant contributions to the musical world of today.
To trace the evolution of modern jazz through the spiritual, blues,

ragtime, and Dixieland.
o promote the cause of serious music through emphasis on the
background and productivity of serious American composers.

Vocabulary

ad lib progressive jazz
blues rhapsody
counterpoint (linear) suite
improvise swing
jazz syncopation
polyrhythruic tone cluster

Suggested Lesson Topics

From hymn to Spiritual to Jazz (See Sample Lesson Plan, pp 105-
106.)

Music of Colonial America
The American Spiritual
Stephen Foster
Jazz and the Blues
Ragtime, Dixieland, and Fatly Jazz
Development of the American Musical Theater (Compare Unit 4.)
John Philip Sousa
Contemporary American Composers (1)
Contemporary American Composers (11)
Popular Music in the 20th Century (swing, boogie, progressive,

rock-and-roll, etc.)

Alternate Topics

J3/1 in the Concert 11311

Folk Music in Contemporary Composition
Historical Development of the Modern Musical (See Unit 4.)
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American Opera (see Unit 4.)
Contributions by Emigre Composers
Music by Minority Composers

Procedures

Two possible rpproaches may be adopted: the first, a chronological-
horizontal approach in which a certain time-period in American musi-
cal history is selected, and ail of the musical phenomena within that
period are treated; the second a chronologicaertical approach in
which one particular facet of musical history, e.g., psalms and hymns,
is selected and developed from its beginnings to the present day.

Both approaches should emphasize interrelationships among the
many manifestations of American music.

The vertical approach is preferred here. It makes it possible to show
how strongly rooted in the past is our contemporary music and how
seemingly diverse elements like hymns and jazz are related through
the spiritual.

The lessen plan outline following w:11 demonstrate a procedure that
may be followed in most lessons of this unit; for this purpose the
Tailmadge time chart (pp, 100-101) may be found useful.

Summary Concepts

American musical history, like that of all nations, shows a degree
of interdependence of all its elements that demonstrates the mutual
impact of nation upon nation, the past upon the present, town upon
country, and vice versa.

Most American music is derived from foreign sources, although
some of this musk may be said to have taken an American "turn," as
is the case with square dance music; perhaps the only truly native
music, as mentioned in the Introduction to this unit, is jazz and its
derivative branches. Be that as it may, American music has progressed
on many fronts to the point where it cm be favorably compared in
quality, variety, and volume to that of any other nation.

Even though our composers have made great ftrides forward in
serious composition, the lack of an audience for this music is a

threat to its future. When composers become tired of public indif-
ference to their produr% and cannot subsist on its market value, they
may turn to more lucrative but less artistic forms of composition with
consequent loss to our status in the world.
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All current developments in music, including rock-and-roll musk,
are based upon previous phenomena and can be traced in logical terms.

The special role prayed by Afro-Americans in the history of Ameri-
can music should be emphasized, especially in the fields of the spiritual
and jazz.
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Sample Lesson Plan

Topic: FROM HYMN TO SPIRITUAL TO JAZZ

Aim

To increase appreciation and understanding of American music.

Objectives

To show how a refrain in the hymn The Old Ship of Zion" led to
the spiritual When the Saints Go Marching In" and ultimately
to a Dixieland version of the latter.

1 s show how the Afro-American transformed familiar material into
a special style involving African and home-grown elements and
thus evolved a native idiom.

Motir ation

The teacher (or pupil) sings The Old Ship of Zion" and "When
the Saints Go Marching In." The class is asked to note similarities
between the former (and its namesake "She'll Be Comin"Round the
Mouatain") and the latter a similarity in principle rather than in
words or melody.1

The teacher points out that "The Old Ship of Zion" appeared in
hymn form as early as the 1830's2 and that it became the model for a
"family" of hymns and spirituals.

Presentation
See Motivation.
After the :rungs $,ove been sung, the teacher explains how a hymn

or spiritual atypically became a marching song.3
A Dixieland version of When the Saints Go Marching In" is

played, and the class is invited to co. :ment on the differences between
this rendition and the sung version. (For Dixie/and version, use Vic.
LPISI 2097.)

The teacher may then compare (or ask the class to compare) Dix;e-
land jazz with swing or with rock-and-roll.

[For comments on the transformation of the "Old Ship of Zion" scr A. Lomax,
Folk Songs of North America, (Garden City: Doubleday, 1960) p. 449;
B. Landeck, Folk Song, of the Americas (New York, Frank, 1%4) p. 45.

2 For the first statement, see Brown, Collection of North Carolina Folklore,
(Durham, N.C.: Duke, 1962), p. 659. For the second, see Lomax, op. cit.,
r. 454.

:I See Landed:, op. cit., p. 45.
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Activities

Singivg

See Motivation.

Playing
As required for demonstration.

May play jazz (boogie-woogie)
arrangement as in l'rlk Songs of
the Americas.

Questions

1. In what ways are "The Old
Ship of Zion" and "When the
Saints Go Marching In"
alike?

2. How did a hymn become a
spiritual?

3. What changes were made by
Afro-Americans when they
sang traditional hymns?

4. Were any of the changes
mentioned in question 3 due
to African influences? Ex
plain. (See footnote p. 105
and Tallmadge's quotations,
pp. 132-133.

5. Describe the custom of using
funeral bands among Afro-
Americans.

6. What is the relationship of
these "funeral" bands to the
Dixieland band?

7. Compare Dixieland, jazz, rag-
time, and swing.

Sttmu,ary
Describe the transformation of the hymn into spiritual into jazz,

giving approximate dates for each step of the process.
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Music of the Twentieth Century

This unit will deal with music written in the 20th century. The
style of much of this music is new, but some of it, post romantic
music, reverts back to the 19th century. The new movements may be
listed as impressionism, expressionism, and neo-classicism. In addition,
such new compositional techniques as atonality and new effects
derived from electronics gave music an entirely new sound. The
enormous social and economic changes resulting from two World
Wars and the resulting revolt against sentimentality ind romanticism
was naturally reflected in the arts.

In discussing impressionism, expressionism, and neo-classicism, care
must be exercised not te define them in terms of narrow principles of
composition. Impressionism is more than the blurring of melody
and harmony, and expressionism is more than the reflection of the
subconscious. Almost all composers in the new movements were
brought up in older schools, and much of their music reflects this.
Also, it must be remembered that the terms "impressionism" and
"expressionism" were borrowed from at criticism and that corre-
spondences between music and art are not exact; nevertheless, these
terms are useful because they describe a set of conditions prevalent
in the music and thereby help to characterize it. In any event, musk
of the 20th century represents the effort of composers to find means
of expression suitable to artistic and social currents of the age.

Within the movements, new or re-created techniques of composition
were developed: atonality, polytonality, linear counterpoint, chords in
intervals other than third., doJecaphony (serialism), and electronic
and aleatory' techniques. These techniques should not be confused with
the "movemen s" of which they are a part but should be thought of as
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helping to establish their character. Thus the "neo-classical" move-
ment, which reflects classicism more in ,exture, instrumentation, ..nd
length than in any other respect, may feature linear counterpoint,
atonality, and serial technique simultaneously.

Certain composers are generally cre?'ted with the inauguration of
the new movements: Debussy with impressionism (Prelude to the
Afternoon of a Faun-- 1894); Schonberg with expressionism (Erwar.
lung 1909 or Phrrot Lunaire 1912); and Stravinsky with neo-
classicism (Octet for Wind Instruments 1923). These works should
be singled out, along with other significant works by these composers
and their followers.

Not all 20th century experiments in music are being considered
here (e.g., computerized music and music for the prepa-ed piano),
and not all of those mentioned above should be assigned equal impor-
tance, but at least one example of each should Ix presented. Music of
great complexity should be presented simple form (major themes)
and usually in excerpts.

Finally, since American composers have already been discussed in
the units cn Music of the Th-iter and Musk in merit 1, they will
not be included in this unit.

Music of the 20th Century

LEVEL OF
DIFFicuurY COMPOSER TIRE of Music

C Bartok NI di rokosmos
A Roumanian Dances

C Berg Lyric Suite
B Selections from Wozzock
C Suite from tufa(

C &nu fez Improvisations sur Ntallarme

B Britten Ceremony of Carols, A
B Simple Symphony for Strings
B Young Persons Guide to the Orchestra, A

A Debussy Au Clair de to Lunc
A Children's Corner
B Fetes
B La Nter
B I Prelude to th; Afirrnoon of a Faun

ABC classification, with A thr least difficult for most pupils appreciate.
Note: (20th century opera has been included in the unit cn Music of the
Theater.)
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*LEVEL OF
COMPOSERDIFFICULT,: TITLE OF MUSIC

Dukas

Feldman

Hindemith

flonnevr
Katehatufian

Maren

Milhaud

Prokofieff

Rachmaninoff

Ravel

Respighi

SaintSaens

Schonberg

Schuller

Shostakovitca

Sibelius

Stockhausen

Strauss, R.

Stravinsky

Ussaches sky

Varese

Va ugh n.Wi !Hams

Webern

Sorcerer's Apprentice, The

Out of Last Pieces (r*.eatorY)

Mathis der Mal :r (symphony)
Pacfiic 251

Gayne: Ballet Suite
Masquerade: Ballet Suite
Natural Pipes (Nfusique Concrete)

La Creation da Monde

Classical Symphony'
March from The Lore of Three Oranges
Peter and the Wolf
Isle cr the Dead
Piano Concerto no. 2
Preludes in C* Minor and G Minor

bolero
La Is'also
Mother Goose Suite
7 he Birds
Carnisal of the Animals
Algerian Suite
Erwartung
Pierrot Lunaite
Concertino for Jazz Quartet & Oral.

(third stream)

Polka from The Age of Gold
Symphonies nos. 5, 7, 9 (selected

movements)
Finlandia
Symphony no. 2
Kontakte (electronic)
Der Rosenkavalier (excerpts)
Don Quixote
Till Eulenspiegel
Firebird, The
Octet for Wind Instruments
Rite of Spring, The
Piece for Tape Recorder and Orchestra
Ionization

Fantasia on Grrent/ret et
Five Pieces for Orchestra (pointillism)
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Aims and Objectives

To present the music of the 20th century as an expression of our
times.

To show that 20th century music is an outgrowth of music of the
19th century.

To show the influence of Debussy, Schonberg, and Stravinsky on
music of the 20th century.

To develop an awareness of the techniques currently employed in
music and of the reasons therefor.

Vocabulary

aleatory music neo-classicism
atonality polytonality
bitonality post.rom anticisra
dodecaphony (twelvetone) romanticism
electronic music serial techniques
expressionism (pointillism) third stream music
impression ism tonality
musique concrete tone row

Suggested Lesson Topics

A Comparison of Classical, Impressionistic, and Fxpressionistic
Styles in Music and Art (See Sample Lesson Plan, pp. 113-114.)

Debussy: Impressionism
Schc,,,berg: Expressionism
Stravinsky, Man of Many Styles
Modern Conservatives (Post-Romantic)
Twentieth Century Approaches to Opera
Modern Experiments ir. Music (aleatory, ele:tro.tic,

third stream)

Alternate Topics

Twelve-Tone Compositiot.
Third Stream Music (Schuller, Bernstein)
Pointillism (Webern)
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Procedures

The first 'esson will attempt to show the transition from the clas-
sical idiom :o the impressionistic and expressionistic idioms in music
through comparison with art works bearing similar chronology and
features.

For the f 31lowirg lessons emphasis will be placed upon leaders in
the develor ment -)f modern styles and the nature of those styles.

The fourlpieces named in the Introduction as starting points for the
new mover tents and at least one example illustrating each of the
terms in tb s Vocabulary section should be played (in part). Some of
the outstanding compositions of the 20th century which should be
gone into iu some depth are:

Barg Selections from Wozzerk (included here to show 20th century
trends in opera)

Deoussy --Prelude to the Afternoon of a Faun (104)
ProWfieft Classical Symphony
Rochmaninoff Piano Concerto no. 2
Sch 3n berg Erwartung and Pierrot 1,14 aire
Shoitakos itch Symphony no. 7, Sy mphony no. 9
Strasinsky The Rite of Spring and Octet for Wind Instruments

While tie first lesson in this unit relies heavily on the correlation
between music and art, succeeding lessons should not overemphasize
this relaticnship; explanations in the light of expressive needs are
adequate.

A few t ieces like the Symphony no. 7 of Shostakov itch may be
related to 1 istorical events.

In geneial, the teacher should not go into too great detail about
technical matters but should touch upon them to the e (tent required
to iiturnina-e a given movement or piece.

Summary Concepts

The present era constitutes a convergence of different musical
streams, some going back to the 19th century, some derived from the
immediate past, and some attempting to develop new forms of
expression.

Debussy, Schonberg, and Stravinsky were pioneers in the develop-
ment of new forms and techniques of composition, and a great deal
of modern music can be ascribed to their influence.
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Avantgarde composers are experimenting with new sources of
sound and expression; among these are the tape recorder, the com-
puter, and distorted instrumental and vocal effects.

Attempts are being made to synthesize all musical elements
quired to produce recognizable music by electronic means so
with rudimentary results.

Much serious modern music attempts to break down traditionally
accepted methods of composition involving melody, harmony, rhythm,
orchestration, ar form.

re-
far

References

Educational Media Council, The Educational Media Index, vol. 3,
pp. 210, 222.

Educational Audio-Visual. Audio. Visual Teaching Materials. Film-
strips and recordings, pp. 35, 11.13, 15, 17, 19, 22.25.

McGehee, T., and Nelson, A. D. People and Music. Lists of recordings,
pp. 369-373.

Music Educators National Conference. Music Education Materials,
pp. 80-95, 134-139.

New York State Education Department. Teaching General Music,
pp. 147.152, 157.167.

Oestreicher. Catalogue of Art Prints, p. 59.

Audio-Visual Materials

Andante Cantabile West. 19111
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Sample Lesson Plan

Topic: A COWARISON OF CLASSICAL, IMPRESSIONISTIC, AND EXPRES
SIONISTIC STYLES IN MUSIC AND ART

Aim

To present the music of the 20th century as an expression of our
times.

Objectives

To present modern musk as mainly an outgrowth of earlier periods.
To show parallel forms of expression in music and art in keeping

with the spirit of the times.

Afoiiration

Three paintings are displayed one classical (Ingres' Madame
Riviere), one impressionistic (Monet's Water Lilies), and one ex-
pressionistic (Kandinsky's Improvisation). Similar works are of
course acceptable.

Music from each period is played (Haydn's Andante Cantabile,
Debussy's Afternoon of a Faun, and Stravinsky's The Rite of Spring).

Presentation

After the paintings are shown, the class is asked to match each
musical selection with its counterpvrt in art.

The teacher will then point out correspondences between the music
and the paintings.

It should then be explained that music of the 20th century has
many facets and that rome of those facers are related to artistic cur-
rents and some to history.

Actirities

Playing

Appropriate passages to illus-
trate points.

Questions

1. Wliat made you choose a
given painting in connection
with a given piece?

2. In what areas may music and
Listening art be compared?

Portions of the selections listed 3. Can good musicians paint or
above, good painters write music?
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At-lid/ifs

Score Reading

Line score of fart of The Rite
of Spring in Music in Our Heri-
tage. (See Bibliography p. 173.
Although the Rite of Spring
is not universally considered ex-
pressionistic, it is presented here
because its emotionalism borders
on expressionism and because it
is historically significant.)

Questions

4. Which modern movements
came first, those in art or
those in music?

5. How did the terms impre3-
sionism and expressionism
originate?

6. How much of this new music
is the result of extra musical
influence and how much to
musical development per se?

7. Who are some acknowledged
figures in the movement called
impressionism? In expres-
sionism?

S. Name outstanding works of
both movements in music and
art.

9. Why were these movements
relatively short-lived, at least
as far as most composers are
concerned?

Summary

The class lists in notebooks the periods involved, characteristics of
these periods, and the relationship to social and artistic trends.
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13

Chamber Music

Chamber music may be defined as music written for small combi-
nations of instruments. It is a particularly grateful form of music
both for playing and listening because it highlights individual per-
formance at the same time that it stresses ensemble playing. Although
lacking the brilliance and power of symphonic music, chamber musk
generary follows symphonic style while often expressing the most
intimate and refined thoughts of the composer.

In view of the fact that chamber music will be an unknown quan-
tity to many students, music chosen for this unit should be carefully
examined. The l;-t below represents an effort to do this, featuring
music that is attractiv.: melodically and rhythmically It also represents
an effort to choose a variety of types of chamber music as well as
music for different combinations of instruments. (In this connection,
the designation of string orchestra music and the violin sonata as
chamber music runs contrary to their sometime designation as

orchestra and solo music respectively.)

Chamber Music

LEVEL CONIFOSF R

C* Bach

Beethos en
C

B

TIT If OF WORK

Bruedcnburg Concerto no. 3 (strings)
Cello Sonata op. 69
Scptet op. 20
String Quartets op. 18, nos. I. 2, 4
Violin Sonata op. 24 (Spring)

* A, 13, C, classification, with A /Cant difficult for most pupils to appreciate.
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LEVEL COMPOSER

A Borodin

C Brahms

B Core lli

C Dvorak

B Gabrieli

A Haydn
A
A

B Handel
B

A Mozart'
A
B
A
A
B
B

B Mendelssohn
B

B Schubert
B
B

B Schumann

B Schoenberg
C

A Smetana

B Stravinsky

A Tchaikosky
A

A Vivaldi

B Wagner

B Wolf
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TITLE OF WORK

String Quartet in D (Nocturne)

Clarinet Sonata op. 120, no.
Piano Quartet op. 25

Christmas Concerto

Piano Quintet op. 8t
String Quartet op. 96 (American)

Canzoni for Brass Choirs

String Quartet op. 3, no. 5 (Serer'f!°)
" op, 33, no. 2 (The Birds)
" op. 76, no. 3 (Emperor)
" op. 77, no. 1

Concerti Grossi op. 6, nos. 1, 5, 6
Concerto in G Minor for Oboe and Strings

Clarinet Quintet K. 581
Divertimento K. 136
Divertimento K. 370 (winds)
Serenade K. 320 (posthorn)
Serenade from Eine kleine Narhtmusik)
Sonata in E Minor for violin and piano
String Quartets K. 387 and 458

Octet op. 20 (scherzo)
Trio in D Minor

String Quartets D. 804 and
tifaiden

String Quintet D. 667
String Trio D. 898

Piano Quintet

Pie trot I unaire (Noire and chamber ensemble)
Verklarte Narht (sextet or string orchestra)

Aus nreinem Lrbrn (From II) Life) String Quartet
in E Minor

L'Ilittoire du snIdat

Serenade for Strings
String Quartet op. 11 (Ardante Cantabile)

The Four Seasons

Sirgfrird Id)11

Italian Srrrnade

810 Death and the
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Aims and Objectives
To develop appreciation and understanding of chamber music.
To teach aural and visual recognition of the standard chamber

music groupings.
To promote familiarity with the literature of chamber music.
To show the similarity in composition between chamber music and

other forms of composition.
To teach the role and importance of chamber music in the total

musical picture.

Vocabulary
chamber orchestra quartet
concerto grosso quintet
duet sonata
ensemble trio

Suggested Lesson Topics

The String Quartet (See Sample Lesson Plan, pp. 119-120.)
The Concerto Grosso
The Solo Sonata (Refer to Unit 10.)

Alternate Topics

The Chamber Orchestra
Small Instrumental Ensembles (trios, quintets)

Prc-edures

From time to time quotations from the chamber music literature
are heard on television, e.g., part of the Haydn Serenade from op. 3,
no. 5 was played on the Dutch Masters and Breakstone Yogurt com-
mercials; these quotations may be played for the class without prior
identification, and recognition will follow instantly.

The teacher may then proceed to play the entire movement, alert-
ing the class to listen for thematic repetition, thematic development,
and changes of mood, climaxes, etc.

In some instances, as with Eine kirine Ndchlmusik, the clt.,:c con-
nection between tl,e chamber orchestra, string quartet, and the synt
phony in such matters as km and style may be pointed out.
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The adaptability of chamber music to a program as in Pierrot
Lunaire or Ellistoire du solder: may be demonstrated; characteristic
uses of instruments may be emphasized. Compariscs in style between
these l ..:ces and earlier examples of chamber musk may be drawn.

If possible, a chamber group from the school should be used for
demonstration, to illustrate the soloist-withinensemble quality of
chamber music.

Summary Concepts

Chamber music has many forms and is played by many different
combinations; it differs from orchesto.1 music in its smaller dimen-
sions, greater intimacy, (generally) greater independence and refine-
ment of parts, and its soloisticensemble character.

Some of the finest products of the great composers have been works
of chamber musk.

Chamber nac-ic is essentially written like other forms in symphonic
style, so that principles of form, thematic development, and emo-
tional design are similar.

References

Educational Media Council, The Educational Media Index, vol. 3.

Film, p. 192.

Ferguson, D. image and Structure in Chamber Music.

King, H. Chamber- Music.

Ulrich, H. Chamber ,Music.

Audio-Visual Materials

Fine kltine Nachtinusik Col. MS 6127 (quintet)

West. 189f2 (str. orch.)

Quail(' in T Minor Vox 10190 (quartet)
Epic SC 6015 (orch.)
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Sample Lesson Plan

Topic: THE STRING QUARTET

Aim
To develop appreciation and understanding of chamber music and

of its place in musical culture.

Obiectil es
To show the difference in texture, instrumentation, and emotional

impact between chamber music, as represented by the string
quartet version of Smetana's Plus meinem Leber: and its orchestral
counterpart as orchestrated by George Szell. (A similar com-
parison could be made between the Mozart Serenade Eine Heine
Nachimusik as played by a string quintet and by a chamber
orchestra.)

To demonstrate the more personal character of the string quartet
as against the less individual character of the orchestra.

To show that chamber music follows the same bask principles of
composition that apply to orchestral music or soloistic music
with tcgard to form, melody, harmony, and dynamic structure.

Moth alio»
The teacher presents a set of questions (see below) to be answered

by the class after hearing part of the suing quartet and orchestral
versions of the Smetana Quartet in E Minor (first movement}.

Presentation
Questions 1.4 below are placed on the blackboard or on a screen.

Part of a movement of each version of the music is played.
The class is asked the questions, and the consensus of opinion is

written on the board.
The teacher c )mments on the chokes.
The remaining questions which may invoke continuation of the

recordsare then discussed.

Artirities Questions

Plating 1. Which version of the music

Teacher or pupil plays themes is louder?

or portions of music for demon 2. Which version is more emo-
stration. tiona!? Why?
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Artivities

Listening

Part of the first rnovment of each
version is played.

Questions

3. Name some instruments in
the orchestral version not in
the quartet version.

4. In which version are the parts
heard more distinctly?

5. Which instrumental solos
(other than violin) did you
hear in the quartet rendi-
tion? Which in the orches-
tral rendition?

6. What role is played by the
wind instruments in the or-
chestral version?

7. Which was the original ver-
sion? How do you know?

8. What made the orchestrator
decide to enlarge the orig-
inal)

Srunmary

Answers to the questions as supplied by the class and listed on the
board.
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14

Music Before 1750
A Suruey

This unit presents an overview of a few outstanding developments
in the history of music. Events crucial to the development of Western
music are placed in historical perspective and shown to follow more
or less logical lines of growth. For example, the history of notation
discloses a rational process beginning with symbols or neumes, con-
tinuing with a one-line staff, branching out into a four-line staff, and
then proceeding to rhythmic notation. Logical development can also
be pcstulated for polyphonic and homophonic style and for modern
methods of composing music. It is hoped that greater insight into
that history will provide greater appreciation for the many forms of
musical expression.

Only cultures which have made a substantial contribution to West-
ern music have been included here. Thus, the Egyptians have a place
since their harps, lyres, lutes, oboes, and flutes were well developed,
and these and kindred instruments formed an important part of the
instrumental inventories of the Mediterranean region. The fleb-eNvs
are mentioned because of the importance they attached to music for
ceremonial purposes and verse- setting, for frequent allusions to music
in the Bible, and for the method of cantillation that has persevered to
the present and which was borrowed by the early Christian church for
its services.

The Greeks made important contributions: scale construction by
means of mathematical principles and aural observation (the mono-
chord); ethical attributions to music; insertion of music in the aca-
demic curriculum; development of musico-verse forms like the
dithyramb and the elegy; use of music in the drama; and general
recognition of the worth of music in national affairs.
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Some mention of 'le body of music known as Gregorian Chant
should be made since this music was performed so widely throughout
the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, both in its simple form as
plain chant and in its contrapuntal adaptation as organum, diaphony,
conductus, fauxbourdon, and motet. Also, its continuance into modern
times in the rites of the Catholic Church should be pointed out.

The period in time known as the Renaissance (r. 1400.1600) may be
said to have its counterpart in musical history, although music has
its own laws of development. Musical output in this period was
important, involving the development of many forms which led to
opera, fugue, chamber music, etc.

About 1 500, certain currents of musical activity which subsequently
became known as Baroque were set in motion. This outstanding era,
which saw the beginning and development of major musical forms
like the opera, concerto, and symphony, 4nd whose composers were
the earliest to hold the concert stage until the present, should be given
a major portion of attention in this unit. (The Classical, Romantic,
and Modern periods have already been discussed.)

Since much of this history can only be treated briefly, care must be
exercised so that easy generalizations do not distort the facts. Tha
musical contribution of the Greeks should not be over-emphasized (we
have only eleven musical monuments, not very significant by them.
selves), nor the preoccupation of the Middle Ages with harmony
(many texts dealt more with rhythm than with harmony). Scholar-
ship reveals much overlapping of stylistic tendencies from one period
to another the very terms Renaissance and Baroque have been bor-
rowed from literary or art historians, and are ofteo stretched to

make a point for the music historian. It is therefore more with the
intention of presenting commonly accepted points of view in order to
communicate intelligibly than of exact characterization of a period
that this survey has been attempted.

Aims and Objectives

To present an overview of the historical development of Wtvtcrn
music through discussion of major contributions of some col
tures and periods.
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To mention briefly the contributions of antiquiv, the Middle Ages,
the Renaissance, the Baroque to our music.

To trace the rational, cumulative development of such areas as
notation, melody, harmony, rhythm, form, and instrumentation
from ancient times to the end of the Baroque.

To demonstrate that musical development has been the joint effort
of many nations in time.

Vocabulary
antiquity monochord
Baroque notation
cantiliation neumes
Gregorian Chant polyphony
Middle Ages Renaissance

Suggested Lesson Topics

Music in Early Civilizations: Egyptian, Hebrew, Greek (See Sample
Lesson Han, pp. 125-126.)

Gregorian Chant and the Beginnings of Notation
Music of the Renaissance
Music of the Baroque

Alternate Topics

Origins of Counterpoint and Polyphony
Secular Music of the Middle Ages
Growth of Instrumental Forms in the Baroque
Growth of Vocal Forms in the Baroque
Among the subjects which the teacher may wish to discuss are
Middle Ages notation (pitch and rhythm); secular music (chan

son, chass, madrigal, musical play); sacred musk (mass, motet,
mystery play); polyphony, harmony, rhythm, and tie modes.

Renaissancedevelopment of earlier forms; development of vocal
and instrumental resources; Renaissance madrigal and other types
of secular song; cr.nzona, ricercir, and other precursors of the
fugue; madrigal-comedy and other forerunners of opera.

Baroque opera, oratorio, fugue, cantata, instrumental dance suite,
solo concerto, concerto grosso, and passion.
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Procedures

The contributions of ancient civilizations (in chronological order)
may be illustrated: Egypt by the study of carvings on bas reliefs;
Israel through reading quotations from the Bible and studying exam-
ples of Biblical cantillation; Greece by playing one or more of the
fragments in Sachs' The Rise of Music in the Ancient World, East and
West, and by referring to quotations on music in Plato.

Still in chronological order, the above may be followed by descrip-
dons of Gregorian Chant, the beginnings of notation and polyphony,
the development of sacred and secular musical forms (and their inter-
action), the beginnings of mensural notation and of the modal (scale)
system.

A similar procedure should be followed for music of the Renais-
sance and the Baroque, merely touching upon the highlights and
furnishing examples of each (in general, procedure following the
pattern laid out in McKinney and Anderson's Discovering Music,
Chapter 38), is effective.

Summery Concepts
Music as it is known today is the cumulative result of the contri-

butions of many civilizations through many periods in time.
Specific features of music today can be traced back to distant sources

in geography and time.
All areas of music (melody, harmony, rhythm, instrumentation,

etc.) can be traced to their origins and shown to follow logical lines
of development, i.e., musical lines of development.

Music is influenced by political and social history, and by other
forms of art, but only in a tangential manner; basically, it pursues its
own course, with musical considerations uppermost.

References

Bukofzer, M. L. Music in the Baroque Era. (Bibliography)
Educational Audio-Visual. Audio-Visual Teacl».og Materials: Music.

Filmstrips and recordings, pp. 7, 11.14, 16,9.
Kinsky, G. A Ilisicry of Music in Pictures, pp. 1-269.
Reese, G. Music in the Middle Ages. (Bibliography)

. Murk in the Renaissance. (Bibliography)
Sachs, C. The Rise of ilfusic in the Ancient World, East and West.
Schwann, LcrigPlaiing Record Catalog. (Applicable recordings)
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Audio-Visual Materials

Egyptian Bas-relief. People and Music, by McGehee and Nelson, p. 61
Greek Song. Folk. 3700. Rise of Music in the Ancient World, East and

ll7est, edited by Sachs, p. 245
Gregorian Chant. Folk. 3700. Making Music Your Own, Book 7, O.P.
Hebrew Music. Folk. 3700.

Sample Lesson Plan

Topic: Mum IN EARLY CIVILIZATIONS

Aim

To further understanding and appreciation of music of the past and
present by means of a historical survey that shows the logical
development of musical phenomena from the past to the present.

Objectives

To show the contributions to present-day music of the Egyptians,
Hebrews and Greeks, the influence of Gregorian Chant, and
pitch and rhythm notation. Gregorian Chant and notation may be
begun in the first lesson if desired.

To demonstrate that music as we know it is a comparatively recent
phenomenon.

Motivation

On a chart, screen, ct on mimeographed sheets wilt be one example
of an Egyptian bas relief, of a passage from the Bible involving music,
of a melodic fragment of Greek music (after Sachs), of Gregorian
Chant (from the fiber lima !is), and of pitch and rhythm notation
(example of one-line staff and early longabreve).

F resentation

Pupils are asked to identify each of the aboeisted examples.
They are then asked to describe the relationship between each of

the examples and present -day music.
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The teacher clarifies the nature of the development from the early
specimens to the present.

Examples of Hebrew and music, Gregorian Chant, and music
of the 11th and 12th centurie. .strating pitch and rhythm notation
are played.

Atli t ities Questions

Singh, g

Teacher or pupil may sing He-
braic or Gregorian chant.

Playing

Any or all of the music in the
P resentation above.

Listening

Any or all of the above.

1. What are the differences be-
tween the instruments shown
on the Egyptian basreliefs
and those we have today?

2. Is Hebrew cantillation today
the same as that practiced in
Biblical times?

3. Does the ancient Greek music
we have today bear out the
great tributes to that music
in Greek literature?

4. What other contributions to
the present were made by the
Greeks?

5. How is Gregorian Chant re-
lated to Hebraic cantillation?

6. How did Gregorian Chant re-
cei%e its name?

7. What caused composers to in-
vent the musical staff?

8. How did Guido d'Arezzo im-
prove musical notatit a?

9. Describe the earliest attempts
at notation of rhythm and the
reasons therefor.

Summary

Outline to be copied in notebooks listing the contrioutions to music
of the historical periods or civilizat:ons mentioned above. in chrono-
logical order.
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15

African Music
and Its Influence on the West

Interest in African music has been greatly stimulated in recent times
by the emergence of many African nations and by the awakening of
pride in their African heritage on the part of Afro-Americans. The
international to .s of African folk singers, musicians, and dancers
have also done much to call attention to cultures which deserve
serious Western attention. Musically, the African elements which may
be found intriguing are rhythm (perhaps the most sophisticated in
the world), instrumentation (ranging from the most bewildering
variety of percussion instruments to a wide variety of melody instru-
ments), scales or modes, styles of performance, and the general cir-
cumstances under which performances take place. Interesting though
African music is, it is chiefly its impact on Western music that we
emphasize. Having already discussed this matter in general terms in
Units 11 and XI, we now attempt to pinpoint the exact nature of the
African contribution and to show its specific effect on American music.
The chart entitled "Afro-American Music" on pp. 100.101 proses just
hos. vital that effect is.

Since there is such great variety in this music, it is possible within
the time limit of this course of study to present only the high spots
and especially those that bear upon important American dcselopments
like the spiritual and jazz. The three sessions recommeAded for this
unit will therefore be confined to the main aspects of this music as
mentioned in the preceding paragraph. Where additional time for the
unit is indicated, it may be provided by reducing or eliminating other
units.
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Aims and Oblectives

To teach appreciation of the musical cultures of African nations.
To demonstrate the great variety in rhythm, instrumentation, modes,

manner of performance, and rationale of this music.

To show how elements in African music have seen introduced into
the music of the United States and Latin America and how they
have affected Western music.

Vocabulary
antiphonal singing modes
clases polyrhythm
gourd scales

marimba xylophone

Suggested Lesson Topics

African Elements in American Music (I) (See Sample Lesson Plan,
pp. 50.51.)

African Elements in American Music (II)
African Elements in the Music of Latin America

Alternate Topics

Current African Musical Practices
A Comparison of African and Asian Music

For the first two lessons, in order to show the influence of African
elements in American music, a comparison of four sources may be
made: records illustrating various aspects of African music (FW 8852
[1939) and FE 4506 and 4507 (19511); two books entitled Slave Songs
of the United Slates (1867)1 and .1froAmerican Folk Songs (1914) 2;
and the socal score of Porgy and Bess (written c. 1933 but based on
an earlier period in the culture of the Sea Islands off the Georgia
coast). We are assuming that African musical culture as represented
on the records is very much as it was a hundred or more years ago and
that the books and the score deal with musical characteristics old
enough to reflect genuine vestiges of the African influence. (The
slave trade was outlawed in 1808 in the United States and though

I W. Allen, C. Ware, and L. Garrison, eds. Rage Song, of the United States,
reprint (New York: Peter Smith, 1929).

2 H. E. Krehbiel. AfroAtncriren folk Songs (New York: Ungar, 1962).
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some slaves were smuggled in thereafter, the African trade largely
terminated with the deadline set by the Constitution.) Be that as it
may, exact borrowing of African influences is difficult to determine
and even in 1867 the authors of "Slave Songs" bemoaned the disap-
pearance of Africai elements in Negro music.

The question of ;low much and what kind of harmony was preva-
lent ir. Africa has been debated for a long time, but that harmony
existed is beyond doubt. Its influence in this country is felt in the
Negroes' habit of singing in parts, contrapuntally or harmonically.

Eleven items, amon.; others, have been selected for purposes of com-
parison of sources, and the incidence of these items is indicated in the
accompanying table. It is possible to compare other items also, for

Afro-American Music

MUSICAL
CHARACTERISTICS

RECORD

SLAVE
SONGS

OF THE
US

AFRO-
AMERICAN

FOLK
SONGS

PORGY

AND
BEA

Sy ncopation FW 8852
(Secret Society Drums)

#87,93 p.61 pp. 190,
447, 497

Pentatonic Scale FW 8852 (Lullaby) #18,45 p.61 p. 155
FE 4507 (ltuti Pygmies)

Antiphonal
Singing

FW 8852 (Marriage
Song, Ceremonial
Songs For Oba's Wives)

#12 pp. 100,
101

pp. 108,
166, 191,

285

Metric
Fluctuation

FE 4506 (Zululand) #10, 29 pp. 235,
281

Poly rhythm FW 8852 (Secret p.61 pp. 89,180
Society Drums) (Vocal)

277
(Instru-
mental)

Modal Scales #45,52, pp. 52,
92,936 53, 54

Flat Third #72,77 pp. 191,
279

Flat Seventh #89,93 p.78 p. 497

Recitative FW 8852 (Wrestling
Mat,11, Song, War Song )

p. 100 pp. 195,
334

Harmony FW 8852 (A Song for pp. 61,82
Chief)

Chanting or FW 8852 I Herding
Cantillation Song)
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example, the use of the raised sixth in the minor or the "snap"
rhythm. But the above are sufficient to establish the fact of the African
influence on Negro music in this country, and even more so in tt e
West Indies where African customs survived into the twentieth
century.

Finally, it must be remembered that music played an intimate role
in daily living in Africa and that the musicalization of daily routines
in musical comedy and drama is a carryover from the African heritage
(e.g., as in Porgy and Bess).

Procedures

The teacher may read one or both of the quotations in the first
lesson attempting to establish the African origin of certain elements
in Afro-American music. The teacher will then proceed to make com-
parisons by presenting actual music (or quotations) from the four
sources mentioned above. (If the sources are unavailable, parallel
sources should not be too hard to find.)

Having posed the question of the nature and extent of the African
contribution to American music, the teacher may ask if students are
acquainted with examples of original African music. The class may or
may not be familiar with this type of music and its origins. For the
third lesson, the teacher may present African elements in the music of
I atin America.

Summary Concepts

African music past and present has left its mark on American musk
in the following areas: rhythm, scales or modes, antiphonal singing,
manner of song delivery, intimate relationship of music to daily living,
adaptation of music to different purposes (ceremonial, dance, work,
etc.), and instrumentation (xylophone, percussion instruments).

The music principally discussed is that of black Africa musk in
the north of Africa stems from the Islamic tradition. However, there is
undoubtedly crossfertilization of the Islamic and African styles.

Afro-Americans adapted whatever musical materials were at hand
and developed their own form of expression. Whether their c ,-)ntribu
tion is derivative or original has been debated for a long time, but in
those areas in which they excelled the spiritual, "blues", various
forms of jazz they undoubtedly created music and developed per.
formance practices of a highly original nature, Although the bulk of
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this unit refers to African influence upon American music, there is a
body of African music which Ills not been absorbed by us and which
deserves a hearing. In this category are many instruments and per-
formance practices which we do not use and scales and rhythms which
we do not as yet apprehend.

References

Allen, W.; Ware, C.; and Garrison, L.; eds. Slave Songs of the United
States.

Brandel, R. The Music of Central Africa. The Hague: Martinus Nij-
hoff, 1961.

Jones, A. M. Studies in African Music, vol. I (text); vol II (music).
Krehbiel, H. E. Afro-American Folk Songs.
Landeck, B. Folk Songs of the Americas.
Lomax, A. Folk Songs of North America.
Patterson, L., ed. The Negro in Music and Art.
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Audio-Visual Materials

African Music (Folkways FP 8.1).
Music of the World's Peoples (Folkways FE 4506, 4507).
Tuo Thousand Years of Music (Decca DL 9502 and 9503).

Also: Col. KL 205
Cap. 320C 126/28
Folk. FE 4581
CS 9307 (drums)

Sample Lesson Plan

Topic: AFRICAN ELEMENTS IN AMERICAN MUSIC (I)

Aim

To teach appreciation of the musical cultures of African nations and
to show how African music has affected our own.
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Objectives

To show the great variety in rhythm, instrumentation, modes, man-
ner of performance, and rationale of African music.

To show bow African music has affected American music in at least
eleven ways.

To determine the nature and extent of the Afro-American contribu-
tion to American musk.

Motivation

The teacher asks the class to determine the extent of the African
influence on American music based on the quotations following':

African slaves brought to America a highly developed musical tradi-
tion. The elements of this tradition are listed on the chart. This pure
tradition was immediately diluted by contact with European musical
forms which existed in America prior to the arrival of the Africans.
Scotch and English re.els, ballads, jigs, etc., were heard by the slaves and
soon modified in the African manner. By 1750, stases in Southern states
were being taught psalms and hymns by itinerant missionssies from the
North. Accounts of the period report that Negro slaves were so excited
by this music and the accom?anying religious instruction that after
working all day in the fields they would gather and sing psalms and
hymns all night long.

About 1800 there occurred throughout the South great religious
revivals and camp meetings. This religious wave generated an extraor-
dinary amount of emotional fervora fervor due in no small measure
to the participation of Negro stases whose heritage of religious worship
in Africa had included dancing shouting, clapping, singing, and trance.
The slow psalm tunes end hymns of the precious period were not ade-
quate to this kind of religious experience, and so these congregations
literally created their own hymnology. Religious lines or couplets were
often made up on the spot, and set to lively secular tunes of Englbh or
Scotch origin. These hymns and hymn tunes were immediately assimi-
lated by the Negro slaves aid Africanized.

For fifty years slaves had been singing the old hymns and psalm
tunes; however, through the process of Africanization and the lack of
musical notation, both words and musk were so altered as to scarcely

1 Tallmadge. Afro-American Aftitie, from en article in the Music Edur 'ors
Jokrnal, September 19,7. (See chart, pp. 100.100
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resemble the prototype. For all practical purposes these Negro spirituals
may be classified as an original contribution to Ameri as music, and
they are, without a doubt, one of the significant contribations to the
world ct art.

Negroes worked to spirituals, danced to spirituals, Atli according to
many authorities, preserved the history of their race in ip rituals. Com-
bined with field calls, slow spirituals became the source of later blues.
After the Civil War, country and a:darn bands improvised upon the
spiritual tunes, and the livelier jubilees became the mah,s-a7 of the New
(Means Jazz band, The spirruals, together with secular times, were to
provide the direct impe :us to black face minstrelsy, the se rags of Stephen
Foster, songs of the gay nineties, and later popular xillaas.

For more than two hurdred years these two contrastiqg musical
tures dwelt side by side in America in a sate of continually stimulating
exchange and competition. Scng material passed back 3-ie forth across
the racial line so that it becomes increasingly difficult to sly which group
has conributed most to a song. As in the West Indies and parts of
South America, true Afro-European songs, and especiallr dances, devel-
oped, which gained continental, then world-wide popularity. Indeed it
seems very likely that one day all American music wit be cafe-au-lait
in colour.t

Presentation

After reading the quotations above, a, teacher tells the class that
eleven elements of African music have been transplanted to this
country and that they are to judge whether those elements constitute
a significant contribution to our music.

The first element, syncopation, is presented in its African form and
thea in its American version as indicated in this lesson. Iln addition,
any j.zz rec'rding may be played to show the ultimate application of
syncopation in music.)

The other elements may likewise be presented, preferably by play-
ing the African original first and then the American adaptation; again,
wherever pofsible, good recordings that will appeal to the class should
be used to demonstrate a point.

It may require two or more lessons to cover all of the elements
especially if comparisons are made among all four snores and jazz
also (rock-and-roll, folk-rock, the Nashville sound may be introduced
where applicable).

The summary may cc nsist of the actual listing of mil ical titles in
all four sources as wel as specific definition of the musical charac
teristics involved.

3 Lomax. Fclk Sorry of No.th Americo, sx,
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Activiqes

Singing

The teacher may select any song
from the song-bcolcs or from
Porgy and Bess for singing.

Playing

or pupil may play songs
or other illustrative material of
the eleven elements discussed.

Listening

African music is compared to its
American counterpart via 'rec-
ords.

Rhythmic Response

The terms polyrhythm and syn.
copation may be illustrated by
teacher and/or pupil drumming.

Questions

1. List the eleven elements
or characteristics of African
music imported to the West-
ern hemisphere.

2. Which of those characteris-
tics have been adopted with-
out change in this country?
Which have been changed?

3. Describe the process of trans-
muting hymns and psalms
into spirituals.

4. Where is African influence
still felt most strongly in the
West?

5. In your estimation, what per-
centage of American music
has been influenced by Af-
rican music?

6. Which traits in African music
do you expect will be con-
tinued in the foreseeable fu-
ture?

7. Do you feel that African
music has played a significant
role in American music? The
west significant role? Explain.

Summary

Summary as indicated in final sentence of Presentation. Discuss
questions 3, 6, 7.
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16

Asian Music
and Its Influence on the West

The subject of Asian music is so vast that, to do it justice, it would
have to be s:udied over a long period of time. have only attempted
to consider those aspects of Asian mucic that have bad an influence on
the West, and even here the choice bas been severely limited to a few
examples from India, China, Indonesia. and Arabia. For example,
China's contribution has been limited to the pentatonic scale, to per-
cussion instruments, and to the fret, even though Chinese music is
probably the oldest on record and has affected most of Asia for thou
sands Lf years.

High on the list of Asian influences on the West must be the use of
the sitar. An example is provided by the Beatles in such songs as "The
Inner Light;' "The Blue Jay Way" and "Within You, Without You."
Within a setting of Western melody and harmony, the instrument is
used mainly for purposes of color. Its unique tone and color corre
sponds to a seed for "total environment" in certain modern concepts
of experience. It also reflects Western it.terest in Zen Buddhism and
other Asian religions.

More in line with the natural orientation of the sitar is it use in
the famous duet of Shankar and Menuhin, with accompaniment. The
fact that millions of Americans were made aware of this instrument
and of Hindu musk by these records made this a development of
importance. Different concepts of form and melody will always pro-
vide new possibilities for composers of opposite cultures. Of course
there is also the possibility of a halfunderstood cultural pattern
having a baleful effect on the other culture, particularly perhaps of
Western music on Asian.
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Aims and Objectives

To teach appreciation of the musical cultures cf some Asian nations.
To show the influence of Asian music on the West in composition.
To show the influence of Asian inArrments :la Western music

Vocabulary
cross rhythm
fret quarter one
gametal. raga
pentatonic si,

Suggested Lesson Topics

Eastern influenceq on Western music (See Sample Lesson Plan,
pp. 138-139.)

Eastern instrumens and their effect on Western music.

Alternate Lesson 'rooks

Pay; Shankar
Modern Experiments with Percussion Ensembles
Among serious composers who have written musk on Asian sub-

jects and the titles of their works are
Cowell Homage to Iran, Ongaku
Debussy Pagodas

Hovhaness Teviasy on Japanese Woodprinls
Ippolitoy-lvanov Caucasian Sketcher
Revd Laide,onette, Empress of the Pagodas
Xenakis Orient-Occident

Procethlres
s. The first lesson opens with the playing of one of the Beetle records

in which the sitar is prominent.
A discussion of the purposes of this instrument should lead to a

brief examination of the Hindu culture which produced it. This may
lead to a discussion of other aspects of Hindu music the raga, tale,
scales in quartertones, and drum rhythms.
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Chinese musk is introduced mainly for its pentatonic scale and its
percussion instruments. It should be indicated that China's conserva-
tive tendencies have enabled very ancient music to be preserved.

Indonesia (Java) should be mentioned because of its gamelan
orchestras which have affected Western composers and encouraged
imitation.

Arabian musk, which features a scale of seven steps to the octave,* a
species of cantillation very dose to the Hebraic type, and instruments
like the al? rid and rebab which led respectively to the lute and pos-
sibly the violin should likewise be mentioned.

In the foregoing procedures the lesson may be enhanced by playing
examples of each type mentioned and by showing pictures where
applicable. It may even be possible to sing a song or two as suggested
in People and Music, p. 57, or in nerature and Music, pp. 441.446.

Summary Concepts

Asian nations have highly developed musical cultures for the most
part. In some areas (like scales) they are more highly refined than the
West.

Different nations excel in different areas the Hindus in scale con-
struction and perception of minute intervals, the Chinese in percussion
instruments, the Indonesians in percussion music and performance, the
Arabians in interval perception and in cantillation (cf. Note, p. 137).

All of the Asian nations mentioned have in one way or another
influenced Western music.

The reception accorded Eastern musk on the records of the Beatles
and of Ravi Shankar is a tribute to the universality of certain forms
of musical expression as is, in reverse, the adoption of Western music
by Japan.

Asian musk in general, and especially that of China, does not favor
written notation and therefore tends to be conservative. However, the
increasing level of communication between East and West undoubt-
edly is corrupting the older music and will probably lead to hybrid-
ization.

C. Sachs states in The Rise of Music in the Ancient World, East and West
that "a scale had seven steps in the octase, no less, no more, Is Al-Farabi
expressly states ter th century A.D." (p. 279); further, that the "'Mired
Arabian scale of seventeen thirds of tones "formed a set of elements, rot a
scale" (1. 280).
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Audio-Visual Materiuls
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Indian Music. Ang. 35468.
Japanese Music. Capt. 320C 1;7/38.
Shankar. Ang. 536418.
Tunisian Music. Folk. FW 8861.

Sample Lesson Plan

Topic: EASTERN INFLUENCES ON WESTERN MUSIC

Aim

To teach appreciation of tl.e musical cultures of India and China.

Objectives
To teach appreciation of two aspects of Hindu musical culture

instrumeots and the raga.
To enlighten pupils about the musical contributions of China

the pentatonic scale and percussion instruments.

Motivation
The teacher motivates the lesson by playing one or two excerpts

from Beatle records and asktog pupils in advance to discover the pur-
pose behind the use of the sitar.

Presentation
After the lesson has been motivated, the duet between Shankar and

Menuhin is played (in part), and again the question about the put-
pose of the sitar is raised.

Subsequently other Hindu instruments, particularly drums, are men-
tioned, and the raga is briefly explained.
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The ientatouic scale of the Chinese was borrowed by other cultures
and was paralleled in the West in such melodies as "Swing Low, Sweet
Chariot" or "Loch Lomond." Also, Chinese preeminence from the
viewpoint of age should be stressed.

Chinese percussion instruments and some stringed instruments
with fretsmay be mentioned (People and Music, p. 39). Use of the
Chinese gong in Western music (last movement of the Path:tique
Symphony, etc.) may be likewise mentioned.

Activities

Singing

Hindu or Chinese songs (People
and Music); "Swing Low . . ."
or "Loch Lomond."

Playing

As necessary in connection with
the material presented.

Listening

Beatle records, Ravi Shankar.
Hindu music, illustrating drums.
Chinese music, illustrating per-
cussion instruments. Music by
serious composers (see list
on p. 136).

Rhythmic Response

Pupil may be invited to play
drum in Hindu cross-rhythmic
fashion along with Beatle or
Shankar records.

Questions

1. Why do many people prefer
Western music to that of
India?

2. In the duet between Shankar
and Menuhin, which instru-
mentalist you prefer?
Why?

3. How do the instruments dif-
fer?

4. Which Hindu and Chinese
instruments have been used
directly by the West and
which have been adapted?

5. Define raga and show its shn-
ilarity to the scale.

6. How do you account for the
universality of the pentatonic
scale?

7. How iar back does Chinese
music go?

8. Chinese music has influenced
the Wen. Is the reverse true?

Summary

List features of Hindu and Chinese music that are attractive to the
West. What has the West borrowed from India? From China?

As we become more familiar with the music of the East, what fea-
tures might Western composers introduce into their music?
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17

Nationalism in Music

Nationalism in music is an important expression of the spirit or
idiom of a nation. For small nations it is a means of obtaining iden-
tity and for all nations a source of strength and unity in crisis. How-
ever, it has negative aspects as wellas in situations where the corn-
poser is told to compose in an "accepted" manner or works of certain
composers are banned b':cause of prejudice.

Nationalism is strongest during a period of subjugation or in time
of war. Thus the German states and Russia developed strong national
consciousness during the Napoleonic Wars; Poland, Hungary, Finland,
and Bohemia felt strongly nationalistic while subject to other powers.
The nationalist spirit finds one important outlet in music, which often
expresses itself in subtle ways as well as in obvious pronouncements.
The many instances of performances banned because of nationalistic
"messages" testify to the first, while the thousands of triumphal utter-
ances are evidence of the second. Whatever the cause, much national-
istic music is of rlstinct musical merit and should be performed for
its own sake.

In music, nationalism asserts itself in the efforts of composers to
incorporate specifically national elements in their music folk song,
myth, history, natural beauty, and mores. That is why the music in the
list below has been chosen all of the selections have national char-
acteristics that do not appear in other and perhaps better compositions
by the same composers.

The list leans heavily toward orchestral music although nationalism
may be equally well expressed vocally, as in Boris Godueov. However,
the list is not meant to be exclusive, and any insertion of nationalistic
music featuring the voice is acceptable. No grading of pieces on the
list is offered because they are all attractive and may be presented in
any class with the proper introduction.
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Nationalistic Musk

COUNTRY I COMPOSER COMPOSITION

Bohemia Dvorak Slavonic Dar.ces
Smetana Bartered Bride, The

Moldau, The
Weinberger Polka and Fugue from Scheanda

Finland Sibelius Fir.landia

France Debussy Fireworks
deLisle La Marseillaise

Germany Weber Overture and excerpts from
Der Ereischutr

Great Britain Britten Courtly Dances from Gloriana
Four Sea Interludes from Pelee Grimes

VaughnWilliams English Folk Song Suite
Fantasia on Greens faeces

Hungary Berlioz Rakoczy March
Brahms Hungarian Dances
I iszt Hungarian Rhapsodies

Italy Respighi Fountains of Rome
Pines of Rome

Verdi A Masked Ball
Sicilian Vespers

Norway Grieg Peer Gynt Suite
Poland Chopin Mazurkas in E Minor and in P

Polonaise Militaire
Russia Glinka A Life for the Tsar

Overture to Russian and Ludrnilla
Ippolitov-Ivanov On the Steppes of Central Asia
Moussorgsky Boris Godunov
Rimsky.Korsakoff Russian Easter Overture
Tchaikowsky Overture 1812

Aims and Objectives

To show both the virtues and faults of nationalism as expr ,,serl in
music.

To show how national mores and traditions have enriched musical
literature.

To reveal certain musical characteristics typical of certain nations
and to show how these characteristics are reflected in fine music.

To show that similar musical traits may sometimes appear in nations
otherwise far apart in customs.
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Vocabulary

folk song
mythology

nationalism
nationalistic music

Suggested Lesson Topics

History and Music (See Sample Lesson Plan, pp. 143-144.)
Folk Song and Dance in Music
Folk Legends in Music
National Heroes in Music
Musical Descriptions of Nature

Alternate Topics

Nationalistic Music by aliens (Debussy Iberia, Rimsky-Korsakoff
Spanish Caprice, Tchaikowsky Caprice)

National Character and Music

Procedures

Questions may be addressed to the class concrning the historical
background of nationalism particularly in the period during and
after the Napoleonic Wars.

It should be indicated that the nationalistic spirit asserts itself most
strongly in times of crisis and that the expression of this spirit takes
many forms.

Anecdotes in which music was used covertly to foster nationalism
may be told Verdi's A Masked Ball, Sibelius' Finlandia, etc.

The background of each piece played and its relationship to nation-
alism should be elucidated.

Summary Concepts

Nationalistic music may be written at a time of crisis to help unify
the people or at a time of celebration simply to glorify the nation;
sometimes it may be written for artistic reasons when a composer feels
the urge to use national idioms in a constructive way.

Over the centuries nations have developed different meodic and
rhythmic idioms due to relative isolation. As intercourse among them
increases, a more generalized type of musk appears.
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Even though specific musical traits are developed within individual
nations, those traits are generally found to appeal to other nations of
the same cultural orientation, so that it may be said that groups of
nations have a musical common denominator.
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Sample Lesson Plan

Topic: HISTORY AND MUSIC

Alm

To describe the interaction of nationalism and music in certain
Western countries.

Objectives

To point out the influence of historical circumstances upon the
mus:c of Germany, Poland, and lossia.

To indicate the parallel effect of nationalism on arts and letters.
To discuss the virtues and defects of nationalism in the music it

generated.

Afotivarion

A brief account of the French Revolution, the Napoleonic Wars,
and the liberating influences these conflicts set in motion in the first
half of the nineteenth century.

An indication of the way nationalism caused musk to be written
and how the musical product is turn helped nationalism.
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Presentation

The teacher relates the circumstances of the Battle of the Nations
at Leipzig in 1813 and how all European countries after Waterloo felt
the impact of the nationalistic spirit. This was eminently true of
Germany, Poland, and Russia.

How nationalism manifests itself in various aspects of political and
cultural life is then discussed.

The relationship of the music of Germany, Poland. and Russia to
the prevailing conditions is brought out, and the musical character-
istics associated with nationalism are defined.

Activities Questions

Singing 1. Under what circumstances

"La Afarseillaise" (Vic. 430.123) does nationalism flourish?
2. How does music reflect the

Playing spirit of nationalism?

As required to illustrate a point. 3. Is such music always first.
rate? Discuss.

Listening 4. In what way is the national-

Overture to Der Freischuiz, istic spirit being felt in the

Polonaise Militaire. world today? In our country?

Overture 1812. 5. Give an example of a com-
poser who used folk tunes to

Correlation create a characteristic national
Historical account of conditions music (Dvorak, Liszt). How?
in Germany, Poland, and Russia 6. Which composer would you
that fostered the above pieces. consider typically Russian,

British, Scandinavian?
7. Why do countries like to

have their own music?
8. Is it easier to compose music

for one's own nation or to
copy that of another coun-
try?

9. Are there influences that tend
to counteract nationalism?

Summary

Pupils summarize in their notebooks the reasons for nationalism,
how nationalism affects music and vice versa.
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Popular Songs

The question of the use or non-use of popular songs in the class-
room is difficult to resolve. On the one hand we hear the argument
that there is always too little time to devote to the study of good
music and that popular music would make serious inroads into that
time. On the other hand comes the argument that pupils simply will
not sing or respond to classical music. This viewpoint asserts that by
giving pupils music at their own level in tho early stages they can be
won over gradually and eventually be taught to like more serious
music.

There is no doubt tht successes have keen achieved by teachers on
both s7cles of the fence, mostly because of the choice of music and the
competence of the teacher. In both case!, the problem of timing
how long to stay with a given piece of music in order to promote
appreciation or to develop skill takes on crucial importance. Those
who favor a classical approach must know the temper and make.p of
the class and plan the lesson in detail; there is no doubt -hat the great
majority of pupils, even those with high intelligence levels, favor the
music of the day at the moment, rock androll music.

Those who favor a popular approach should use material that is
popular but has elemenu of good music-- e.g., songs borrowed from
the classics, folk-rock songs, songs of protest, calypso songs, spirituals,
sot:gs from musicals or from movies, etc. This "third stream" musk,
a compromise between rock-and-roll songs and the offerings of the
masters, holds the greatest promise for the gradual uplifting of
musical taste. However, teachers who resort solely to popular music
and never make an effort to rise above it nre not fulfilling the uni-
versally accepted objective of music education the enjoyment and
appreciation of good music.

It is the belief hire that the classical approach should be attempted
unless it has completely failed. The fact that there is so little time to
explore all facets of this music and that so much of the music appeals
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to almost everybodyespecially music of the theater lends an
urgency to this approach. On the obverse side of the coin, the popu-
larists who start where the pupils are probably have their hands full
elevating taste and may find themselves without sufficient time to
expose pupils even briefly to the great masterpieces. In other words,
the method whereby pupils are given many samplings of popular
Liusic at the beginning should be used with the greatest caution.

Still, as will be noted here and there in this course of study, refer-
ences to current taste should be made constantly. The use of "A Taste
of Honey" a folk song sung by the Beatles or, "A Lover's Con-
certo," adapt( .1 from a Bach minuet, is eminently justifiable on the
grounds of apperceptive learning. When one examines the list of
popular songs below, it will be seen that at least ten songs based on
classical melodies have become "hit" so.-1.= and could be used by the
teacher to good pedzgogicat advantage. In the final analysis, all
popular material leading to appreciation of good music should be
worked into the lesson, but in a subordinate status rather than as the
primary focus of the lesson.

Popular Songs from the Classics*

ORIGINAL COMPOSITION

Addio Del Passato
AidaCeleste Aida

Po!: nte Ftha
Gloria at Egitto
Su del Nilo

Afternoon of a Faun

Andantino in D-flat

Amoureuse

Andakcia
Andante Cantabile

Aragonaise Le Cid

Artist's Life
Avant de Mouth

COMPOSER

Verdi

Debussy

Leonare

POPULAR SONG

Berger

Lecuona

Tchaikowsky

Massenet

Strauss

Boulanger

The Mask is Off
My Darlin' Aida
Why Ain't We Free?
King Cotton
Me and Lee
Afternoon Dream
The World Wrs Made for You
Moonlight and Roses
Dreaming of You
So in Love
I be Breeze and I

Kiss Me Tonight
On the Isle of May
Raindrop Serenade
With All My He-an
My Prayer

Compiled by Robert Gorman of Teachers College
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ORIGINAL COMPOSITION COMPOSER
e

POPULAR SONG

Ballade Debussy A Ballad Is Born

Barcarolle Offenbach In Your Arms

Berceuse Godard In the Moon Mist
While the Angels Watch

Blue Danube Strauss Blue Danube Waltz
Danube So Blue

Cara Nome Verdi Here

El Chocle
1

Vino Id° Kiss of Fire

Concerto forikiclin in Mendelsohn Last Night in a Dream
E Minor

Concerto no. 2 in C Minor r. chmaninoff Full Moon and Empty Arms
I Think of You
And Still the Volga. Flows
I've Always Loved You
Ever sad Forever

Concerto no. I is &fiat Tchaikowsky Tonight We Love
Minor Concerto (or Two

The Song Tchaikowsky Wrote

Concerto in A Minor Schumann Love Story

Concerto in D Minor Wieniawski Love Star

Concerto in A Minor Greg I Look at Heaven
Love in the Moonlight

Concerto for Violin Tcl,aikowsky Secrets
Some Time We Will Meet

Again

Concerto no 2 in G Soft Whispers of the Night
Minor

Chant San Paroles Night Wind
S'il Vous Plait
When Romance Passes By
Ever True, Evermore

La Comparsa Lecuona For Want of a Star

Come Back to Sorrento Story of Sorrento

Caprice Italienne Tchaikowsky So Help Me

La Cumparsita Rodriquez Sttiange Sens-,tion

Dania Lucumi Lecuona From One Love to Another

Dedication Schumann Dedication

Dolores Waltz Wa Idtrufel All My Love

Emperor Waltz Strauss Empt roe Waltz
I'm in Love with Vienna
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ORIGINAL COMPOSITION COMPOSER POPULAR SONG

Etude in E Major Chopin So Deep Is the Night
My Silent Mood
No Other Love
Tristesse Et.traelle
Just For Tonight

Fantasie Impromptu Chopin I'm Always Chasing Rrinbows

Firebird Suite Stravinsky Summer Moon
Fur Elise Beethoven Kiss Me Once
Gypsy Dance Bizet Beat Out Dat Rhytitz2 on a

Drum
llabaoera Dance of Destiny

Dat's Love
Humoresque Dvorak Humoresque

Pretty Butterfly
Mabel, Mabel

Hungarian Dance no. 4 Brahma As the Years Go By
Indiana Lecuona So It Goes

Je Dis Bizet My Joe

June Barcarolle Tchaikowsky My One Romance
Balalaika Serenade

Largo Dvorak Ain't No Us:. Worryin'

Largo el Factotum R.Issini The Bigger the Figure

Little Fairy WI Itz Streaberg Little Fairy Waltz

hialaguena Lecuona Malaguena
At the Crossroads

Mattinata Leo,:r.avallo You're Breaking My Heart

[Meditation Massenet Whisper a Word of Love

Melt:0i.! Tchaikowsky The Things I Love

Midnight Bells lieu5erger Suddenly
The Kiss in Your Eyes

Minuet in G Bach A Lover's Concerto

Moonlight Sonata Beethoven By the Moonlight

Musetta's Waltz Puccini You

My Heart at Thy Sweet Saint-Sat ns Mine and hfine Alone
Voice Go

When I Write My Sorg

Narcissus Nevin Load of Hay
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ORIGINAL COMPOSITION COMPOSER POPULAR SONG

Nocturne in E tat Chopin My Twilight Dream

None but the Lonely Tchaikowsky For Every Lonely Heart
Heart

Norwegian Dance Grieg Freddy and His Fiddle

Nuit d'Etoiles Debussy Donna Maria

Old Refrain Kreisler What Shall Remain

On Wings of Song Mendelssohn Till My Love Comes to Me

Over the Waves Rosas Kiss Me Goodnight

La Paloma Yradier Be Mine
Papirossen Yablokoff I Heard a Song
Pavanne Ravel The Lamp Is Low

Peter and the Wolf ProkoSeff Dingbat, the Singing Cat

Plaisir d'Amour Ms.rtini My Love Loves Me

Poeme Fibich My Moonlight Madonna

Poet end Peasant von Suppe Golden Years

Polovetzian Dances Borodin He's in Love
Stranger in Paradise

Polonai.e, op. 53 Chopin Till the End of Time
Prelude no. 7 I Found You in the Rain

Prince Igor Borodia My Fantasy
Twilight

El Relicario Padilla Make with the Magic

Reverie Debussy My Rev erie

Rigoletto quartet Verdi Little Daelin', Little Angel
Roma nce Rubinstein If You Are But a Dream

Since First I Met Thee

Romance Tchaikowsky Don't Ever Let Me Know
Always You

Romeo and Juliet Out Love

Roumanian Rhapsody Enesco Don't You Worry, Don't You
Care

3cheherezade Rimsky. Shadows on the Sand
Korsakoff A Thousand and One Nights

My First and Last Love

Scherzo is E Minor Grieg Midsummer's Evc

Serenade Borodin Night of My Nights

Serenade Drigo
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ORIGINAL COMPOSITION COMPOSER POPULAR SONG

Serenade Schubert Serenade (from Blossom
Time)

Goodbye, My Dreams
Stars Never Cry

Seredide Tose Ili My Tormented Heart
Serenade for Strings Tchaikowsky Waltz Serenade
Sicilian Tarantella Lucky, Lucky, Lucky Me
Skater's Waltz V7aL3teufel W:nter Waltz
Sleeping Beauty Tchaikowsky Once upon a Time
Sonata in C, K. 545 Mozart In an Eighteenth Century

Drawing Room
Sonatr Pcthetique Beethoven Rainbow's End
Soog of India Rimsky- Enchanted Land

Korsakoff

Spring, Beautiful Spring Lineke Chimes of Spring
Symphony no. 3 Brahms The Song Angels Sing

Symphony no. 5 Tchaikowsky Beloved Friend
Moonlove

Symphony no. 6 Tchaikowsky Always Remember
Now and Forever
Story of a Starry Nigh:

Symphony no. 40 Mozart YaYu Blu
Tango in 0 Albeniz Moonlight Masquerade
Tango of the Roses SchreioBattero More Than Love
To a Wild Rose MacDowell Wedding Day
Toreador Song Bizet Stan' Up and Fight
Traviata Verdi Since My Love Has one

Tres jolie Waldteuf el Star of Hope
Traumerei Schumann Fantasy

Under the Leaves Thome Knowing You
Valle Bleue Margis Mid:4bt W It:
Vesti la Giubba Leoncavallo Waltzing in a Dream

La Virgen de la Monte rde The Mr tador's Prayer
Macarenas

Waltz Dream 0. Straus Longing for You

Waltz in A-flat Brahms Engagement Waltz
Love Will Keep Us Young

Waltz in C.sharp Minor Chopin Sole
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ORIGINAL COMPOSITION COMPOSER POPULAR SONG

Waves of the Danube
Wedding Day in

Trollhagen
Wiener Blut
Wild Horseman
William Tell

lvanovici

Grieg

Strauss

Schumann

Rossini

Anniversary Song

Strange Music

When It's Love
Wild Horses

Now That I'm in Love

Musicals and Movies Using Classics in Their Scores

My Dar lin' Aida
Song of Norway
Kismet
Blossom Time
The Grrat Waltz
Music in My Heart

Carmen Jones
Emperor Waltz
Song of Love
Music in the Mr
The King Steps Out
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Rudiments

The question of teaching rudiments is one of the thorniest to be
faced by the music teacher. Prevailing thought on rudiments ranges
from advocacy of an all-out approach heading deeply irco the realm
of sight-reading, to one dispensing with all technical information in
favor of "pure" appreciation. In this course of study it is felt that
technical details, if only due to time limitation, should be subordinated
to emotional and psychological approaches to music. However, where
insight into a piece of music or appreciation of a composer's skill
would be furthered by mention of particularly felicitous turns of
melody, harmony, or instrumental coloring, the teacher should spare
no effort to inject technical terminology into the lesson albeit at a
level the pupil can understand. Indeed, analysis of music on this level
should be one of the major emphases in the lesson.

Beyond that, rudiments should be studied as a function of general
education. There are thousands o; references to music in some form
or other in literature, and pupils should be acquainted with the
meaning of those references, e.g., scale, key, orchestration, tone, coun-
terpoint, harmony, chord, discord, etc.

The foregoing is predicated on the degree of accomplishment of the
average class in the average high school. In places where the caliber
of student indicates more advanced goals, an approach like that advo-
cated in the Intermediate School Syllabus may be found practical
(see Outline of Rudiments I p. 155 and pp. 156-157 on General
Music Unit Planning Form). The difficulty here is that while a
sequential plan leading to greater skill with rudiments and reading
should be followed, it must also be dovetailed with lesson content, and
the music should not be artificially manipulated to make a point in
technique.

The decision on how much ti rte to spend on developing skill and
how much to spend on appreciation must be made in the light of the
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ultimate aim of General Music to develop consumers of good music.
If the teacher feels that skill leading to sight-reading is realizable and
will return maximum dividends in terms of love of music, then cer-
tainly the effort should be made. If, on the other hard, such exertion
is beyond the power of the class and would steal valuable time from
lessons in appreciation, then the effort is not justified. On the basis of
today's experience and again keeping time allotment in mind, it would
seem that emphasis on skill development would neither be feasible
nor productive for most classes.

Outline of Rudiments

Great staff, treble and bass clefs, middle C.
Names of lines and spaces in aforementioned clefs.
Note values and equivalent rests:

J. Jd
Meter: 4/4, 3/4, 2/4, 6/8.
Measure and combined rhythm:

JJJ GIJJ
Scales and solmization.
Accidentals and the establishment of tonality on the basis of key
signatures.
Aural difference between the major and minor tonality.
Recognition and simple construction of major and minor triads
(chords).
Recognition and construction of the I, IV, V, I progression (cadence).

Tempo: !ergo, adagio, andante, moderato, allegretto, allegro, presto.
Dynamics: pp, p, mp, mf, f, ff, crescendo, diminuendo.
Signs and abbreviations: D.S., D.C., rit., accel.

I ;II f;-` c 4 <>
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Unit Planning Form

As indicated in Rudiments, p. 154, scSools which feel the necessity
for deeper involvement in technical aspects of music leading to sight-
reading may consult General Music for Intermediate Schools and
Junior High Schools, Level 1 for a systematic approach to skill de-
velopment or may work out a less intensive approach but one which
will increase skill in reading. In any case, the planning form below
taken from the aforementioned syllabus may prove helpful.

Unit Title

Aims (Concepts, Skills, Inf nmation, etc.)

Approach and Motivation (apperceptive, pivotal questions, discussion
of topics)

Activities Related to Unit;

Listening
Singing
Rhythmic Leanings;

Pattern Songs 1 Recordings Instr. Activities

__....-------..---

Tonal Learnings:

Tone Group Songs Recordings Instr. Activities

..----1 --- ..----- --
Supplementary Audio-Visual Materials

Instrumental Activities

Writing (Reports, Notebooks, Terminology, etc.)

Readings
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General Singing Repertory
Summary and Culmination
Evaluation
Harmonic Learnings

Chord Songs Recordings

Miscellaneous

Instr. Activitie-si

(Texture, Tone Color, Acoustical Learnings, Current
Events, N.Y.C. Musical Facilities etc.)
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Sample Lesson Plan

Belcw will be found a sample lesson plan in discursive form and
with more detail than the sample lesson plans heretofore provided.
This plan may be found useful by beginning ttachers.

Aim
The aim is written on the board "To develop appreciation and

understanding of program music."

Objectives
To present an cptstanding example of program mimic in Beethoven's

Pastorale S, mphony.
To show that music is capabl of representing t a:ure bur that this

representation is usually not literal and is me', e in the heart than
in the eye of the beholder.

Motivation (problem) 4 minutes
The teacher has written key words on the board:

Emotional So e,iic

calm bock
cheerful nie:dow
moody mrntntain
pensive tc rient
agitated elands
..orrowful st n
violent ri 41
playful thunder
forceful
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The class is instructed to copy the following in a notebook:
Movement 1
Movement 2
Movement 3
Movement 4
Movement 5

They are then asked to choose and to write, next to each movement
number, one or more key words from the lists on the board describing
the character of that movement,

Presentation and Develcpment 30 minutes
The beginnings of Movements 1.5 are played on a tape recorder

(about 40-60 seconds each except for the "Storm" movement which
requires a little more time for the full storm to develop).

Pupils are asked to furnish the key words fcr each movement
placed on the board as follows:

Movement I cheerful, calm, meadow
Movement 2 pensive, calm, brook, clouds
Movement 3 playfc I, cheerful, forceful, su a
Movement 4 -- agitated, rain, thunder
Movement 5 calm, cheerful, sun, meadow

They are asked to reach a consensus of opinion by a show of hands
on the words most descriptive of each movement.

The titles of each movement as given by Beethoven are then read
by the teacher and compared to the class consensu:..

These titles ate then written into the notebooks next to each move
ment number (medial summary).

A discussion then er sues about the reasons for the selection of the
key words. This involves mention of melody, harmony, rhythm,
dynamics, instrt mentation, texture, and their characteristic uses to
produce an emotional result or depict a scene (to be written on the
board and in notebooks).

There will be time only for a discussion of ore or two movemen,s.
Typical questions may be asked as follows:

What sot of melody does Beethoven create to describe the cheerful
feeling of the first movement?
What does he do harmonically and rhythmically to reinforce this
feeling?

How does the quiet opening help to :stablish the mood? Is it pos.
sible to read another mood into this opening?
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Which instruments ate used to create the mood? How do they create
the mood? (Note: It may be necessary to replay the opening meas-
ures to refresh the memory and to play the bird calls at the end of
the second movement.)

Summary 2-4 minutes
It has been shown how Beethoven painted scenes through music in

this symphony, an attribute which we usually associate with program
music. However, Beethoven wrote at the beginning of the symphony
the words "more the expression of feeling than painting" which would
indicate that he was more interested in an emotional than a pictorial
reaction. (The above paragraph may be read by the teacher.)

The class is requested to discuss the meaning of that quotation from
Beethoven. Who should be brought out in the discussion, as the result
of questions by the teacher, is the fact that certain portions of the
symphony are attempts at literal description the bird calls and the
storm scent. Others "joyful feeling upon arrival in the country"
are affective rather than descriptive.

Evaluation of the Lesson

To be successful, the lesson should satisfy some or all of the follow-
ing criteria:

Is the aim clearly stated, and has it been pursued throughout the
lesson?

Is motivation based on a problem, quotat'-", or situation interesting
to the pupils and intrinsic to their backgrounds?
Is there significant pupil activity? Activity requiring thought and
perception?
Are the questions logical and thoughtprovcki-g? Addressed to all
pupils?
Does the lesson tie in with the past and look toward the future?
Does it call upon the apperceptive background of the pupils.'
Has a satisfactory base for further exploration of the subject been
established?

Has sufficient interest on the part of the pupils been engendered so
that they will be inclined to listen to program music further?
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Audio-Visual Aids
The term "audio-visual aids" as applied hereafter will be used in a

limited sense to include only the following media, machines, and
devices: pictures and charts, the phonograph, ..Ae tape recorder, the
overhead projector, the opaque projector, the film projector, the film-
strip and slide ptojector, radio, television, and programmed instruc-
tional devices. Although in the broadest sense such teaching aids as
the blackboard, voice, piano, and other instruments of demonstration
or acompaniment may be considered audio-visual aids, only those
listed above will be discussed here.

Space limitations preclude a listing of all the material available for
the ten species of audio-visual aids, and only a list of composite
sources will be offered in the bibliography at the end of the intro

Afterward, a brief discussion of the potentialities of each
device will be presented. It is hoped that teachers will make as much
use of these aids as possible. Generally speaking, classes with poor
verbal and cultural backgrounds should be given heavy doses of tIlus-
trative material, although average and above-average classes also bene-
fit richly from such material.

However, a wo,.d of caut.on is in order. In using matetial related to
the pictorial arts, care must be taken not to stretch purely musical
developmen.s into a fancied association with extramutical phe-
nomena. For example, ;Le inguence of the Romantic, Impressionistic,
and Expressionistic movements in art upon musk should not be over-
emphasirsd at the expense of the intrinsically musical considerations
that were the mainsprings of musi:al composition. Although move-
ments in music were designated by t1le same titles as those in act, the
relationship is a secondary one and involves mainly parallel social and
psychological currents rather than techniques of composition.

Nevertheless, works of art may correate very well with music where
the former has been the inspiration for the latter, as is the case with
Pictures at an Exhibition (Unit E;; or where cert'in parallel con-
cepts occur in both arts (Unit 11). Music teachers have always
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developed a humanistic approach in the teaching of their subject.
Certainly, they should correlate and make reference to other subject
areas in order to stimulate students to seek additional knowledge and
enrichment in the humanities.

References

Board of Education, City of New York. Instructional Films and Tapes,
1967.

. List of Approved Motion Picture Films, 1963. Also, see
supplemental lists of films, filmstrips, tapes, transparencies flat
pictures, 1964-1966.

Educational Audio-Visual, lac. Audio-Visual Teaching Materials:
Music, 1965.

Educational Media Council, The Educational Media Index, vol. 3.

Leader, A. !. The AudioVisual Approach to Teaching Music.

Music Educators National Conference. Journal of Research in Music
Education, Summer, 1965.

. Music Education Materials, 1959.

Picfures and Charts

Pictures aid chats are the time-honored visual aids. Pictures of
composers, artists, and instruments; notices of coixerts and educa-
tional opportraities; charts of the piano keyboard and the key
picture are familiar accoutrements of the music room. All are im-
portant in estalAishin3 a congenial atmcsphere. However, not all
pictures and charts are hung; some may be found in books and
projected on a screen.

The listing below indicates sowy possibilities in this area.

History of Music

Besse ler, H., and Schneider, M. Musikgeschicbte in Bildern. Leipz.g:
VEB, Deutches Verlag fur Mt,sik, 1963.

Kir.slty, G. A History of Music in Pictures. New York: Dover, 1951.

Lang, P. H.. and Beaman, 0. A Pictorial History of Music. New
York: W.W. Norton, 1960.
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Musical '...''graphs (Original Manuscripts)
Gerstenberg, W. Musikerhandschriften. Zurich: Atlantis Verlag, 1960.
Winternitz, E. Musical Autographs. (Reprint.) New York: Dover,

1965.

Reproductions of Art Wr'rks

Catalog of Fine Art Reproductions. New York: Shorewood, 1969.
Oestreicher Catalog. New York: Oestreicher's, 1964.

Reproductions of Portraits of Composers

Music publishers, music stores.

Pictures and Mock-ups of Instruments

Music Educators National Conference, Music Education Materials,
p. 114.

Charts
Chronological
Singleton, I. C., and Serposs, L. H. Music in Our Heritage, p. 122.

?iano Keyboard
Music publishers and music stores.

The Phonograph

The phonograph is undoubtedly the most widely used audio aid.
Because of its availability and ease of operation as well as the vast
library of records obtainable, it has become the teaching aid par
excellence. And, to add to its value, I. blishers of song books and
other texts are supplying records to go along with the printed ma-
terial. (This of course does not relieve the teacher of the responsi-
bility for preparing the class in appropriate ways of listening to
records.)

However, there are two serious limitations of the phonograph that
may cause its eventual replacement by the tape recorder I. the
deterioration of records (especially microgroove records) with use;
and 2. the difficulty in starting and stopping at various places on the
record in connection with pedagogic requirements. In such cases, the
bcst procedure is to tape the music from the record and to work out
intehruptions and repetitions on the tape.
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A different srAt of problem arises with regard to allotment of time
for the phonograph, as for any teaching aid. In classes with a high
proportion of reluctant or mediocre singers, the temptation to use the
phonograph exclikiively is great, but it must be kept it mind that even
with adequate presentation of the records, listening on the part of
pupils must be largely passive and may lead to difficulties in class
control. The indication here is that the listening portion of the lesson
should involve as much pupil activity as possible, consistent with
reasonable continuity in the presentation of the music itself.

Lastly arises the troublesome question of intensive versus extensive
presentation. The teacher may feel that the class will obtain deeper
insights into song, symphony, or opera if a record is played and
repeated for a lengthy period of time, and there is considerable evi-
dence to support this view. On the other hand, there is danger that
such an approach wig lead to excessive indoctrination in a few :invited
areas in music at the expense of the total musical picture. Within
limitations of the course of study and receptivity of the class, teachers
s:.ould use discretion in the time allotment for listening, and where
i.nportant gains are expected as the result of frequent repetition,
should not hesitate to provide it.

References

Music Educators National Conference. Music Education Materials,
pp. 104-106.

RCA Victor. The Educational and Library Record Catalogue. New
York: I.CA Victor, annual.

Schwann, W. Long - Playing Record Catalog.

The Tape Recorder

More versatile than the phonograph and therefore more suitable for
all-around service in the classroom is the tape. recorder. Not only can
records be transferred to tape and the growing library of prerecorded
tapes utilized, but lessons involving pedagogic truncation and repeti-
tion can be prerecorded. And the teacher may record on-going acti
ties as he sets fit. This aspect of instruction along with its possibilities
for variety and training would be sufficient to place the tape recorder
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high on the list of teaching aids. Combined with its other assets, it
must be deemed the instrument of choke for class use.

The one drawback in employment is the necessity for keeping track
of the starting points of the various segments to be played; for this
purpose, a written index of the tape counter should be maintained and
starting points readied prior to use. Furthermore, as a function of its
ability to start and stop, it may even be used for purposes of pro-
grammed instruction, as will be seen in the later section on that
subject.

Finally, the tape recorder may be used to provide pre-taped accom-
paniments in sittultions in which the teach;r finds it inadvisable or
impossible to play accompaniments live. A compary called Accom-
paniments Unlimited in Grosse Point Woods, Micl,igan, has published
a catalog listing more than 3,000 piano accompaniments to instru-
mental and vocal solos on tape.

The Overhead Projector

This machine is very useful provided certain conditions are met.
It may be set up in a lighted room, but the material to be projected
should be sufficiently large, dark, and well-written or printed to be
visible. One way to do this is to have sets of prepared transparencies
which fulfill the above requirements. Eventually a library of trans-
parencies covering mutt' of the lesson should be maintained.

Advance preparation of transparencies does not prevent onthe-spot
or extemporaneous use of transparent sheets b; the teacher to set down
immediate developments of the lesson. Whereas in using prepared
transparencies it is generally advisable to uncover each portion of the
transparency as the lesson unfolds, with unprepared sheets the teacher
may develop the lesson as he chooses or as the class dictates, and may
make erasures at will. And there is much to be said for the free
unfolding of a lesson.

Reforences

Educational Audio-Visual, Inc. Audio-Visual Teaching Maeda's;
Music, p. 26.

Brochures of the Tecnifax Corp., 232 East 46 Street, New York, N.Y.
10017.
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The Opaque Projector

The same conditions that govern use of the overhead projector pre-
vail with the opaque projector: size of the room, brightness and size
of the image, ease of viewing of the pupils. When adequate precau-
tions are taken, the opaque projector becomes the most useful device
on the market for magnifying and illuminating all kinds of illus-
trative material words, pictures, scores, and the like. For material
to be reproduced, see the bibliographies listed above and below.

The Sound-Film Projector

Sound films are among the most difficult audio-visual aids to handle.
They are often too long or too short, and are almost always inoppor-
tune for some in the class. They frequently break down or have poor
synchronization of the picture and sound. Sometimes the sound is poor.
All in all, although the sound film theoretically is the best teaching
device from the viewpoint of impact upon the class, in actuality it
poses so many problems that its employment must be most carefully
organized.

It is very essential to establish proper conditions of presentation.
The sound film must be previewed and discussed with the class before
the regular showing. If it is long, a break in the middle for purposes
of summary, review, or anticipation of the succeeding part may be in
order. If it is short, it should be shown near the end of the lesson,
accompanied by background discussion and summarized. Above all,
the teacher must not consider the showing of a film as a change in
class routine, but rather as a climax for which there has been a suit-
able buildup.

References

Board of Education, City of New York. Catalogs of the Bureau of
Audio-Visual Instruction, 131 Livingston Street, Brooklyn, N.Y.
11201.

Educational Media Council, The Educational Media Index, vol. 3.

Music Educators National Council. Music Education Materials, pp.
107-103.
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AudioVisual Materials

Coronet Instructional Films, Chicago, III. 60601. (1965 film series.)

Young People's Concerts and others sponsored by the Ford Motor Co.,
16 East 52 Street, New York, N.Y. 10022; the N. Y. Telephone
Co., 140 West Street, New York, N.Y. 10013; the McGraw-Hill
Book Co., 330 West 42 Street, New York, N.Y. 10036. (Films.)

The Filmstrip and Slide Projector

Filmstrips and slides require specialized use and ore therefore being
considered under a separate heading. Due to their adaptability to
instruction and the growing volume of material for them (especially
opera end program musk), much greater use of them may be antici-
pated in the future. They may be shown for instructional purposes,
i.e., for teaching theory or instruments, or they may be used in con-
junction with records or tapes as visual aids to appreciation. In any
case, the same requirements for preparation and presentation as ob-
tained with the sound-film projector are de rigueur here.

One serious problem arises when filmstrips are shown. Many of
them are not properly synchronized with the music or do not have
adequate scripts to help explain the story. In both instances it is the
teacher's duty to make full preparation. When synchronization is poor,
the teacher should assemble portions of the record on tape to corre-
spond to the frames of the filmstrip, and when the script is absent or
inadequate, the teacher should provide a workable script.

References

Educational Audio-Visuil, Inc. AudioVisual Teaching Materials:
Music, pp. 3.9 and passim.

Music Educators National Conference. Music Education Materials,
pp. 107-108.

Radio

Radio still remains an important resource for good music even
though it has been overshadowed by its younger and more appealing
offspring, television. An alert teacher may find programs which tie in
with a particular unit being taught or which are attractive for their
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own sake. FM stations particularly offer a wide variety of the finest
music, and pupils should be strongly encouraged to listen to their
programs. WQXR offers, in addition to its outstanding classical pro.
grams, musicals, Gilbert and Sullivan operettas, light classical music,
and jazz. The Board of Education has a few broadcast periods for
music during school hours on WNYE. These are generally directed
toward the lower grades but some are directed toward the high school.

References

Board of Education, City of New York. TM /' -FM Radio Manual,
biennial.

Listings for television and radio in newspapers and magazines.
Municipal Broadcasting System. WNYC Masterwork Bulletin, bi-

monthly.

Televis:on

That f,reat "cultural wasteland," television, literally has nothing
musical to offer at present during the school day except for the ultra-
high frequencv, broadcasts by the Board of Education on Channel 25.
Nor dves television have much more to offer musically on prime
viewing time except The Bell Telephone Hour, the four Philhar-
monic Young Peoples' Concerts, the Casals and Heifetz master
classes, and a few others. is it any wonder that our youngsters, re-
flexively conditioned to popular music, show so little appreciation for
good music and in fact are trained to be hostile to it? Without doubt
television could be the greatest force for the cultivatioq of good musk
ever devised, but the medium has chosen to follow the dictates of
commercial ratings.

There is a ray of hope for the future in the various schemes now
being proposed to improve educational television, but progress seems
slow and far off. At any rate, pupils should be notified about the few
music programs televised and should be questioned about them.

Program-led insh uclional Devices

James C. Carlsen states that experiments clearly indicate the value of
programmed tape recorded material in teaching melodic dictation,
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and that One of its potentials is as outside preparation material."'
In this instance learning was accomplished by means of a program-
med book in melodic dictation and a tap: recorder with au automatic
repeating action.

Although this type of learning activity is properly within the
province of classes in major music, the growing emphasis on obtaining
results in required music may bring about a day when pupils are
invited to participate in automated leaining experiences, either to
develop skills or to brush up on ft,-.Hdammtals. Experimental work in
the areas of theory, literature, and even musical performance are being
carried out at the present and augur well for the future. The Carlsen
study quoted auove and others involving the use of language labora-
tory procetures indicate that much of the drudgery formerly asso-
ciated with learning musical skills may be alleviated by timely use of
programmed material.

References

Barnes, R. A. Fundamentals of Music: A Program for Self-Instruction.

CdrIsen, 3. C. Melodic Perception.

Clough, j. C. Scales, Interta Is, Keys and Triads.

Audio-visual instruction has become an increasingly important
aspect of instruction in music. Due to the great variety of audio-visual
aids available and to the multi-faceted appeal of these aids to pupils,
this type of instruction has become almost indispensable in the class-
room.

However, a certain amount of inactivity on the part of pupils in
audio-visual instruction as opposed to the maximum activity of class
singing is inevitable, and this places upon the teacher the burden of
organizing the lesson so that there will be no slip-ups in setting up
mechanical devices and in preparing adequate class response. A lesson
which relies in whole or in part upon audio-visual equipment must
be tightly organized and timed.

A record may be too long; the image projected by an opaque pro-
jector may be indistinct. The class may react unfavorably to these

Jamcs C. Cartscrt, Joura41 of Rrtearch in Music Eiticrtion, Summer 1964,
p. 147.
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stimuli, and the lesson may falter. Consequently, in using audio-visual
aids, the teacher is faced with greater difficulty in preparing the lesson
than when singing was the only activity, and he must make every
effort to provide for proper functioning of equipment, proper choice
of materials, and proper presentation of the lesson via advance
planning.

If these things are done, the possibilities of improved classroom
instruction are immeasurable. Given a visual-minded audience and
constant expansion of audio-visual material, the teacher can become a
vital force in the propagation of good musk. To mention just a few
of the devices that are being experimented with (as listed in the
Journal of Research in Music Eduration, Spring 1965, p. 67): use of
video-tape; coordination of score and musk; overhead transparencies
and overlays to direct attention to selected problems in a score; use of
a proper lens system and techniques in television to note unique
aspects, such as correct finger placement on a string instrument and
correct embouchure for a wind instrument; film loops for phases of
instruction in theory, hiusic literature, and methodology which call
for repetition; packages of materials (tapes, motion pictures, film-
strips, and texts for teacher and pupil) for music history, literature,
methodology, theory, etc.

It may be said that we are just beginning to experiment with audio-
visual aids. Due to limited time, expenses, and facilities, we have been
slow to make a beginning, but now that this type of instruction has
proven itself, it will continue to grow and will occupy a central posi
tion in teaching. Th gap between the present musical interests of our
pupils and what we think they should be is so great that we must
do all we can to close it -- by audio-visual force-feeding if neces-
sary. Yet there is so much that is congenial and self-motivating in
this approach that such force-feeding could take on the charms of
adventure and entertainment. Pupils without a musical background or
musical interest may be introduced to sublime classical music in a
painless manner, and by repeated exposure may be led to enjoy and
cultivate an interest in that music.
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Basic List of Recordings
This list provides a representative sample of virtually every type

of music mentioned in this Syllabus. it has been necessary in some
cases to substitute other titles for specific titles mentioned in the
lesson outlines; but, if necessary, the aims and objectives of each unit
can in almost every instance be achieved by using there records alone.
Some records may be used for more than one unit, and it is hoped
thereby that the number of required record.; would be reduced to a
minimum and that eventually all schools will be able to buy the entire
list, or one adequate enough to provide for the needs of the Syllabus.

COMPOSER

Beethoven

Berg
Britten

Copland
Debussy

RECORD TITLE RECORD NO.
UNIT FOR
WHICH

REQUIRED

Fifth Symphony
Wellington's Victory
Three Pi..ces
Young Person's Guide to the

Orch.
El Salon Mexico
Afternoon of a Faun

Col. ML 5868
Mere. MGD 19
Wesr. 9709
Col. ML 5183

Col. ML 5841
Col. ML 5841

10
17

12

7

4

8,12

First lnternat'l University
Choral Festival

VIC. LM 7013 5

Gershwin

Gilbert and
Sullivan

An American in Paris
Concerto in F
Rhapsody in Blue
Songbook

Col. CL 700
Col. CL 700
Col. CL 700
Vic. LPM 2116

8, 11
11

11

4

Guide to Jazz Vic. LPM 1393 11,15

Irayin
Heifetz,
Piatigorsky

Sy mphony No. 10i
Concerts

Vic. LM 2535
Vic. LD 6159

10

10,13

Iles Got the Whole World
in His Hands

Vic. LM 2592 2,1t,15

9, 10Mozart Symphony no. 40 Vic. LM 2535

Music of the World's
['copies

Newport Folk Festival 1965
Operatic Choruses
Plaincong to Polyphony

Folk. FE 4506,
4507

Varg. 9225
Vi,. LM 2416
Ever. 6174

2, 15, 16

2, 11
4
14
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COMPOSER RECORD TITLE RECORD NO.
REQUIRED
WHICH

UNIT FOR

Schubert Quartet in D minor Vic. LM 2378 6, 13

Songs (also songs by Schu-
mann, Brahms, Strauss,
Haydn)

Vic. LM 2712 6,9

Songs of the World Col. C 2 1 1 3 2, 1 5, 16

Straus, Till Eulenspiegel Col. ML 5841 8

Stravinsky Agon West. 9709 4

Tchaikowsky 1812 Overture Mere. MGD 19 17
Nutcracker Suite, The 4

Ten Great Sinkers Vic. LM 6705 3,6
The American Musical Cot. 32B50004 4

Theater
Themes from Great Films Time 52078 4
2000 Years of Music Folk. 3700 14,15,16
U.S. Marine Band Vic. 1..-3M 2687 11

Webers Six Pieces West, 9709 12

What Is Jazz? Col. CL 919 11,15
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I I th and 12th Century Music

Mira lege, in tsNo parts, from a manuscript in the Ribliotheque
rationale. Example of neumes and the one-line staff. 11th Century.
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Lauclrs c:utis, from a manuscript in Ribliotheque r )gale de I;russels.
Example of neumes and the one-line staff. 12th Century.
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Ernest DAN id and Mathis Luis). L'hi;toir: dr la notation mwirale, 1 SO, Paris,
France.
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To Anacreon in Heaven.'

To An - at - re -on in htaen where he sat In full glee A few scars of

Pam- c-ry sent a pe - ti-tion That he their Is - spi -rer and Pat -ran would

NE.
==.. ====_=1,===..

be, When this als - wer an rived from the Jof -ly old Gre-clan:Voloe, and

Flute no_ Irng -er be mute, I'll lend you Ty inane and in - spire you to

boot, kri be - sides I'll In -struct you, like me, To - twine the

.0P
I (NI11,11Mr041 II11
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The Star-Spangled Bonner

Oh, say can you see
By the dawn's early light
What so proudly we hailed
At the twilight's last gleaming,
Whose broad stripes and bright

stars
Through the perilous fight
O'er the ramparts we wattled
Were so gallantly streaming?

After the original in the British NIuscum,

And the rockets' red glare
The bombs bursting in air
Gave proof through the night
That our flag was still there.
Oh, say does that starspanglod
Banner yet wave
O'er the land of the free
And the home of the brae?
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First Edition of the Star-Spangled Banner

FRANCIS SCOTT KEY JOHN STAFFORD SMITH

77. 7 7. 7771=7.
7 1Mil=11.11M=1=,,I=DMI1==~-,==EW=1,== °"''..- =.11== M=MEDwm:

=MEW- MED
. ym.. ..e, =iWM. 11,Mui IMI111^D 1=6,.MEMMEED MO

, .......... ..=.E.1im.a.sam". amr=ww's -TA'.,..1,.m. .alwil. ==:: -.1M. M011=1 .
IMEMP =1.,11.,=b,11114

..

* Various rditicns of the SidrSpJugled R.mner base tong been a popular col-
lectors' Turn and the song has been most ',tench el) researched.
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The Old Ship of Zioni

Although the title "The Old Ship of Zion" appeared in print as
early as 1809, the version in which the chorus keeps repeating the
same line throughout seems to have appeared in the 1830'c. It is the
repetition of a single line that gave rise to a family of songs which
eventually included "0 When the Saints."

0 When the Soints2

,its r$0 4.1J1

111==.11=.1M...
MilhaiN11 11M.IMMI,=1.M11

..11
OM.. NM 11.

11=11

Mull1111

G7

0 when the saints-- go march-in' when she saints go. march-1 n' in,

C7
=GE

_c711
j::jord.l want to be in that num-Der when the saints go march - In_

I 0 when the saints go marchio' in,
Lord, I want to be in that number
When the saints go marchin' in.

2 0 when the sun rouse to shine,
etc.

5 0 when the moon goes"down,in
Wood, etc.

4 0 when the stars have disap-
peared; etc.

5 0 wLen :1,cy crown Him Lord
of all, etc.

6 0 when the day of judgment
comes, etc.

I Frank C. Brown, Collection of North Caroline Folklore, rurham, Duke,
1962. es permission.

2 Allan Lomax, Ica .52ner of North Arnerice, Doubleday Co. inc., 1960.
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Vilikins and His Dinah'

I From This Is Music, Book 1'i, by Wi;li.rn R. Sur, Robert F. N)e, William
R. Fisher, and Mary R. Tolbert. Copright (c) 1942, 1%7 by All)n and
Bacon, Inc. Used by permission."
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